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ABSTRACT

INSTRUCTIONAL SCHOOL GARDENS:
OPPORTUNITIES FOR AND BARRIERS TO SCALING

By
Patricia Sprague
August 2016

Dissertation supervised by Rick McCown, Ph.D.
When children are engaged in school gardens, they aren’t just digging in the dirt.
School gardens have been shown to help improve student health by impacting food
preferences and physical activity, enhancing student learning in many subject areas, and
engendering student positive association with nature. School gardens can serve as venues
to enhance social justice by helping marginalized students access these three
advantageous experiences to which they otherwise might not have exposure. Given the
evidence that school gardens improve the educational experiences of students, this study
explored the opportunities for and barriers to scaling school gardens so that more students
can profit from their benefits. This mixed methods study was situated in an Edible
Schoolyard program serving students in Grades PreK-5. It utilized five discrete research
instruments. The resulting data suggest school garden positive impacts, including
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students’ willingness to try fruits and vegetables, students’ positive engagement in
learning, and parents’ and guardians’ enhanced connection to their child’s school. These
observations merit further study. Principals, parents, guardians, classroom teachers, and
garden educators identified barriers to and opportunities for scaling. Barriers included
limited instructional time, limited number of grades served, and limited connection of
curriculum to subjects other than science. Opportunities for scaling included overall
robust stakeholder commitment, capacity and confidence, including principals choosing
to pay for the school garden program from their own budgets, and, in some schools,
parent-teacher groups raising funds to cover half the cost of the program. These factors
suggest several elements important to successful scaling were already in place.
Recommendations to advance successful scaling of instructional school gardens include
employing an intentional process of improvement inquiry; measuring and tracking of
stakeholder commitment, capacity, and confidence; engaging classroom teachers and
garden educators as key improvement stakeholders; and providing professional
development in instructional school gardens for classroom teachers.
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annual onsite inspections, and separate organic food from non-organic food” (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 2016a).
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number of gardens funded, increase in materials funded or donated).
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INSTRUCTIONAL SCHOOL GARDENS: OPPORTUNITIES FOR AND BARRIERS TO SCALING

Chapter I: Rationale for the Study
Instructional School Gardens have enjoyed success in several Pittsburgh schools,
some spanning over 10 years. Given their documented broad range of stakeholders, and
the stakeholders’ established commitment of time, money, and other resources, this study
first examines the merits of scaling these gardens. It does so by examining the roles
School Gardens play in contributing to students’ educational experiences in student
health, academics, and ecoliteracy, as well as the potential of School Gardens to help
advance social justice. It examines the School Gardens’ successes and challenges and in
those cases where School Gardens demonstrate clear benefit to student participants, the
study seeks to identify opportunities and barriers to successfully scaling these gardens.
Finally, this study proposes a framework of Improvement Inquiry to scale Instructional
School Gardens in Pittsburgh, as well as in other similar contexts in the United States.
Student health is one of four domains Instructional School Gardens aspire to
positively impact. For the first time in the history of the United States, obesity may soon
“emerge as a leading cause of early death” (National Institutes of Health, 2014).
Olshansky et al., (2005) in their New England Journal of Medicine article titled “A
Potential Decline in Life Expectancy in the United States in the 21st Century” reported
that it is projected American children may have a shorter life expectancy than their
parents unless steps are taken to address excessive weight gain (Olshansky, Passaro,
Hershow, Layden, Carnes, Brody, . . . Ludwig, 2005). Further, in the United States today,
convenience food is more processed (Nestle, 2013), less expensive (Rao, Afshin, Singh,
& Mozaffarian, 2013) and often of lower nutritional value and higher caloric intake than
at any previous time in our history. Compounding this, food insecurity for children in
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many poor urban neighborhoods and rural areas is rooted in the persistent stress of
poverty and the lack of access to grocery stores. According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 15.8 million American children do not have enough nutritious food to
maintain good health (Borger et al., 2014a).
Student environmental stewardship is the second of four domains Instructional School
Gardens aspire to positively impact. Our youth are inheriting an environment of
enormous degradation. To navigate the impacts of this degradation and to successfully
find solutions to the myriad environmental changes they will face, students need to learn
about environmental stewardship and become competent in understanding and addressing
environmental challenges.
To be prepared to succeed in the work world, students need meaningful learning and
academic opportunities to develop critical thinking skills, opportunities that are engaging
at their core. Students need learning experiences that are not focused simply on
improving standardized achievement test scores. Inquiry-based learning and development
of critical thinking skills is the third domain Instructional School Gardens aspire to offer
students.
Children from disadvantaged environments disproportionately may miss out on each
of the three potential benefits noted above: improvement in health, development of
ecoliteracy, and improvement in learning opportunities including the development of
critical thinking skills. School Gardens can serve as venues to enhance social justice by
offering marginalized students access to these three advantageous experiences they
otherwise may not have. Thus, advancing social justice is the fourth domain Instructional
School Gardens aspire to address.
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Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh is an inquiry-based Instructional School Garden
program embedded in the curriculum of each school it serves. This research sought to
identify opportunities and barriers to scale or expand school participation in the Edible
Schoolyard program in the Pittsburgh region. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh is a program
of Grow Pittsburgh, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that delivers gardening and
cooking education to students in Grades PreK-5 in five Pittsburgh “Flagship” Schools
and fourteen “Affiliate” Schools.
The Edible Schoolyard Project began in 1995 at the Martin Luther King Jr. Middle
School in Berkeley, California. Twenty-one years later, as of July 2016, more than 4,700
schools in America have Edible Schoolyard Project-affiliated programs. Through
experiential learning, Edible Schoolyard Garden Educators (in Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh referred to by students as their “Farmers”) help students learn to grow, cook,
and eat fresh food. They help students make active connections to nature and learn what
it means to be stewards of our earth, all while celebrating the diverse cultures and
experiences of the students.
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
This study was undertaken in the southwestern region of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania in the city of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh is the state’s second largest city with a
population of just over 305,000. The census of 2010 reflected that of Pittsburgh’s
population, 64.8% were White, 26.1% African American, 4.4% Asian, 2.5% Multi
Racial, 2.3% Hispanic, and 0.2% Native American and showed that 22.6% of the city’s
population lived below the poverty line (United States Census, 2015).
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Children in the city of Pittsburgh are served with public (district and charter), private,
religious, and cyber schools. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh serves students in grades PreK-5 in Edible Schoolyard Flagship Schools and Edible Schoolyard Affiliate Schools.
Flagship Schools participate fully in Grow Pittsburgh’s Edible Schoolyard program. The
Flagship Schools engage Garden Educators to deliver gardening and cooking instruction,
oversee garden maintenance, and enhance community outreach. As of 2016, there are
five Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship Schools: one charter school and four district
schools. Two Flagship Schools participating in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program
have entered their tenth consecutive year of participation. One school is in its seventh
consecutive year, and two are in their eighth consecutive years. None of the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship programs has been closed or reduced. One school that
was originally an Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship School evolved to an Affiliate
School in order for the school, staff, and students to take on more responsibility for the
garden program.
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Affiliate Schools are responsible for more of the
garden tasks and education than are the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship schools.
Affiliate Schools collaborate with Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh in some Instructional
School Garden planning, implementation and problem solving work. The steps for a
school to become an Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Affiliate School include submitting an
application to Grow Pittsburgh, a review of the application, and finally school selection
by Grow Pittsburgh. In the school year 2014-2015 there were six Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh Affiliate Schools. In the fall of 2015, seven additional schools were accepted
by Grow Pittsburgh to the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Affiliate School program.
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In the Flagship Schools, during one trimester of the school year, all Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh students receive a series of 12 weekly classes taught by their
Farmer. The lessons follow seasonal gardening tasks and are aligned with the
Pennsylvania Science and Technology standards and Ecology and Environment standards
(Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, 2016c). Fall classes focus on the senses, seasons, safety,
and the environment. Winter classes, taught indoors, follow the Winter Cooking
Curriculum (Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, 2016a), which connects how the food the
students grow turns into the food they eat. The spring program focuses on soil, plant life,
and ecosystems. During the summer, families of students and other members of the
school and community are invited to help care for the garden in exchange for “kidgrown” produce.
Conversations I had with Edible Schoolyard staff members in 2014 revealed their
strong desire to participate in an intentional and thoughtful evaluation of their program.
This desire for evaluation stemmed from their professional commitment; they wanted to
understand better the impact of their work and, by extension, to improve it, as well as to
meet the expressed request of funders (current and potential) to demonstrate measureable
impact.
My evaluation work began in 2014 when I met with the Executive Director of Grow
Pittsburgh, and we agreed that I would undertake this study of Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh on the condition that Grow Pittsburgh’s Director of Educational Programming
determined that he and his team could incorporate this additional commitment of time.
The Director of Educational Programming shared that the staff welcomed and wanted a
study of their work; he and I agreed to proceed. The Director of Educational
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Programming and the Executive Director continued, throughout this study, to
characterize the evaluation process as an important and valuable guide in pursuing and
achieving their mission and goals. It was also seen by members of the staff as a
significant step to respond to requests for evaluation by the organization’s board
members and funders.
Stakeholder Views
Stakeholder buy-in is essential to the success of Instructional School Gardens. In
the course of this research, I worked with a number of key stakeholder groups. I first
engaged with them via interviews and focus groups I conducted during the school year
2014-2015. These allowed for a better understanding of the capacity and commitment of
stakeholders in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. Among those participating in
focus groups and interviews were (a) the staff of Grow Pittsburgh including the Garden
Educators, (b) parents and guardians of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students, (c) Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh volunteers, (d) Principals of participating Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh schools, (e) Classroom Teachers of participating Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
schools, and (f) myself as facilitator.
Interviews and focus groups with these stakeholders confirmed their commitment
to student health issues. Of particular concern was student lack of awareness of, and
access to, healthy food. Stakeholders also were concerned about children’s low intake of
fruits and vegetables. They noted that children often were eating junk food instead of real
food and that this junk food diet is a hazard to children’s health now and in their future.
They also remarked about students’ apparent lack of awareness of where food comes
from; the idea of food growing out of the soil is not part of many students’ experience.
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The fact that students lack fundamental knowledge of this most basic element of a
healthy life was noteworthy. Research demonstrates a social justice connection to this
concern: Poor children and children of color disproportionately lack food and nutrition
knowledge and access to fresh foods (Beaulac, Kristjansson, & Cummins, 2009). In each
of these conversations, stakeholders expressed confidence that the Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh program helped students not only by encouraging healthier diets, but also by
enhancing social skills, by engendering a sense of pride in their School Garden, and by
increasing environmental awareness. These points are discussed further in Chapter II.
The following comments from stakeholders were generated in early conversations
considering the concepts of learning and achievement. Some questions explored were: (a)
how do you define learning and achievement in the context of Instructional School
Gardens? (b) How do you measure learning and achievement? (c) How are learning and
achievement similar or disparate concepts?
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Staff Member A shared:
In the Edible Schoolyard context, we are focusing on holistic learning that goes
much deeper than academic standards. For example, a student may do poorly on
a science standards test or even an evaluation that we created, and her
achievement level would not be particularly high. We are less concerned about
this and more concerned about whether this student learned about our core
outcomes. We are concerned with questions such as: Are they invested in the
school community and do they have a deeper understanding of environmental
stewardship? Are they learning some of the ‘soft skills’ which are really life
skills like collaboration, patience, respect for life, self-confidence, a passion for
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learning and being outside? This is the most essential learning (Edible
Schoolyard Staff Member A, personal communication, October 14, 2014).
Garden Educators shared their thoughts about the role of School Gardens in
student learning. One wrote:
We are very process-oriented. There's discovering that potatoes grow under the
soil through digging them up and then learning also what other critters live down
there, there's learning not to be afraid of being dirty or afraid of bugs, there's
learning to cooperate with classmates or learning the consequences of your
actions. It's fun to watch the kindergarten students at recess; all my kindergarten
teachers claim that this is where the most learning happens, on the playground,
learning to problem solve, communicate, work together, solve conflict, etc. I feel
a lot of learning also happens in the Edible Schoolyard and most often it takes the
form of discovery, curiosity, and wonder (Edible Schoolyard Garden Educator A,
personal communication, October 17, 2014).
Another Garden Educator emphasized the importance of collaborative work and
learning in the garden and cooking setting:
Edible Schoolyard is a collective experience for our students: Did we work like
teammates? Did we accomplish a certain task in the garden? Did everybody try
something new? Though influenced largely by the experience of the group, every
child's learning is unique (Edible Schoolyard Garden Educator B, personal
communication, October 30, 2014).
I convened two focus groups of parents and guardians, Classroom Teachers, the
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Program Manager, and myself at two Edible Schoolyard
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Pittsburgh Flagship Schools to discuss the development of a Parent/Guardian Survey. The
survey would pose questions to parents and guardians about their child’s fruit and
vegetable attitudes and consumption behaviors. In discussing the development of this
survey, parents and guardians expressed a wide range of outcomes they considered
important results of participating in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. One
parent explained,
Kids may connect with learning in the garden setting and learn about biology,
science, math, or whatever topic because it is different and interesting, and they
get to go outside. Edible Schoolyard may engage a subset of kids who are not
engaged at all by sitting at a desk and repeating written exercises, but I think it is
important for every kid. Variety is a good thing, and they get that in Edible
Schoolyard (Edible Schoolyard parent, personal communication, October 23,
2014).
The Parent/Guardian Survey focus groups helped shape and refine survey
questions as well as confirm their relevance to Classroom Teachers, parents, and
guardians. Principals at the two participating Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship
Schools were consulted for their permission to conduct the survey and for their input on
the Parent/Guardian Survey. Both principals stated they hoped to use the results of this
study to help understand the various impacts of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
program on student educational experience in their schools.
Volunteers are vital stakeholders in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program utilizes community volunteers before, during, and after
instructional delivery. Volunteers also may help with maintenance of the garden and have
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other responsibilities as determined by the volunteer and the Garden Educator.
Volunteers expressed interest in learning about this study with the expectation that it
would help inform their volunteer work (Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh volunteers,
personal communications, September 18, 2014).
Other stakeholders include funders, neighborhood and citywide youth-serving
nonprofits, the academy / higher education institutions, commercial businesses,
government officials and policy makers, healthcare providers, and health insurance
companies. The most important of all stakeholder groups are students. I explore each of
these groups next.
Funders as well as neighborhood and citywide youth-serving nonprofit
organizations are key stakeholders. Both may use information from this study to help
inform their work in promoting the well-being of the children they serve. There is also
potential for collaboration between these non-profit entities and Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh.
Academy stakeholders may use this work to inform their research as well as for
professional education and preparation of PreK-12 teachers. This study may add to the
body of research on enhancement of school-academy-community partnerships for social
justice and student well-being: In this collaboration, Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
represents the nonprofit community, schools represent themselves, and I, as a doctoral
student, represent the academy. This study may also add to the body of research on
Improvement Inquiry in education.
Socially responsible businesses concern themselves with the well-being of their
community members. The results of this study may help inform and possibly influence
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businesses to become more actively engaged in Instructional School Gardens and in
issues of food justice. Businesses in the food sector, in particular, are responsive to their
customers’ and to their potential customers’ needs in the realm of food access and food
quality. Consumption of organic food is on the rise, primarily, but not exclusively, for
those in populations of higher socio-economic status. Instructional School Gardens
represent an opportunity for businesses to engage with issues of social justice and affect
the commercial food sector’s socially responsible business focus. This could take many
forms, including financial support of Instructional School Gardens, employee time off for
volunteer work in Instructional School Gardens, and decisions to locate grocery stores in
food desert neighborhoods (neighborhoods with poor access to fresh food).
Government officials and policymakers are important stakeholders in this study as
well. Many government leaders in cities across North America are working to end food
deserts and to ensure that locally and sustainably produced fresh food is available to all
(Ladner, 2011). Pittsburgh Mayor Bill Peduto’s sustainability team is examining the
city’s work where policy touches food; the mayor’s office is eager to collaborate with
community-based initiatives that address food deserts and related nutrition and hunger
issues afflicting Pittsburgh. Both Pittsburgh city government and Allegheny County
government are committed to incorporating food access in policy matters (Pittsburgh
Food Policy Council, 2015).
Current Allegheny County Health Department efforts underway address food
insecurity issues and the obesity epidemic, including the county’s “Live Well Allegheny”
initiative (Togneri, 2014). Live Well Allegheny County schools include Clairton City
School District, Duquesne City School District, McKeesport Area School District,
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Pittsburgh Public Schools, and West Allegheny School District (Live Well Allegheny,
2016). Live Well Allegheny shares common goals with Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh,
including goals of encouraging consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables, exercise,
nutrition education, and School Gardens (Live Well Allegheny, 2016). In addition to city
and county efforts, the Pittsburgh Food Policy Council (Pittsburgh Food Policy Council,
2015), formed in 2014, is addressing food access and childhood hunger, and is exploring
policy recommendations to support children and families at the nexus of communities
and food justice.
Health care providers and health insurance companies are, by definition, invested
in the health of children and by extension in the related issues of childhood hunger, food
insecurity, nutrition, and obesity. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh touches on each of these
areas and thus is relevant to health care stakeholders’ goals to address these pressing
issues. The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) has developed a Children’s
Wellness Center and a Healthy Pediatric Weight Management Program, and leads
community and school partnerships such as the Healthy Schools Program of Children’s
Hospital of UPMC (Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC, 2016). The Healthy
Schools Program of Children’s Hospital of UPMC helps schools form School Wellness
Councils. Included among these schools are Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship and
Affiliate Schools. The School Wellness Councils have a vested interest in the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program and evaluation of its impact on student health.
Finally, the most important stakeholders are the students who participate in the
Edible Schoolyard program of Grow Pittsburgh. Their teachers, parents, guardians,
principals, and Garden Educators in many conversations have reflected on how strongly
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the students seem to value, and even love, the gardening and cooking program. I have
witnessed evidence of this enthusiasm countless times. This can be seen when students
become happily animated upon entering the garden for a lesson or when big smiles
spread across their faces upon seeing their Farmer in the hallways at school. The
gardening and cooking program energizes students. These energized students seem to be
reaping some important benefits from their Instructional School Garden. Among the
benefits that have been studied are four upon which I focus in this research and turn to
next: health, academics, environmental stewardship, and social justice.
Impacts of Instructional School Gardens
Four critical and positive impacts may occur for students participating in
Instructional School Gardens. Students may enjoy improvement in health connected to
familiarity with and tasting of fruits and vegetables. They may benefit from being out of
their chairs in the classroom and moving physically in the garden. Improved academics
may occur in both learning and in achievement as measured by tests. Students may
become better stewards of the Earth. Accessing these often-unavailable opportunities is
critical to disadvantaged students, making social justice the fourth critical and positive
impact.
Health impacts. The following critical health challenges impact students and
highlight the importance and relevance of Instructional School Gardens in students’ lives.
First, we are experiencing a national epidemic of childhood obesity (Carmona, 2004).
The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) conducted from 2011
to 2012 found that about 17% of U.S. children and adolescents ages 2 to 19 years are
obese and 15% are overweight (Fryar, Carroll, & Ogden, 2014). In Pennsylvania, one in
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five children is obese (Davis, Davis, Northington, Moll, & Kolar, 2002). Because obesity
can lead to diabetes, heart disease, and other deleterious health impacts later in life, the
children of this generation are projected to be the first Americans to have shorter life
expectancy than their parents ("American Academy of Pediatrics Institute for Healthy
Childhood Weight," 2015; Carmona, 2004) this is a health issue that must be addressed.
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends increased fruit and
vegetable consumption as part of its obesity prevention and treatment protocols
(American Academy of Pediatrics Institute for Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015; Larsen,
Mandleco, Williams, & Tiedeman, 2006). Research suggests garden and cooking
programs enhance participants’ fruit and vegetable consumption; Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh encompasses both gardening and cooking. One study of a 12-week gardenbased nutrition education intervention with students in Grades 4-6 attending a YMCA
camp yielded positive results from a garden program intervention (Heim, Stang, &
Ireland, 2009). The 93 subjects of this study by Heim et al. reported high levels of liking:
the garden work (95.6%), preparing snacks of fruits and vegetables (93.4%) and learning
about fruits and vegetables (91.3%). Also increased were vegetable-asking behavior at
home (measured by the child’s response to the question “did you ask someone in your
family to buy fruits or vegetables?”) and the number of fruits and vegetables eaten by
participants as well as participants’ vegetable preferences (Heim et al., 2009). Similar
results of increased preference for fruits and vegetables, and enhanced knowledge of
fruits and vegetables were found in School Garden studies conducted by Lineberger and
Zajicek, and Morris and Zidenberg-Cherr (Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000; J. L. Morris &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2002).
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Both diet and exercise are critical determinants of physical health. Professional
physician membership organizations and federal research organizations, including the
American Academy of Pediatrics and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, recognize the contribution and potential of gardens to enhance child food
preferences and increased physical activity (American Academy of Pediatrics Institute for
Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015; Kim, Grimm, Harris, Scanlon, & Demissie, 2012).
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends policies be instituted at local,
state, and national levels to ensure increased access to safe and attractive places for
physical activity. School Gardens provide exactly such an environment (Larsen et al.,
2006). According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Kim et al.,
2014) and the American Academy of Pediatrics (American Academy of Pediatrics
Institute for Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015; Zhang et al., 2014), schools can play a
critical role in stemming obesity by establishing a safe and supportive environment with
policies and practices that support physical activity. School Gardens are indeed safe and
attractive places for physical activity and exercise. Thus School Gardens help address
both students’ need for movement and students’ need for better nutrition.
Federal policy has played an important historic role in food consumption norms,
and, thus, health in the United States. The Smith-Hughes National Vocational Education
Act of 1917 ensured that home economics courses were offered in public schools. Once a
staple of education in U.S. high schools, home economics was the key opportunity for
students to learn about preparing food and balanced diets. The Smith-Hughes National
Vocational Education Act of 1917 also helped usher in the age of American consumerism
and with it a significant change in the American diet. While the Act ensured the spread of
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home economics courses and research, it also touted sanitary, mass-produced, packaged
food as the ideal American diet.
Eating habits are formed early in life and are difficult to change in adolescent
years and beyond. Increased fresh food consumption is an integral goal of the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has
found that school programs designed to educate and encourage young children to make
wise eating choices can help alleviate the prevalence of obesity (Kim et al., 2014).
Promoting healthy food choices is precisely what the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
strives to do.
Anecdotally, the impact on food choices can be observed in Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh schools. Students sometimes bring their parents or guardians to the garden and
“show off” by picking tomatoes and eating them straight from the vine. Also, every year
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students harvest food to be used in the Winter Cooking
Program. For example, one year they harvested kale, collard greens, and onions from
their garden, using them to prepare a West African Groundnut Stew (Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh, 2016b), which they ate with great passion and enjoyment. An Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh student in Grade 1 upon tasting the West African Groundnut Stew
for the first time stood up and declared energetically, “This stew is out-of-this-world
delicious!” While this is a positive moment of satisfaction with good food—and a
frequently repeated one in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Winter Cooking Program—
the reality of hunger in Pittsburgh and our nation is also very real.
Statistics provided by food assistance organizations help depict the magnitude of
the impact of food insecurity on children and youth. According to the Hunger in America
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2014 report, Pennsylvania food banks, which are members of Feeding America, serve
532,692 children—and 2,075,800 people overall—annually. Weekly, 227,500 unique
clients are served by these food banks. The Hunger in America 2014 report also indicates
that one in seven Pennsylvanians turns to food banks for food and nutrition assistance,
and that, in 2013, half of the food programs in the state reported an increase in the
volume of their clients (Borger et al., 2014b).
Hunger in America 2014 further reports that clients are making tough choices and
trade-offs to keep food on the table. Many of the coping strategies are a detriment to
clients’ health. Its study found that households had used three or more coping strategies
to get enough food in the previous twelve months, strategies which could compromise the
health of the children in client families. The type of coping strategies used and the
frequency with which they were employed were reported as follows: 77% reported
purchasing inexpensive, unhealthy food; 58% reported eating food past the expiration
date; 40% reported watering down food or drinks; 31% reported pawning or selling
personal property. Another coping strategy used by 54% was receiving help from friends
or family. Interestingly, 27% reported growing food in a garden (Borger et al., 2014a). In
addition to the compelling health impacts that Instructional School Gardens address, are
equally compelling issues and opportunities in the realm of academics, which I explore
next.
Academic impacts. Students in U.S. schools continue to underperform in
academic achievement and critical thinking as compared to students in other
industrialized nations (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Graham, Beall, Lussier, McLaughlin, &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005). Research findings suggest School Gardening programs
17
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significantly improve students’ achievement on standardized science exams (Klemmer,
Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2005) as well as in mathematics and language arts (Williams &
Dixon, 2013). Research also has demonstrated that environmental education improves
student achievement and learning in science (Blair, 2009; Fisher-Maltese & Zimmerman,
2015; Gaylie, 2009) and social and environmental behavior (Blair, 2009).
The Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh curriculum is integrated into its schools’
science, math, reading, and arts curricula. Its 72 lesson plans are aligned with the
Pennsylvania Science and Technology standards and Ecology and Environment standards
(Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, 2016c). In addition, parents, guardians, teachers, and
principals report positive social and emotional outcomes associated with participation in
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh; I explore these in Chapter IV.
Students need consistent opportunities to learn, not only the linear goals of
improving rote memorization skills and enhancing standardized achievement test scores,
but also opportunities to enhance more complex learning. School Garden programs offer
dynamic learning experiences via experiential and inquiry-based learning. Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh experiential learning engages students at many levels. One way
this unfolds is in the natural sequence of seasons. For example, students save, count, and
estimate the number of tomato seeds from the current year’s School Garden for the next
year’s garden. They plant the seeds the following school year after measuring off
distances in the sections of the plots. They harvest the tomatoes and prepare recipes. The
Garden Educator leads and guides the food preparation and cooking. He or she also may
lead a discussion of the geography of the country from which the recipe originates.
Students collaborate preparing the tomatoes they planted and grew along with other
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ingredients (using measuring cups, spoons, and math), and serve the delicious food to
each other, engendering a sense of community. They share the meal with their fellow
gardening, harvesting, and cooking classmates. These multi-layered processes engage
students in unique, dynamic, experiential hands-on learning and build important
foundations in multiple subject areas as well. In the process, the Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh also teaches students about matters of nutrition.
Woven into the garden learning and cooking experiences is an important social
justice component tied to nutrition. Low-income neighborhoods are prime candidates for
food deserts. A significant number of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students reside in
low-income neighborhoods. The Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program provides
opportunities to learn about food that life circumstances may not have given students,
especially students living in food deserts.
Environmental education impacts. Finally, today’s children are inheriting a
world of environmental degradation that compels knowledge of the natural world and
stewardship skills to protect it. We must ensure youth have exposure to, and gain literacy
in, environmental stewardship. School Gardens increasingly have been shown to be
meaningful to children as a way to connect with the natural environment. Children are
well-served when they are familiar with the natural world, but in contemporary society
there is a significant disconnect with the natural world (Louv, 2008). This needs to
change. Two federal policy acts at the nexus of our country’s environment, food, and
human health are the Smith-Hughes National Vocational Education Act of 1917 and the
National Environmental Education Act of 1970.
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The Smith-Hughes National Vocational Act of 1917 established home economics
in the U.S. high school curriculum. An intended benefit of this act was to help free
women to pursue activities outside the home. To that end, it encouraged women to move
from their role of being “producers” of food to being smart “consumers” of packaged and
pre-cooked, mass manufactured, ready-to-heat food (Spring, 2013). The philosophy of
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh and Instructional School Gardens in general is
fundamentally contrary to this viewpoint. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh teaches students
how to grow food, and aims to engender a positive relationship with the natural
environment from which all our food comes. The Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program,
which includes both garden education and a winter cooking program, teaches students
how to grow food as well as how to prepare food for eating.
The second important federal legislation was the National Environmental
Education Act of 1990. This Act promoted environmental education by providing
financial support for hands-on, inquiry-based, outdoor environmental learning
experiences. However, declining funding for the National Environmental Education Act
has placed environmental education in serious jeopardy at a time when students need it
more than ever. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh delivers hands-on, inquiry-based, outdoor
environmental learning experiences. Its intentions align with the intentions of the
National Environmental Education Act of 1970.
The Edible Schoolyard encourages environmental stewardship: Students plant and
harvest, compost and mulch, pick up trash in their garden, and begin to understand firsthand the natural environment and their impact on it. The Edible Schoolyard helps instill a
sense of wonder in the natural world. One example shared by Edible Schoolyard
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Pittsburgh Garden Educators is that students unfamiliar with nature sometimes will
initially react negatively to worms. However, within a few minutes, these same students
will become thoroughly intrigued by them. This awakening or deepening appreciation of
nature is reported in the literature as well (Armitage, 2009; Brook, 2010; Louv, 2008,
2011).
Social Justice Implications of the Problem of Practice
Three key social justice impacts of School Gardens, in health, academics, and
environmental stewardship knowledge and skills, were highlighted in the previous
section. In this section I explore these impacts in more detail.
Food justice is a social justice issue. I define food justice as (a) healthy, affordable
food for all; (b) knowledge of what constitutes healthy food and the health risks
associated with highly processed foods and some conventionally grown foods; (c)
conversion from toxic food production practices to organic and regenerative agriculture
and food systems practices; and (d) fair working conditions and a living wage for farm,
retail, restaurant, and all food workers. Food injustice is the slow and steady erosion of
these four values. This study examines a very small slice of the food justice pie, a slice in
which food knowledge, conversion to healthy food systems, and to some degree healthy
affordable food, intersect.
Students from disadvantaged communities fare less well in academics (including
ecoliteracy) than do their counterparts from advantaged communities. This well
established fact has been the subject of countless studies and policy initiatives aimed to
address and resolve it. Students from disadvantaged communities are positioned to
benefit from Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh; the program works to ensure culturally
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relevant design and instructional delivery so that learning opportunities in science, math,
reading, ecoliteracy and other subject areas are respectful and honoring of all students.
African American and poor students are disproportionately affected nationwide
by poor nutrition and lack of access to fresh food (Wehler, 1991). Children of color and
poor children also are disproportionately affected by the epidemic of childhood obesity
that may lead to diabetes and heart disease and other negative health impacts later in life
(Michels et al., 2012). Significant among the causes of obesity is low intake of fruits and
vegetables. Recent projections show that in Pennsylvania, 57% of residents will be obese
by the year 2030 (Stroup, Johnson, Hahn, & Proctor, 2009). Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
is committed to helping address these issues, which are embedded in social justice, by
promoting all students’ healthy eating habits and offering the physical activity of
gardening in the schools with which it partners.
Paradoxically, obesity, food insecurity, and inadequate nutrition are increasingly
co-occurring (Troy, Miller, & Olson, 2011). In Pennsylvania, 97,000 children are food
insecure, meaning they are uncertain where their next meal is coming from (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2015). Food deserts play a role in perpetuating the
paradox of co-existing food insecurity, inadequate nutrition, and obesity. Food deserts are
communities that have little or no access to fresh food. Instead, food desert communities
often have either fast food restaurants or gas station convenience stores, if they have food
venues at all. These venues usually offer few healthy food choices but offer in their place
many food choices of low nutritional value and high caloric content.
Instructional School Garden programs are relevant to these critical issues of social
justice. For children experiencing the burdens of food deserts, poverty, or both, the
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Edible Schoolyard is a place –sometimes one of the few places– they are exposed to fresh
fruits and vegetables. This exposure is anchored in meaningful participatory learning as
students plant, tend, taste, cook, and enjoy their food together. This learning does not
directly address the issues of food insecurity and inadequate nutrition. Nonetheless, it is a
starting point for student learning about nutrition; it is one place to begin chipping away
at these inequities.
Timeliness of the Problem of Practice
Several timely developments in both human health and environmental health
underscore the value Instructional School Gardens provide. These developments include,
first, the growing awareness of conventional farming’s dependence on the use of
pesticides, herbicides, hormones, and antibiotics and their toxic impact on human and
environmental health. Second is the growing recognition that the epidemic of childhood
obesity is related to lack of physical activity (contrasted with the physical movement and
exercise inherent to gardening), and low fruit and vegetable consumption (contrasted with
the exposure to and increased willingness of students to try fruits and vegetables
associated with School Gardens). Third is the current national Let's Move initiative,
founded by First Lady Michelle Obama, promoting childhood physical activity and
healthy childhood diets. Fourth, also envisioned and achieved by the First Lady, is the
installation and highly visible presence of an organic garden on the South Lawn of the
White House, providing organic food for White House meals. These four timely
developments are discussed below.
First, the increasing reliance of conventional farming on pesticides, herbicides,
antibiotics, and hormone-intense interventions has damaging impacts on child and adult
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health (Shelton et al., 2014) as well as our natural environment (Lai, 2015; Romero,
2016) and is thus unacceptable. Awareness of conventional farming’s impacts on human
and environmental health and desire for solutions and alternatives is evident in the
growth of organic food sales. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
“number of domestic certified organic operations increased by almost 12 percent between
2014 and 2015, representing the highest growth rate since 2008 and an increase of nearly
300 percent since the count began in 2002” (USDA 2016b). On a small scale School
Gardens model organic and regenerative food production practices, making School
Gardens profoundly relevant to today’s students and curriculum.
Second, School Gardens create opportunities for students to move their bodies.
Physical exercise is needed to counter the increasing prevalence of childhood inactivity.
Playing outdoors, whether in the city or in rural areas (once a staple of childhood for
many American children) has become increasingly rare. Physical education in schools
also has declined in recent years. The confluence of these and other factors undergird the
sedentary lifestyles of contemporary children. School Gardens offer a place and a reason
for physical activity during the school day (Wells, Myers, & Henderson Jr, 2014).
Third, the Let’s Move initiative has been adopted across the United States by
schools, county health departments, health care providers, and others. The Let’s Move
initiative focuses on both increased physical activity and increased consumption of fresh,
nutritious food (Ciuba, 2012). School Gardens require students to be physically active.
School Gardens (a) get students up from sitting at their desks, (b) get students out of their
classrooms, and (c) get students moving their bodies in the garden. Instructional School
Garden programs thus align with the physical activity goals of the Let’s Move initiative.
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Instructional School Garden programs also align with Let’s Move initiative’s promotion
of organic, fresh food. School Gardens augment awareness of fresh and organic food as
an important part of healthy childhood diets.
Fourth, the organic food of First Lady Michelle Obama’s White House garden,
and the White House meals prepared from its harvest, have resulted in widespread and
high-level exposure of the benefits of organic food. The advantage of organic food to
human health is a core value of Edible Schoolyards.
In summary, environmental stewardship skills, physically active lifestyles, and
fresh food consumption are all more relevant for today’s children than at any time in U.S.
history. School Gardens offer timely opportunities for improvement in each of these
arenas. In School Gardens, students learn about their relationship with nature, move their
bodies, and learn about and taste fresh food. In some School Garden programs, including
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, students also prepare and share together the fresh, organic
food of their School Garden, making the benefits of School Gardens tangible in these
additional collaborative experiences.
Evolution of the Research Question
On one of its website pages, Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh asserts that its program
enhances students’ vegetable consumption:
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles: Countless studies have shown a significant
increase in childhood obesity, which leads to diabetes and heart disease, along
with a slew of other health issues later in life…. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh is
committed to addressing this issue by promoting healthy eating habits and
physical activity in a school environment. When a child is intimately involved in
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the growing of a vegetable from seed to harvest, they are far more likely to eat
that vegetable (Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, 2016d).
Based on this assertion and the importance of it, my original research question
focused on examining students’ attitudes toward and behaviors in consuming fruits and
vegetables. The question was: Does participation in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
increase students’ intake of fruits and vegetables, i.e., “[cause students to be] far more
likely to eat [that] vegetable?” In other words, does Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh cause
its students to be more likely to eat fruits and vegetables?
As my inquiry process progressed and stakeholder input and data accumulated,
my research focus evolved as well. The Parent/Guardian Survey initially was designed
primarily to query student fruit and vegetable consumption as reported by parents and
guardians. Indeed, the data from that survey ultimately did suggest evidence of more fruit
and vegetable consumption and stronger preferences for fruits and vegetables. The survey
also produced some unexpected data indicating parent and guardian respondents were
highly invested in, and passionate about, the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program.
The Parent/Guardian Survey data of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh demonstrated
Edible Schoolyard’s robust value to parents and guardians, and indicated their strong
interest in the expansion of the program. For example, in the open-ended questions,
many parents and guardians asked for an increase in Edible Schoolyard programming.
Some also reported that in addition to themselves, their children also wished for more
opportunities to participate in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. Their proposed and/or
wished for increases included scaling Edible Schoolyard in several ways: more hours per
week, more grade levels, and more schools in the Pittsburgh region. Although primarily
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seeking to confirm or deny enhanced fruit and vegetable consumption and tasting by
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students, the Parent/Guardian Survey results suggested a
different and important consideration, namely a high level of commitment to and
confidence in the program on the part of parents and guardians.
These findings stimulated my interest in looking at the Edible Schoolyard system
overall and, in particular, inquiring about School Garden scalability or expansion. In
addition to the Parent/Guardian Survey findings, another factor influenced my decision to
inquire about School Garden scalability. That factor was the steady and concomitant rise
(which continues as of this writing) in the number of School Gardens nationwide. These
factors influenced my interests away from inquiry regarding fruit and vegetable
preference and instead toward examining how Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh (as a
successful system within the schools it currently operates) could best be scaled to other
schools and/or more students.
Given that the early evaluative findings from the Parent/Guardian Survey
demonstrated that Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh improved the educational experience of
students participating in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh schools, I therefore determined to
investigate the opportunities and barriers for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh to expand, or
scale, its program. In order to provide the benefits of the program to more students,
scaling could occur in a number of ways, including partnering with additional schools,
expanding the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program to more grades, and increasing the
number of hours of instruction provided. This study thus investigated the opportunities
and barriers to expand the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh School Garden and cooking
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programming within the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh systems and the schools, students,
and communities it serves.
Moreover, it aimed to be instructive to the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program
of Grow Pittsburgh and other similar School Garden programs in the United States that
wish to scale their programs to allow more children to experience the benefits of
Instructional School Gardening and cooking programs. It is hoped that the study will be
useful to practitioners, scholars, and researchers in the rapidly growing arena of
Instructional School Gardens and in leveraging School Gardens as instruments of social
justice.
Research Question
Based on the claim that Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh improves the educational
experience of the students it serves, this study asked the following question: What are the
opportunities for and barriers to the expansion of the School Garden and cooking
program of Grow Pittsburgh, called Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh? To answer this
question, extant evaluation data from 2013 to 2015 and new data gathered in 2016 of
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh were analyzed. But first, to prepare for this evaluation, a
study of the relevant literature was undertaken.
To become familiar with the opportunities for and barriers to the expansion of
Instructional School Gardens, I reviewed research that has been conducted to date and the
peer-reviewed literature in a number of areas. These areas included the history of School
Gardens and the legacy of these gardens in the United States as well as critiques of
contemporary Instructional School Gardens and Instructional School Garden impacts on
child health, learning, and ecoliteracy. In researching the opportunities for and barriers to
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expand Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh, I reviewed literature on Improvement Inquiry,
which I employed in the methods, findings, and recommendations of this study, and
which are explored in detail in the next chapters.
I further examined issues at the nexus of food production practices in the United
States including how food production practices relate to the common good, to child
health, and to environmental health. I explored the role of School Gardens in educating
youth in environmental stewardship. I examined questions of social justice in each of
these domains, as well as issues of food access and food deserts. To examine the relevant
research and writings I now proceed to the literature review.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
As Instructional School Gardens multiply across the United States and other
countries, there is a mounting call for research on their impacts. The literature on
academic, student health, and ecoliteracy impacts attributable to Instructional School
Gardens is growing, as is the literature on indirect impacts. I review this literature, as well
as literature concerning the history of School Gardens in the United States, and
Improvement Science literature as it applies to the opportunities for and barriers to
scaling Instructional School Gardens.
History of School Gardens in the United States
At the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century,
progressive reformers in the United States regarded school and community gardens as
venues to teach urban dwellers the rural virtues of hard work and thrift. Industrial society
was regarded by some progressives as having corrupt and debasing features, in contrast
with the laudable qualities of rural labor (Armitage, 2009). During both World Wars and
the Great Depression, “Victory Gardens” were widespread, growing food in school,
community and private gardens across the United States (Ralston, 2011).
Early in the twentieth century, the appeal of School Gardens for the purpose of
teaching and learning was evident. In 1910, Green concluded “the garden is becoming the
outer classroom of the school, and its plots are its blackboards” (Greene, 1910). In
today’s School Gardening movement, teaching and learning remain the purpose, and
similar metaphors are common as well, such as the mottos of nonprofits in the arena of
School Gardens: “greening the heart of education… one teacher at a time” of GreenHeart
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Education (GreenHeart Education, 2015) and “helping young minds grow” of Kids
Gardening (KidsGardening.org, 2015).
In 1896, John Dewey co-founded the University of Chicago’s laboratory school in
which the School Garden was a central feature for connecting intellectual with practical
elements in education (Kohlstedt, 2008). The experimental garden projects spread
quickly and widely in normal schools across the United States. Kohlstedt explains,
“While School Gardens were initially promoted as a method to teach the natural sciences,
a wide range of ambitions emerged as [School Garden] proponents sought to provide
practical agricultural training, promote an appreciation for the beauty and bounty of
nature, or develop civic pride” (Kohlstedt, 2008, p. 60).
Today Instructional School Gardens have made a comeback. The literature on
Instructional School Gardens has grown in tandem with their spreading utilization. Peerreviewed literature now exists on School Garden impacts in the domains of academic
impacts, student health impacts, and environmental education. I examine each of these in
turn, beginning with health impacts.
Health Impacts of School Gardens
Instructional School Gardens have the potential to impact positively students’
health in at least three ways. Instructional School Gardens can help (a) address childhood
obesity through improving students’ food preferences via increased exposure to fruits and
vegetables; (b) improve students’ knowledge of nutrition and (c) provide a safe space for
student physical activity. I review the literature on these three connections—food
preference, nutrition knowledge, and physical activity—to student health improvement.
Next, I explore the literature on the often co-occurring problems of food insecurity, lack
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of access to nutritious, fresh food, and obesity, as they relate to issues of social justice.
Last, I review literature examining the economic impacts of the childhood obesity
epidemic and policies being proposed to address it as they relate to Instructional School
Gardens.
The United States is experiencing an epidemic of childhood obesity (American
Academy of Pediatrics Institute for Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015; Carmona, 2004;
Crocker & Yanovski, 2011; Daniels & Hassink, 2015; Hopey, 2013; Kersh, Stroup, &
Taylor, 2011; Kimm & Obarzanek, 2002). The statistics are staggering. According to the
Institute of Medicine National Academies (now called the Institute of Medicine)
(Institute of Medicine, 2009), in the 30 years between 1979 and 2009, obesity increased
in American children of all ages. In 2009, more than 30% of children ages 6 to 19 were
overweight (body mass index for age greater than or equal to 85th percentile) or obese
(body mass index for age greater than or equal to 95th percentile) (Ogden, Carroll, Kit, &
Flegal, 2012).
In Pennsylvania, one in five children is overweight or obese (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2015). Fifty-seven percent of Pennsylvania residents are
projected to be obese by the year 2030 (Stroup et al., 2009). As a result of chronic
diseases associated with obesity, including diabetes and heart disease, the current
generation of young children is projected to be the first Americans to have a shorter life
expectancy than their parents (Olshansky et al., 2005).
The increase in the prevalence of obesity and the accompanying higher rates of
morbidity and mortality are associated with inadequate fruit and vegetable consumption
(Bazzano, 2006). The literature examining the impact of School Gardens on children’s
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consumption of fruits and vegetables strongly suggests that garden-based nutritional
education programs influence children to eat more fruits and vegetables (Baranowski,
Diep, & Baranowski, 2013; Carney et al., 2012; Christian, Evans, Nykjaer, Hancock, &
Cade, 2014; Evans et al., 2012; Heim et al., 2009; Hermann et al., 2006; Jaenke et al.,
2012; Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000; McAleese & Rankin, 2007; Morris & ZidenbergCherr, 2002). Common sense also would suggest that planting, growing, harvesting,
preparing, and eating fresh food could have positive impact on children’s food
preferences and eating habits. The extant data, however, while demonstrating impacts, do
not establish a definitive causal relationship. The need for more studies on this topic has
been advocated by many scholars (Cohen, Kraak, Choumenkovitch, Hyatt, & Economos,
2014; Heim et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2012; McAleese & Rankin, 2007; Powers,
Struempler, Guarino, & Parmer, 2005; Robinson-O'Brien, Story, & Heim, 2009).
Scholars advocate for further research (especially controlled and rigorously evaluated
studies) on the impact of School Gardens on student nutrition knowledge, fruit and
vegetable preference, and fruit and vegetable consumption.
Fruit and vegetable preference and consumption as well as physical activity
contribute to student physical health. A study by Wells, Myers and Henderson (2014)
examining the effects of gardening on children's physical activity over a two-year time
frame has shown promising results (Wells, Myers & Henderson, 2014). The only study of
its kind to date, this randomized controlled trial study examined the effects of a School
Garden intervention at 12 under-resourced New York State elementary schools. It
included both pre- and post-measures as well as control and intervention groups. The
population of children studied was predominantly ethnic minority youth from
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disadvantaged communities. Measurements gathered by Wells et al. (2014) included 227
student respondents’ self-reports using the Girls Health Enrichment Multi-Site Study
Activity Questionnaire, and by accelerometry of 124 students at eight schools at baseline
in the fall of 2011 and in follow-up in spring of 2012, fall of 2012, and spring of 2013. In
addition, direct observation of 117 students in four of the eight schools was conducted to
compare physical activity levels in the classroom and in the garden.
Summarizing the limitations of the study, Wells et al. (2014) described poor
generalizability due to the focus on a disadvantaged community and a lack of precise
identification of components of the intervention, which was examined holistically. In
addition, the garden curriculum delivered in the indoor and outdoor settings could not be
matched exactly, and the fidelity of the garden intervention was not established. A further
limitation described by Wells et al. was the significant differences in ethnicity and age
between the two groups.
Despite these limitations, the results of the study point to School Gardens as
venues for increased student physical activity and an associated reduction of student time
in sedentary activity. Wells et al. concluded “evidence from this study suggests that
gardening programs may merit school districts' allocation of resources” (Wells et al.,
2014, p. S32).
Wells et al. further suggest it would be helpful to include future research from a
life course perspective (Wells et al., 2014). The life course perspective examines
individual lives within social and structural contexts. It focuses on the powerful
connection between the individual’s life path and the context in which the person’s life is
lived (Wells & Lekies, 2006). Wells et al. cite two reasons for further study of School
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Gardens as they relate to student physical activity using a life course perspective. First is
the establishment in early life of life-long habits and patterns (Wells & Lekies, 2006),
including physical activity and dietary habits. Second is the possibility of gardening as a
life-long habit, in light of its popularity as a leisure activity among adults over 65 years of
age (Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2005; Wells et al., 2014).
Some of the literature regarding health impacts of School Gardens incorporates
both food preference and consumption and physical activity. For example, the American
Academy of Pediatrics states that among the contributing causes of childhood obesity are
the low intake of fruits and vegetables as well as the lack of safe places to play
(American Academy of Pediatrics Institute for Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015). To
address these factors, the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends both increased
fruit and vegetable consumption and increased access to safe places for physical activity
(American Academy of Pediatrics Institute for Healthy Childhood Weight, 2015). A
number of scholars have noted that Instructional School Gardens help promote students’
health by both helping improve their preferences for fruits and vegetables and offering
space for physical activity (Blair, 2009; Capra et al., 1999; Erbentraut, 2015; Evans et al.,
2012; Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005; Jaenke et al., 2012; McAleese & Rankin, 2007;
J. Morris, Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000; Oxenham & King, 2010; Pfleger, 2015;
Rosales, 2013).
Nationwide, children of color and poor children are disproportionally affected
both by the epidemic of childhood obesity (Hedley et al., 2004; Kersh et al., 2011) and by
food insecurity ("Food Insecurity in the United States: Impact on Households with
Children," 2010). In Pennsylvania, 20.5% of children are food insecure, with a similar
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percentage of nearly 20% of Pennsylvania’s children living in poverty (Borger et al.,
2014c). Increasingly, obesity, food insecurity, and inadequate nutrition are co-occurring
and are widespread.
Fewer than 10% of adolescents attain the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services recommended standard for fruit and vegetable consumption (U.S. Department of
Agriculture, & U.S. Department of Heath and Human Services, 2010). Children living in
food deserts of poor urban neighborhoods and children living in food deserts of rural
areas have little or no access to fresh food. Poor access to fresh food is a reality for many
American children, exacerbating the prevalence of their poor rates of fruit and vegetable
consumption. Children of color and children living in poverty disproportionately
experience both food insecurity and lack of access to nutritious, fresh food.
For many disadvantaged children who have access to a School Garden, the garden
is one of the few, and sometimes the only, place they are exposed to fresh fruits and
vegetables. Offering a range of experiences with fresh food, School Gardens can help to
increase nutritional awareness and familiarity with fresh foods. This exposure to fresh
foods may include students planting and tending the garden, and cooking and eating their
School Garden harvest together at school. Depending on the Instructional School Garden
program, students also may take home food from the garden and culturally appropriate
recipes for that food that they in turn, may cook with their families (Dea, 2015; Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh, 2016a).
Stemming from its direct health impacts, childhood obesity carries substantial
negative economic impacts. Obesity is one of the greatest drivers of chronic and
preventable disease, including more than 30 illnesses (Levi, Segal, & Salay, 2012).
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Obesity is related to Type 2 diabetes, heart disease, and some forms of cancer. According
to Wang and Dietz (Pediatrics 2002), the economic burden of obesity tripled from 1979
to 1999. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Collaborative
on Childhood Obesity Research estimated that childhood obesity costs $14 billion
annually in direct health expenses (National Collaborative on Child Obesity Research,
n.d.). Reflecting the social justice imbalance, children covered by Medicaid are nearly 6
times more likely to be treated for a diagnosis of obesity than children covered by private
insurance (Thorpe, 2009).
Further, according to a collaborative report from the United Health Foundation,
the American Public Health Association and Partnership for Prevention, the United States
is expected to “spend $344 billion on health care attributable to obesity in 2018 if obesity
rates continue to increase at their current levels; obesity-related direct expenditures are
expected to account for more than 21 percent of the nation’s direct health care spending
in 2018” (Thorpe, 2009). In its study, the Trust for America’s Health and Micro Health
Simulations examined what the impact would be if the obesity rates in the United States
were reduced by 5%. In this scenario, the savings would amount to $29.8 billion in five
years, $158.1 billion in 10 years, and $611.7 billion in 20 years (Levi et al., 2012).
Addressing and reducing obesity is an important means to reducing health care costs, but
successfully addressing this public health challenge has continued to stump our nation.
Increasingly, policies at the state and federal levels are being proposed to address
the complex issues at the nexus of obesity, its related chronic diseases, and the resulting
economic impacts. State and federal agencies have made increasing fruit and vegetable
consumption by children a priority (Kim et al., 2014). Further, the school environment
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increasingly has been chosen as the target location for programs aimed at increasing fruit
and vegetable consumption (Ciuba, 2012; Edwards, 2013; "Pittsburgh Public Schools
Designated as Live Well Allegheny School District," 2015; Tobin, 2013; Togneri, 2014).
A premier example of this strategy is found in policies and legislation of the state
of California. In 1995, the California Department of Education launched “A Garden in
Every School” initiative (Hazzard, Moreno, Beall, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2012b). The
California Assembly Bill 1535 titled “California Instructional School Garden Program”
authorized the California Department of Education to award $15 million in School
Garden grants (California School Garden Network, 2015; Hazzard, Moreno, Beall, &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2011). The intention was to improve student nutrition through
development and use of School Gardens. The California Instructional School Gardens
Program reaped mixed results; its successes and failures can help inform the development
of Instructional School Gardens going forward. These successes and failures are
discussed in Chapter V.
Academic Impacts of Instructional School Gardens
Students in American schools continue to lag in math and science achievement as
well as in language arts and critical thinking compared to students in other industrialized
nations. (Williams & Dixon, 2013, p. 217). Given the urgency to improve U.S. students’
educational outcomes, it is important to understand both the established and the potential
favorable academic impacts of Instructional School Gardens.
Williams and Dixon reviewed and reported on 48 studies conducted between
1990 and 2010 to examine the impact of garden-based learning on academic outcomes in
U.S. schools. Most of the studies (32) included multi-grades from Pre-K to Grade 12; 16
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studies included only one grade. Combined, the grade levels in the study totaled 150. The
most common grade levels tested were Grades 3, 4, and 5, which account for 75 of the
150 grade levels included in the studies (Williams & Dixon, 2013). Of 170 reported
direct learning outcomes, 140 (82%) were positive, three (2%) reported negative effects,
and 26 (15%) indicated no impact.
Forty of the studies reported direct academic outcomes. The subject areas
examined included science, language arts, mathematics, writing, and social studies
(Williams & Dixon, 2013). The result of the systematic review by Williams and Dixon
showed overwhelmingly positive impacts on students’ grades and knowledge in all
subject areas studied. The number (and corresponding rounded percentages) of studies in
specific subjects examined was 15 studies in science (38%), 11 studies in language arts
(28%), 10 studies in math (25%), three studies in writing (8%), and one study in social
studies (3%) (William & Dixon, 2013).
Of the studies assessing direct learning outcomes, 82% reported positive effects,
and 2% were negative. No impact was reported for 10% of the studies assessing direct
academic outcomes. The science outcomes had the highest proportion of positive effects,
with 93% (14 of 15 studies) resulting in positive effects. Further positive outcomes were
as follows: 80% direct positive academic outcomes in mathematics; 72% direct positive
outcomes in language arts; and two of three measures positive for writing. One study that
examined social studies found a positive effect (Williams & Dixon, 2013).
Within the sciences, soil chemistry; plant taxonomy; flower dissection; water
properties; seed germination and variety of seeds; insects and other wildlife; ecology and
environmental horticulture; and insects and diseases are some of the themes of the studies
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presented in the research reviewed by Williams and Dixon. In mathematics, experiential
learning covered themes in geometry, algebraic equations, probabilities, data analysis,
and measurements (Williams & Dixon, 2013, p. 219).
The preponderance of Williams and Dixon’s findings indicated that garden-based
learning has positive impacts on academic outcomes. This conclusion was important in
and of itself, and it was also important because of the wide and eclectic range of research
methodologies utilized in the 48 studies, Williams and Dixon noted. Their findings firmly
establish the potential of garden programs to benefit students’ learning and improve
academic-related outcomes (Williams & Dixon, 2013).
Klemmer et al. (2005), studying a sample of 647 students in Grades 3-5 in seven
elementary schools in Temple, Texas, also found associated positive academic outcomes.
Their data revealed that “science achievement of students who participated in a hands-on
School Gardening program was higher than that of students who did not participate”
(Klemmer et al., 2005, p. 448). They concluded, “Hands-on, constructivist learning
serves as the main idea behind School Garden programs. Gardens can serve as living
laboratories in which students can see what they are learning and in turn, apply that
knowledge to real world situations” (Klemmer et al., 2005, p. 452).
While many studies to date have shown positive academic outcomes associated
with Instructional School Gardens, at least one study did not. Pigg et al. (2006) found that
“fifth-graders learning from traditional curriculum techniques achieved higher Math
TAKS scores and science achievement scores” when compared with those participating
in garden programs (Pigg, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2006, p. 264). TAKS is the state
standardized test in Texas. Nonetheless, Pigg et al. concluded that because other studies
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have shown positive Instructional School Garden effects, “further research needs to be
conducted on School Garden programs and their influence on the academic success of
students” (Pigg et al., 2006, p. 264).
In addition to reporting on the academic outcomes of 48 studies spanning 20
years, Williams and Dixon discovered a number of indirect outcomes. These results were
analyzed as well. Although the authors caution that there were few robust measures
clearly delineating many of these outcomes, the indirect academic outcomes were
included because they provide important information on the impact of garden-based
learning on the entire learning experience of participating students. Further, the results
indicate that garden-based learning had strong, frequent, and positive impacts on
students’ attitudes and behavior. These positive impacts prevailed for nearly every
outcome group and included the elementary, middle, and high school levels, with positive
impacts of 85%, 83%, and 91%, respectively (Williams & Dixon, 2013).
Among the indirect academic outcomes, social development surfaced most
frequently and positively. In addition, student attitudes and behavior showed
improvement in areas including motivation, positive self-concept, life skills, and
environmental attitudes. Williams and Dixon assert that while practitioners,
administrators, and policymakers may find the direct academic outcomes of their study to
be of primary interest, the indirect academic outcomes are equally important. They
further assert that the totality of effects from the indirect and other effects form what
appears to be a “systematic structure of positive impacts on many different levels for
students exposed to school gardens” (Williams & Dixon, 2013, p. 225). Improved social
development, attitudes, and behavior important to students’ well-being further highlight
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the significance of Instructional School Gardens. Impact in these areas deserves further
investigation.
Environmental Education Impacts of School Gardens
Environmental education in School Gardening has its early roots in the writings
and work of leading progressive educational reformer and psychologist John Dewey
(1859-1952). Dewey believed in a hands-on approach to education and extolled the
educational and personal growth values of the School Garden as well as the social and
communal aspects of gardening.
In his book titled John Dewey and Environmental Philosophy, Hugh P. McDonald
describes Dewey’s insights and ethics, including his holistic approach to moral
justification, his respect for all creatures and land, and his concern for the whole of
ecology (McDonald, 2004). McDonald (2004) asserts that Dewey’s philosophies
construct a strong framework for advancing contemporary environmental ethics. A
supporter of the Progressive Era’s Nature Study Movement, Dewey believed that the
experiential learning infused in gardening skills helped to shape intelligent and active
citizens of democracy (Ralston, 2011). This is relevant to the contemporary challenges of
addressing and correcting environmental degradation. Modifying Dewey’s claim that
“School Gardens shape intelligent, active citizens of democracy” [author’s italics], I
imagine Dewey might today describe the potential of gardens to shape intelligent, active
citizens of the global community. As nascent intelligent, active citizens of democracy,
today’s students are compelled to be global citizens, inheriting the reality of global
warming that knows no national boundaries.
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An interconnected web, environmental conditions impact all countries, all
peoples. Contemporary students in every corner of the globe need an appreciation of,
familiarity with, and knowledge about the natural world; they need vigorous ecoliteracy
to equip them to navigate the challenges they are inheriting. Theoretically at least,
citizens of democracies, by virtue of being able to vote for and elect their leaders, have an
important opportunity to impact governmental policies that, in turn, impact the
environment.
An example of the impact of elected leadership on environmental policy can be
seen in the National Environmental Education Act in the United States. More than 25
years ago, Congress enacted the National Environmental Education Act of 1990 to
promote environmental education. This act provided financial support for hands-on,
inquiry-based, outdoor environmental learning experiences. In the following decades,
however, declining funding for the National Environmental Education Act placed
environmental education in jeopardy (Gruenewald & Manteaw, 2007). Yet, to learn how
to navigate a world of increasingly intense climate change, students need environmental
education more urgently than ever. Paradoxically, funding for environmental education
has declined as the need for it increased.
Richard Louv’s bestseller Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children From
Nature-Deficit Disorder (Louv, 2008) helped to fortify and re-energize the environmental
movement. With a renewed sense of determination, organizations emerged to find ways
for children to experience nature and play outside. The formation in 2009 of the No Child
Left Inside Coalition (No Child Left Inside Coalition, 2015) was one of those
organizations. No Child Left Inside challenged the precepts of the federal No Child Left
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Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001. The No Child Left Inside Coalition argued that No Child
Left Behind caused schools to reduce important outdoor learning activities that support
science and other subject learning in order to devote more time to narrowly focused and
tested subjects. It criticized NCLB for encouraging limited and narrowly focused science
and social science curricula and for compelling teachers to teach to questions on state
science tests:
Its emphasis on testing for core subjects is causing many administrators to
eliminate environmental education in favor of investing more resources in math
and language arts, severely limiting instructional time for science and social
studies, the traditional subjects in which environmental education is taught. Even
many science teachers feel compelled to eliminate those aspects of science class
that do not appear to relate directly to questions on state science tests. Science
curricula are narrowing in response to less time and more stringent assessment,
limiting the amount and variety of environmental education as well as the kind of
multidisciplinary teaching that it fosters. (No Child Left Inside Coalition, 2015)
Ideas expressed by Dewey (as cited in Ralston, 2011) and Louv (2008) and the
passing of the National Environmental Education Act argue for the need for
environmental stewardship education for students. In our contemporary world, this need
takes on new urgency. The debate is over; human activity already has altered the climate,
creating devastating impacts worldwide. Environmental literacy, and the ability to
leverage that literacy to slow, stop, and ultimately reverse the damage humans have
created, is imperative (Fisher-Maltese & Zimmerman, 2015; Roling & Wagemakers,
2000). In their book Facilitating Sustainable Agriculture: Participatory Learning and
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Adaptive Management in Times of Environmental Uncertainty, Roling and Wagemakers
assert that Instructional School Gardens engender positive environmental attitudes in
students and successfully deliver environmental education (Roling & Wagemakers,
2000).
The Every Student Succeeds Act (2015) became law in December 2015, replacing
the No Child Left Behind Act. The Every Student Succeeds Act includes provisions
supportive of environmental education. This federal funding bill for education represents
a victory and signals a level of re-commitment to environmental education. The No Child
Left Inside Coalition noted its advancement of environmental education as follows:
Intact were provisions drawn from the No Child Left Inside Act, that represent
historic wins for environmental education: Environmental science education
would be an allowable subject included in the STEM education grants;
environmental literacy would be part of the after school programming sections of
the bill. This is a significant symbolic victory that allows us to make the case to
schools across the nation that the Senate voted overwhelmingly, in a bi-partisan
vote, to support Environmental Education. The House did so in the 109th
Congress. (No Child Left Inside Coalition, 2015)
Environmental Stewardship
In addition to the individual benefits of health, academic success, and
environmental education, Instructional School Gardens can have a community and even
global impact. The 1983 publication of “A Nation at Risk,” commissioned by President
Reagan, brought top-down school reform and standardized testing and shaped education
into an individualistic business model, with individual competition more important than
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the impact on the whole community, describe Williams and Brown in their book
Learning Gardens and Sustainability Education: Bringing Life to Schools and Schools to
Life (2012). Williams and Brown argue convincingly against what they characterize as
our current mechanistic educational system. Contending that our schools mimic machines
in form and function, they list seven areas of concern (Williams & Brown, 2012). One is
the perpetuation of a tradition of autonomy and individualism. They assert that
community interconnectedness is lost in the quest for global competitiveness; our current
educational policy and practice honors “the autonomous individual at the expense of the
community interconnectedness [and] encourages a competitive approach to achievement
(e.g., Race to the Top) even when couched in terms of collective movement (e.g., No
Child Left Behind)” (Williams & Brown, 2012, p. 8). Scholars have identified a range of
positive social impacts associated with Instructional School Gardens that are antithetical
to individualism (Williams & Brown, 2012) including teamwork, cooperation, and a
sense of belonging.
Thorp and Townsend studied agriculture education in an elementary school using
a phenomenological approach that encouraged the research participants to identify issues,
questions, and vision for their garden (Thorp & Townsend, 2001). Their study asked
“how the land may engage students in learning” and how “do we as agriculture educators
abet the human-nature separation and concomitant fragmented worldview that threatens
our very existence?” (Thorp & Townsend, 2001, p. 347). In their conclusion, they suggest
gardening is an experience that embodies common good and personal transformation:
When one gardens, food can no longer be viewed as a mere commodity for
consumption; we are brought into the ritual of communal goodness that is found
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at the intersection of people and plants. Food that we grow with our own hands
becomes a portal for personal transformation. (Thorp & Townsend, 2001, p. 357)
Environmental stewardship is an anathema to the business of mass-marketed,
energy-intensively produced, and often obesity-promoting food (Blair, 2009). As I see it,
the School Garden is an antidote to this disconnect. The antidote lies in the remarkable
layered connections embedded in School Gardens: School Gardens connect to the
environmental and health advantages of fresh food, creating a connection to wide-ranging
possibilities of growing food just outside the classroom door, which connect to a learning
setting in many domains (science, math, language arts, visual arts, and social studies),
which connects to hands-on inquiry-based learning encompassing seeing, smelling,
touching, and tasting, which, in turn, engages a range of learning styles, including
kinesthetic exercise which again connects to health. These layered connections are
unique, supportive of learning, and supportive of individual health and our planet’s
health.
For garden and community stakeholders, environmental communication scholar
Ralston (2011) suggests a set of ethical tools to advance their cause. He suggests first
framing gardens as moral spaces to help perpetuate garden projects and their benefits.
The moral narrative, according to Ralston, emphasizes community gardens and the
School Gardens’ ability to give more people greater access to nutritious meals, physical
activity, and greater mental health, as well as to be spaces of discourse for social
interaction and grassroots political activity. Second, he asserts gardens can create
solidarity among neighbors, bringing together marginalized populations as they work
together and share a common experience of gardening. Third, promoting school or
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community gardens as inter-generational bridges, Ralston explains, creates space for
children and adults to work and learn together. Finally, Ralston suggests gardens can be
sources of social solidarity, even (and perhaps especially) when there are disagreements
over use of urban space. To this point, he cites the successful fight against New York
City’s Giuliani administration in which garden advocates pressed and prevailed in both
the retention of their gardens and accommodation for needed low-cost housing (Ralston,
2011).
While School Gardens are found in rural, suburban, and urban settings, they often
are considered potential incubators for community development in blighted urban
neighborhoods (Hilmers, Hilmers, & Dave, 2012; Tracey, 2013). Comparing the early
Nature Study Movement with the contemporary School Garden movement, Ralston
asserts that one might consider “participation in politically motivated gardening
movements is an acceptable interpretation of what Dewey meant by ‘a civic turn’ to
School Gardening” (Ralston, 2011, p. 18).
Awareness is increasing that widespread use of pesticides as well as hormones
and antibiotics in animal husbandry have toxic impacts on human health and our
environment. These practices, called “conventional” farming, are relatively new to
humankind, dating to the Industrial Revolution. In addition to growing awareness of the
effects of conventional farming practices on human and environmental health, there is the
incontestable empirical evidence that conventional agriculture’s contributions to
greenhouse gases are substantial (Fernandez, Goodall, Olson, & Ernesto Mendez, 2013).
Alternatives to these agricultural practices are organic, regenerative farming
practices. Organic is a term and a farming practice defined by the U.S. Department of
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Agriculture (see Terms). Maria Rodale, Chairman of the Board of Rodale, Inc,
Audubon’s Rachel Carson 2014 Award Honoree, and granddaughter of J.I. Rodale (the
founder of the Rodale Institute) has written extensively on organic and regenerative
farming. Regenerative agriculture according to Rodale “implies organic because it means
healing the planet and leaving the soil, the people, and the farm better than when you
found it” (Rodale, 2010, p. 109).
The Rodale Institute began, and continues to run today, the longest existing sideby-side (conventional v. organic/regenerative) farming study in the United States and, as
far as is generally known, in the world. In the 1940s, J. I. Rodale, organic farming
pioneer and founder of the Rodale Institute, jotted on a blackboard what is now
considered a breakthrough statement in the history of organic farming and gardening
practices. He wrote “healthy soil = healthy food = healthy people” (Rodale Institute,
2011). The opposite of this is also accurate: unhealthy soil = unhealthy food = unhealthy
people. Exposure to these fundamental connections between the soil, food, and human
health is one of the many roles gardens can play in the learning experiences of students.
As places of organic food production, School Gardens offer students opportunities to
learn about soil health and witness first-hand the microbiota systems at the heart of both
environmental and human health.
Gardens are a place for children to develop an awareness of and relationship with
nature (Brook, 2010) and food production. Organic, regenerative food production
principles are foundational to School Gardens. Students who learn these principles gain
the necessary knowledge to recognize and value organic, regenerative agriculture
practices.
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Silent Spring, Rachel Carson’s environmental text, summoned the modern
environmental movement. Written in 1962 and documenting six years of her research on
chemical pesticides, her work spoke of human hubris and demanded answers and
accountability of the chemical industry. Vilified by the chemical industry, whose farm,
pest-control, and household chemicals she studied, she ultimately prevailed in waking the
public to the dangers of these chemicals: that they enter the environment, pollute water
and food and animals, and lead to human illnesses including cancer. Her observations
proved true. Her words continue to call all, including educators and students, to preserve
the Earth. They confirm the importance of students knowing the facts about organic and
regenerative agriculture:
We stand now where two roads diverge. But unlike the roads in Robert Frost's
familiar poem, they are not equally fair. The road we have long been traveling is
deceptively easy, a smooth superhighway on which we progress with great speed,
but at its end lies disaster. The other fork of the road — the one less traveled by
— offers our last, our only chance to reach a destination that assures the
preservation of the earth. (Carson, 1962, p. 277)
Improvement Inquiry
Given the research demonstrating the academic, health, and environmental
education impacts of Instructional School Gardens, I turn now to interrogate the literature
on expanding or scaling School Gardens. In doing so, I focus on the field of Improvement
Inquiry, also called Improvement Science. First, I explore the roots of Improvement
Inquiry in business and health care settings. Next, I examine the application of
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Improvement Inquiry in the field of education. Finally, I examine the application of this
framework for effectively scaling or expanding Instructional School Gardens.
Improvement Inquiry in education is informed by both the landmark work of W.
Edwards Deming, who proposed a scientific approach for research and development in
businesses and industry, and more recently by the employment of the quality
improvement process in field of health care (Berwick, Godfrey, & Roessner, 1990).
Within the genre of Improvement Science study, The Improvement Guide: A Practical
Approach to Enhancing Organizational Performance (Langley et al., 2009) is an
encyclopedic work on steps that can be taken to improve organizational performance.
The authors begin with homage to quality pioneer W. Edwards Deming, his concept of
profound knowledge, and the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle. In the authors’ development of
strategies for implementing successful change, they hone in on the importance of clear
purpose, testing ideas on a small scale first, adjustment of approach, shared learning, and
ongoing measurement of outcomes. Commitment on the part of those involved in change
grows as this systematic progression of steps is undertaken.
Authors Cooke, Irby, and O’Brien (2010) describe ongoing efforts to incorporate
system-based practice and Improvement Inquiry in physician training. Their book,
Educating Physicians: A Call for Reform of Medical School and Residency outlines their
investigation of medical education. Cooke et al. examine the practice of physician
training through many lenses, some similar to the challenges facing teachers,
administrators, and schools. Patient care, similar to student learning, is dependent on all
members (of the clinical or school setting, as the case may be) contributing to the efficacy
and the outcomes of their work. The investigation of Cooke et al. was part of a larger
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study of education for the professions sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching (Cooke, Irby, & O'Brien, 2010, p. 2). The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is also the institution at the center of
Improvement Inquiry in education PreK-20 – the setting relevant to this study. Their
discussion of the increasing load on clinicians and the need to move more quickly and
often under more strenuous circumstances has many parallels to the challenges facing
teachers, administrators, and schools as well.
Improvement Inquiry as described by Bryk et al. (2015) is a systematic approach
to understanding and addressing problems of practice, by (a) making the work problemfocused and user-centered; (b) focusing on variation in performance; (c) seeing the
system producing the current outcomes; (d) operationalizing measurements and building
evidence; (e) using disciplined inquiry to drive adaptive improvements; and (f)
accelerating learning through Networked Improvement Communities.
Central to Improvement Inquiry in education is the challenge of moving
promising research and innovation in the field of teacher learning into widespread and
effective practice. In their article “At the Nexus of Improvement Science and Teaching:
Introduction to a Special Section of the Journal of Teacher Education,” LeMahieu et al.
address this challenge by proposing use of various tools and methodologies that have
long been popular in business and industry (LeMahieu, Edwards, & Gomez, 2015). This
emerging field of Improvement Science rests on three main concepts: problem definition
and analysis, testing of ideas, and building learning networks. Improvement Science, the
authors contend, supports the scaling of best practices. They assert a genre of writing
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about improvement in education, comparable to one that already exists in business,
industry, and health care, must be further developed in the world of teaching.
Such writing is found in Learning to Improve: How America’s Schools Can Get
Better at Getting Better (Bryk, Gomez, Grunow, & LeMahieu, 2015). Bryk et al. recount
the unsatisfactory results of wholesale school reform based on significant, small-scale
successes, providing the example of large-scale, well-intentioned education change
efforts driven by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The authors argue that education
reformers will continue to experience less than satisfactory outcomes if academic
research in institutions of higher learning does not move into the arena of
practice. Referring to the application of classical quality improvement principles drawn
from industry and the success with which they have been introduced in the health care
industry, the authors urge the adoption of a similar approach for teaching and schools. To
this end, I employ the Improvement Inquiry framework in this study of Instructional
School Gardens in a local setting.
School Gardens are comprised of a variety of approaches, including basic School
Gardens, farm-to-school programs, cooking classes, and Edible Schoolyard’s “edible
education.” The Edible Schoolyard Project, headquartered in Berkeley, California, has
affiliated Edible Schoolyard programs in many countries and in much of the United
States. The number of their instructional programs in the United States is growing at a
steady rate. As of July 2016, Edible Schoolyard programs are present in 4739 locations in
the United States. These programs include 4471 garden classrooms, 720 academic
classrooms, 582 kitchen classrooms, 431 school cafeterias, support organizations, 284
farm-based projects, and 56 affiliated businesses (Edible Schoolyard Project, n.d.).
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In addition to the Edible Schoolyard Project some of the most established School
Garden programs in the United States include in the Northeast CitySprouts, located in
Cambridge and Boston, Massachusetts. In the Mid-Atlantic region is the Office of the
State Superintendent of Education School Garden Program of the District of Columbia
Public Schools; in the center of the United States is The Kitchen Community of Boulder,
Colorado; and operating primarily in the South is REAL School Gardens of North Texas.
Exploration of scalability or expansion of School Gardens is at the core of this
study. In examining School Garden scalability or expansion, I draw on the work of
Improvement Theory, in particular the recently published book Learning to Improve:
How America’s Schools Can Get Better at Getting Better (Bryk et al., 2015). The authors
compel educators to consider educational improvement from a systems perspective and
do so using six defining principles. Making the work of improvement user-centered and
problem-specific is the first principle. The second essential point calls for addressing
variation in performance as opposed to assuming a successful endeavor in one setting
assures success in another. The third principle is recognizing the system that is producing
the outcomes. Measuring performance is the fourth essential element; utilizing digital
platforms is making this far easier to accomplish than in the past (Bryk, 2015, p. 101).
Fifth, educators are guided to engage in disciplined inquiry. Finally, educators are urged
to form and grow Networked Improvement Communities (Bryk, 2015). Networked
Improvement Communities as described by Bryk et al. (2015) are stakeholders—
including education practitioners and researchers—who share their work, ideas, tests,
results, successes and failures around a shared problem of practice, while employing
principles of improvement inquiry to accelerate learning, improvement, and innovation.
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Research examining the California Instructional School Garden Programs has
addressed scalability at the state level and is explored in a number of sections of this
paper. The question of scalability at a national level is broached in Hirschi’s book Ripe
for Change: Garden-Based Learning in Schools. Hirschi acknowledges that a scalable
system of garden-based learning for the entire country does not yet exist (Hirschi, 2015,
p. 47), but she asserts that the elements of five models have the necessary ingredients for
a scalable model. The five models represent a wide range of circumstances and
demonstrate applicability across a wide spectrum of needs. Hirschi delineates what
commonalities she considers ingredients for scalability (Hirschi, 2015): The garden
programs are in high-need urban public schools, serve all or a significant number of the
schools within a district, have lessons integrated with the schools’ standards-based
curriculum, and enjoy strong public support. I contend that as the School Garden
movement continues to expand, more attention will be directed to this question, including
at the local level, as this paper does.
Opportunities and Barriers for Instructional School Gardens
The literature reviewed in this chapter thus far has focused on outcomes in student
learning, health, and environmental literacy, as well as the scholarly writing and work on
Improvement Inquiry. This reviewed literature suggests some expansion, or scaling, at
this point of Instructional School Gardens would be judicious. Educational, health, and
environmental literacy outcomes are positively associated with School Gardens; it is
logical then that the next steps in the improvement journey could be taken to leverage
these positive outcomes. This already is happening in a number of settings in the United
States.
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Zidenberg-Cherr, scholar, author, and co-director of the University of CaliforniaDavis Center for Nutrition in Schools, calls for scaling Instructional School Gardens. She
explains that today there are dozens of school, school district, state, and multi-state
Instructional School Garden programs in the United States (UCDCNS, 2010). ZidenbergCherr extols the benefits of School Gardens, in particular in providing opportunities to
bring families and teachers together, and for improving the dietary habits of students:
This is a very exciting time for those of us in health and nutrition education.
People from diverse facets of society are encouraged about the idea of using the
garden as a vehicle to improve our children’s dietary choices …. Maria Shriver,
[former] First Lady of California … encourages the use of School Gardens as a
way to bring families, teachers, and students together for a worthwhile cause, and
encourages School Gardens as a means to improve our students’ health. First
Lady Michelle Obama uses the White House garden as a platform to speak out
about the childhood obesity problem, to extol the benefits of fresh food, and to
teach our children to enjoy vegetables at an early age. The time is ripe for us to
invest in school programs and nutrition education that have been successful in
improving our children’s dietary choices. (UCDCNS, 2010)
Any given component of an Instructional School Garden may offer both barriers
and opportunities. For example, the strength of School Gardens to enhance students’
academic experience has been established. Within that opportunity to enhance academics
also lie barriers such as class time and opportunities for Classroom Teachers professional
development. Recognizing where the opportunities and barriers lie and then finding a
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way forward is a complex undertaking that requires careful assessment and structure to
measure progress.
Common barriers to the success of garden instruction include a lack of time,
curricular materials linked to academic standards, and teachers’ interest, knowledge,
experience, and training in relation to gardening; these barriers were cited as the most
common ones in an early study by Graham et al. (2005). I explore the literature on these
and other barriers as well as opportunities that have emerged in Instructional School
Garden practice and research.
Success factors in Instructional School Gardens. In their study of 10 successful
School Garden programs in the state of California, Hazzard et al. examined the factors
leading to the success of these gardens (Hazzard, Moreno, Beall, & Zidenberg-Cherr,
2012a). The authors pinpointed that having a committee committed to Instructional
School Gardens was the most important step toward success in this setting. This finding
may or may not apply to other Instructional School Garden programs, but it helps inform
this nascent field. Their study concerned the practices of 10 successful School Garden
programs. These 10 schools were considered exemplary by the following standards:
An exemplary instructional School Garden was defined according to criteria
provided by the CDE [California Department of Education] as a School Garden
with the following characteristics: (1) incorporation into the academic structure,
(2) sustainability for a minimum of two years for schools that had a School
Garden before the grant application period, and (3) known and recognized in the
professional School Gardening field (Hazzard et al., 2011, page 410).
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Similar to Hazzard et al.’s findings that a committee devoted to Instructional
School Gardens was critical to their success in a contemporary setting, Kohlstedt
observed that the early American School Gardens “arrived to enthusiastic reception and
support” [author’s italics] (Kohlstedt, 2008). Enthusiastic stakeholder support seems to
be as vital today as it was in early School Garden work. In today’s context, according to
Mathison (Mathison, 2008), the evaluation of the value of programs that directly affect
people requires stakeholder perspectives, including their assessments, values, and
meanings if the program in question is to enjoy success. Instructional School Garden
programs are no exception.
Looking to Instructional School Garden history for clues, I believe the generationlong endurance of early School Gardens in the United States bodes well for today’s
School Garden movement. I assert that a lasting future for today’s Instructional School
Gardens is possible owing to their unique ability to meet three needs: enhancement of
academic achievement, enhancement of student health and well-being, and development
of strong stewards of the environment. The importance of sustaining early enthusiastic
reception and support is a lesson from the robust earlier School Garden movement;
stakeholder support is an essential requirement for School Garden success.
Volunteers are key stakeholders in School Garden movement and often play a
critical role in their success. An example of this is the CitySprouts School Garden
program in Cambridge and Boston, Massachusetts. In 1999, Hirschi conceived of and
began leading CitySprouts. She explains that volunteer support was crucial to its success.
“It was the teachers’, the kids’ and the families’ response to it that moved it forward”
(Erbentraut, 2015). From these small beginnings, CitySprouts as of 2016 serves more
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than 6,000 students. Hirschi, author of the book Ripe for Change: Garden-Based
Learning in School (2015), asserts that gardens can be an attractive avenue for parents
and guardians to become involved in their child’s school (Hirschi, 2015). Gardens can be
a welcoming venue to all, especially to parents and guardians who otherwise have not
been actively involved with their child’s school.
In their study “Best Practices Models for Implementing, Sustaining, and Using
Instructional School Gardens in California” (2011), Hazzard et al. found that one cannot
underestimate the necessity of strong stakeholder commitment. They identified a variety
of key people and groups that were able to sustain School Gardens. The people and
groups included principals, classroom teachers, parent volunteers, community volunteers,
garden coordinators, students, parent-teacher groups, district staff, and school staff
(Hazzard et al., 2011). One teacher stated:
You have to have enough allies. If you don’t have the administration and don’t
have the teachers, and if you determine that you are on your own, then you would
need to have the parents come in and community support. You [have] got to have,
I think, two or three: community, the administration, and the teachers. (Hazzard et
al., 2011, p. 410)
Of the 10 schools in this study, Hazzard et al. (2011) found seven had people
from at least three of the following four groups: administrators, teachers, parent and
community volunteers, and garden coordinators. Garden coordinators were equally
important: nine of the 10 schools had a part- or full-time garden coordinator.
Time constraints are consistently cited as a primary concern in effective teaching
in general as well as in effective School Garden teaching. However, an interesting and
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different perspective regarding time constraints has been advanced by Thorp and
Townsend (2001). They argue that the educational opportunities gained down the road
more than make up for the time required in the initial phases of developing School
Garden programs. They advance the notion that “an agriculture education garden is a
leverage point for reversing the loss of time (author’s italics), control, and place in
teachers’ and students’ lives” (Thorp & Townsend, 2001, p. 347). They continue:
As teacher and children continue to experience loss of time, loss of control, and
loss of place in their lives, the garden is a powerful leverage point to reverse these
processes. For a very small investment of space and money, the garden has
provided a venue for healing these wounds of modernity. The larger rhythms
present in our little 30’ by 30’ plot of earth cannot be segmented, fragmented, or
disconnected; they patiently wait our arrival (Thorp & Townsend, 2001, p. 357).
The Chapter IV Findings section of this study includes some anecdotal evidence
that aligns with this perspective.
Another opportunity and / or barrier, depending on the context, involves the
process of creating a curriculum that connects subject matter content standards to
Instructional School Garden lesson plans. This occurs in the United States across a wide
range of Instructional School Gardens, schools, school districts, and states. The states of
California, Florida, Louisiana, New York, South Carolina, Texas, and Vermont have state
programs that promote School Gardening and provide for, or direct schools to, resources
for School Garden lesson plans tied to a range of subject matter. Texas and California
state departments of education provide both gardening curricula as well as evaluative
research (Blair, 2009). Widely used curricula include Life Lab K-5 Science Program,
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GrowLab, Texas A&M Junior Master Gardener Program, Nutrition to Grow On, and
Kids Growing Food (Blair, 2009).
Maximizing School Garden potential in academic instruction. In the study of
10 successful School Gardens in California, Hazzard et al. (2011) quote a key school
member who describes the development of the School Garden curriculum and
instructional design this way: “We use it as a hands-on method of teaching kids. Any
concept that you can [find] in the textbook [you can] bring to life with the hands-on
approach in the School Gardens” (Hazzard et al., 2011, p. 411).
In order to maximize the use of the School Garden for academic instruction, many
nonprofit organizations operating in the arena of School Gardens offer free garden
lessons plans. These organizations include the Edible Schoolyard Project, which offers
hundreds of lesson plans; CitySprouts, which offers garden-based learning lesson plans;
Boston Schoolyard Initiative, which offers “Science in the Schoolyard” and “Outdoor
Writers Workshop”; Life Lab which offers curricula and activity guides; California
Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom, which offers “Learn About Ag;” the School
Garden Project of Lane County, which offers “STEM in the Garden;” the Directorate for
Education and Human Resources Programs of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, which offers “Science NetLinks;” The Nature Conservancy
which offers “Nature Works Everywhere”; the National Gardening Association, which
offers “GrowLab Curriculum”; Cornell Garden-Based Learning of Cornell University
Cooperative Extension and Department of Horticulture, which offers lessons and
curricula, and KidsGardening which offers KidsGardening Lesson Plans.
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In addition, some schools work with their local Cooperative Extension programs
and use their curricula. Cooperative Extension systems are a nationwide, noncredit,
education network operated by land-grant universities. Each state and territory in the
United States with a land-grant university offers a network of local or regional extension
offices. Many of the local or regional offices employ master gardeners who work in the
community and with youth as well as offer support to School Garden initiatives.
California, for example, has employed extension division master gardeners to support
their statewide School Garden initiative.
Hazzard et al. (2011) describe best practices in 10 successful Instructional School
Gardens. Most schools created their own lesson plans following standards-based
textbooks. A range of people (including the garden coordinator, parent volunteers, and
Classroom Teachers) created these lessons. Only two schools had a specific standardsbased garden curriculum; one was obtained from a university and the other from an
agriculturally based education foundation (Hazzard et al., 2011). These findings point to
the great variability across Instructional School Garden programs.
Collaboration among instructors. The collaboration between Classroom
Teachers and Garden Educators is also variable across settings and is critical to
Instructional School Garden success. The configuration of this collaboration encompasses
many considerations. One important consideration is the professional development of the
Classroom Teacher and the paid or volunteer Garden Educator. Another key
consideration is the substance and degree of collaboration between the Classroom
Teacher and the Garden Educator. Each of these considerations is dependent on
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innumerable moving parts, including circumstances, the skills of each participant, the
resources available, and so forth. Next I explore the literature relevant to each.
Classroom Teachers often need support and additional professional development
opportunities to effectively utilize School Gardens. Graham and Zidenberg-Cherr (2005)
found that enthusiasm for the potential of School Gardens is tied to teachers’ gardening
support (Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005). They found that limited teacher gardening
capabilities and knowledge create significant barriers to successful School Garden
programs. The authors point to the need for teacher training if the link between the
garden and academics is to be achieved. In Graham and Zidenberg-Cherr’s study
“California Teachers Perceive School Gardens as an Effective Nutritional Tool to
Promote Healthful Eating Habits” (2005), the focus of their inquiry was largely on
School Garden nutrition education. Other researchers who have focused on School
Garden education connected to other subject areas also reached the conclusion that
Classroom Teacher professional development is imperative for creating successful
Instructional School Gardens (Graham et al., 2005; Hazzard et al., 2011; Wright, Friese,
Carrel, & Meinen, 2013).
Collaboration between Classroom Teachers and Garden Educators is essential to
the success of School Garden programs. In a study of 10 successful California School
Garden programs, the level of teacher involvement varied greatly:
Some teachers created their own standards-based lessons, some worked with the
garden coordinator to create lessons, and others only gave permission for their
classes to participate in the garden while the garden coordinator created and
taught the lessons. As one teacher said, ‘you cannot survive without the master
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gardening program in whatever state you are doing your garden in.’ (Hazzard et
al., 2011, p. 411)
Classroom Teacher and Garden Educator collaboration is a multifaceted effort
whether in curriculum development, instructional delivery, classroom management, or
garden maintenance. Both Classroom Teachers and Garden Educators often bring a
wealth of knowledge to the table. When they work well together, they are more than the
sum of each of their skill sets. Hazzard et al. found that “the schools with the greatest
success in overcoming barriers had teachers collaborating with garden educators to create
and implement standards-based garden lessons” (Hazzard et al., 2011, p. 412).
Financing Instructional School Gardens. Given that many U.S. school districts
are in financial distress, it is not surprising that any new educational initiative would face
financial hurdles. Ozer points to the need for more research to identify how approaches
used to elicit buy-in from key stakeholders relate to effectiveness and long-term
sustainability of School Gardens (Ozer, 2007). Due to the rise in interest in School
Gardens, it is likely that School Gardens will continue to proliferate. Occurring in tandem
with rising, sustained interest in School Gardens is the potential for more opportunities
for funding support. Ozer describes the landscape of School Gardens as being one of
great promise for students and schools with the potential to continue to expand to more
students and schools. She states:
School Gardens are a promising approach in promoting the physical,
psychological, and intellectual development of school-aged children while also
potentially strengthening the school setting [sic] research and evaluation in this
time of possible increases in the funding and growth of school garden programs
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could effectively capitalize on this upsurge of interest and provide a knowledge
base to inform effective practice (Ozer, 2007, p. 861).
If more funding were made available for School Gardens, what would the impact
be on stakeholders? Would the availability of funding have a positive or negative impact,
or both, on the commitment of stakeholders? If external financial support becomes
available, do heretofore-key stakeholders become stronger or less important players?
What impact would external funding have on long-term effectiveness and sustainability
of School Gardens?
Hazzard et al. (2011) in their study of schools that applied for the California
Instructional School Garden Program (CISGP) suggest that the lower than expected
installation and use of these gardens was due to “a combination of the effects of budget
shortfall and insufficiency of the grant award amount” (Hazzard et al. 2011 p. 285). At
the time of implementation of the grant program California was experiencing a budget
surplus. Subsequently the state experience a shortfall and education budgets were cut,
resulting in changed funding for many of the awardee schools. The authors caution
however, that “only schools that planned to revitalize a garden not currently in use
achieved that goal, [suggesting] that environmental barriers may exist in schools in which
there has never been a school garden (author’s italics) and that the funding provided was
not enough to overcome those barriers” (Hazzard et al. 2011, p. 289). In other words
success in building an Instructional School Garden program is not dependent solely on
the ability to access funding.
I hypothesize that understanding the potential impacts of funding is critical to the
success of School Gardens. If external money occurs in tandem with local stakeholder
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commitment, the viability and longevity of School Gardens and the benefits that accrue
from them would be enhanced. Following Bandura’s (Bandura, 2000) definition of
collective efficacy, which refers to a group's shared beliefs and its capabilities to act
together to achieve desired outcomes or goals, the commitment of the group is a
necessary component to sustain successful Instructional School Gardens. Conversely, if
external funding serves to undermine commitment—by not developing or building a
group’s shared beliefs, capabilities, and desire for shared outcomes—the life of the
garden would be limited to the duration of outside financial support.
Barriers of standardized testing. A barrier to the success of Instructional School
Gardens has been the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. The reauthorization of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) placed emphasis on standardized test score reporting and accountability as
mechanisms to help reduce achievement inequities between disadvantaged children and
their more advantaged peers. It has been replaced by the Every Student Succeeds Act
(2015). During its 14 years, the NCLB encouraged improvement of student test scores in
tested subject areas –a narrow focus that dominated the U.S. K-12 education landscape.
There is evidence that this focus on standardized test scores failed to close the
achievement gap (Gruenewald & Manteaw, 2007). There also is evidence of additional
teacher and administrator workloads associated with NCLB, but without the effect of
equivalent benefits accruing to students.
Instructional School Garden initiatives, which are locally based, focus on learning
as opposed to standardized test score improvement. The NCLB legacy of standardized
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testing achievement and rote memorization stands in sharp contrast to Instructional
School Gardens and their platform of inquiry-based learning.
Lessons from history for School Gardens. Instructional School Gardens
enjoyed a generation-long duration early in the twentieth century. A generation-long
success is remarkable in many ways. Can its successes and challenges prove to be
instructive for today’s School Garden movement? Could Instructional School Gardens
enjoy another generation-long run of serving our students? Kohlstedt observed the
following regarding the first U.S. School Garden movement:
Surprisingly little has been written about these School Gardens, despite the fact
that their existence is well recorded in publications and school records in the early
twentieth century. The way that they flourished, sometimes on school sites and
sometimes at a distance from school, across the United States suggests something
of the life cycle of curricular movements more generally as they arrived to
enthusiastic reception and support (author’s italics) became varied as they
adapted to local opportunities were to some extent absorbed into the agendas of
other educational efforts (author’s italics) and eventually waned when they no
longer seem to meet changing expectations or were overtaken by newer
enthusiasms. The gardening movement is a particularly striking example of a
widely accepted program that nonetheless flourished for just one generation
(author’s italics) before largely disappearing. (Kohlstedt, 2008, p. 60)
What lessons might we take from this? If we accept Kohlstedt’s summary of the
evolution of School Gardening at the turn of and into the twentieth century, how might
that history inform today’s School Garden movement? I agree with Kohlstedt’s “striking
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example” language and characterization; I further believe striking example is the
operative expression here. Whether the current School Garden movement will become
another striking example we cannot know. Its steady and strong rise suggests a parallel
beginning. A similarity exists, however, in the strength and appeal of the current garden
movement. While its limited absorption into the agenda of other educational efforts is of
concern, contemporary School Gardens have been shown to be compatible and
successfully integrated into curricula.
Integration requires a great deal of commitment and capacity on the part of many
stakeholders. Building the infrastructure for quality Instructional School Garden teaching
is compatible with the need for infrastructure for all quality instruction (DarlingHammond, 2010). The limited absorption at the turn of the century described by
Kohlstedt (2008) may serve as a cautionary tale. Successful alignment with curricula
would help ensure Instructional School Gardens success and longevity; the lack of
successful alignment would likely render School Gardens irrelevant. Aligning School
Gardening with the requirements and standards teachers must meet is essential if
Instructional School Gardens are to thrive.
Summary of Literature Review
The literature on outcomes for students reviewed here included academic, health,
and environmental literacy outcomes. Each of these three areas has demonstrated positive
outcomes for students. The research on direct academic outcomes and positive indirect
academic outcomes attributable to School Gardens is growing; there is a need for more
research in this area. Health benefits associated with School Gardens show evidence of
School Garden impact in increasing students’ fruit and vegetable consumption as well as
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of increasing students’ levels of physical activity. The call for more studies was
prominent in both of these arenas.
The body of literature on the impact of environmental education historically, as
well as in the contemporary context, including garden activism, points to signs that
ecoliteracy is on the rise. The potential to engender a sense of stewardship of the earth
and improve students’ knowledge of agriculture was shown to be linked to School
Gardens; the body of literature germane to this topic is still quite small, but, like the other
Instructional School Garden literature, is growing. The literature also indicates that it is
relatively easy to integrate environmental studies into many state science standards and
core curricula requirements. In the reviewed literature that also included discussion of
pedagogy, School Gardens’ inquiry-based teaching and learning-by-doing approach were
consistently viewed as assets.
The literature suggests the role of stakeholders, the logistics of time constraints,
the opportunity for Classroom Teacher professional development, the role of funding,
and the need for connection to curriculum are all important considerations. Embedded in
the literature exploring the history of U.S. Instructional School Gardens is the subject of
longevity of School Garden programs. This literature suggests the successful resurgence
of School Gardens in the United States may depend heavily on sustaining stakeholder
buy-in. Improvement Inquiry literature in the education field points to the importance of
stakeholder buy-in, and a structured, measurable, and user-centered approach to scaling
or expanding educational initiatives. The understandings from each of these bodies of
literature helped inform and shape the questions I have posed in this study and the
methods I employed to examine those questions.
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Chapter III: Methods
The goal of this study was to identify and understand the opportunities for, and
barriers to, expanding or scaling the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. To this end, I
utilized a mixed methods research design. The mixed methods approach served to
triangulate the qualitative and quantitative data, helping to corroborate patterns, findings,
and conclusions. Triangulation of data collected over multiple years, including
interviews, observations, and surveys, served to strengthen the credibility and validity of
the findings.
I examined evidence from primary and secondary research, including stakeholder
focus groups, surveys, and interviews, during school years 2013-2014, 2014-2015, and
2015-2016. The stakeholder data I gathered to query opportunities and barriers to scaling
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh were elicited from the following instruments:
1. Parent/Guardian Surveys, which queried parents and guardians regarding their
perceptions of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program;
2. Winter Cooking Program Student Surveys, which examined students’ selfreported willingness to try new foods;
3. Student Narratives, which sought to shed light on students’ learning experiences
in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program;
4. Principal Interviews, which sought to illuminate the perceptions of principals
around the potential value of the Edible Schoolyard program to their schools, to
create a benchmark for later examination of perception change or constancy, to
identify the impacts of those perceptions as they relate to scaling Edible
Schoolyard programs, and to inform the development of the Principal Survey.
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5. Principal Surveys, which aimed to capture principals’ perspectives on barriers to
and opportunities for either sustaining their Edible Schoolyard program or
pursuing an Instructional School Garden for their school.
Expressed Need for Evaluation by Key Stakeholders
At the beginning of my work, the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh management
shared that conducting an evaluation had been a goal of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
staff, their funders, and the Board of Directors of Grow Pittsburgh, which oversees Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh. I will discuss the perceived value of the evaluation as it pertains
to each of these three groups.
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff wanted to understand how well they were
achieving their stated program goals. While the general consensus among the team
members was that they were achieving their goals and that with each passing year their
work was improving, they recognized and welcomed the value of a formal evaluation.
When I began meeting with Edible Schoolyard staff, I knew stakeholder input
would be essential and formative. I conveyed to the staff the collaborative nature of the
evaluation, that their input as key stakeholders was important, valuable, necessary, and
welcomed. They expressed enthusiasm about the evaluation. The Program Manager and I
had already agreed to work closely together. She also planned to loop in the Garden
Educators as much as possible during their routine work schedule. This would ensure
their involvement, but it would also address concerns they had raised about having to
devote extra time to participate in the evaluation process.
The Edible Schoolyard staff was positive about the prospect of obtaining data and
measurements they could use to improve their work and evaluate it going forward. In
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addition, I highlighted that I would be observing gardening and cooking classes to
familiarize myself with their program and that my work was not to evaluate the work of
the Garden Educators. Overall, the Edible Schoolyard staff expressed a strong
appreciation of the prospect of obtaining data and measurements from which they could
not only design and implement possible work improvements, but also use as a baseline to
evaluate their work going forward.
I was told that funding organizations, the second stakeholder group, were
increasingly requesting evaluative information on the outcomes of the Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh program. Staff at Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh explained to me that these
organizations were also glad to learn of the evaluation we were undertaking (Edible
Schoolyard Staff Member A, personal communication, January 22, 2014). It was also
conveyed to me that members of Grow Pittsburgh’s Board of Directors, the third
stakeholder group, were pleased when they learned that an evaluation was being
undertaken. They welcomed the opportunity for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh to be
evaluated by a doctoral candidate and were further pleased that this doctoral program is
distinguished by its focus on social justice at the nexus of school, community and
academy. From my perspective, conducting evaluative work with Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh was also an excellent fit. Over the course of the evaluation all parties seemed
to have a constructive and informative experience.
Methods and Design Overview
I began this work by conducting stakeholder meetings, first meeting with the
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Program Manager. I then had a series of meetings with
other stakeholders, described in the sections below. In collaboration with key
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stakeholders I developed instruments to elicit wide ranging input regarding Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The first instrument I designed was the Parent/Guardian Survey.
Next I sought to capture principals’ voices through Principal Interviews, the second
instrument. Using the data from the Principal Interviews I designed the third instrument,
a Principal Survey, piloting several versions with Instructional School Garden
practitioners and researchers from several states, Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff, and
Principals.
With the Program Manager I reviewed Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh’s previously
conducted Winter Cooking Program Student Survey. We agreed to continue its use with
some minor modifications, making this the fourth instrument used. I determined it would
be beneficial to hear more from the students. Working with the Program Manager and
utilizing input from the Garden Educators and a videographer, I designed the fifth
instrument—protocols and questions for Student Narratives. Student Narratives
ultimately also produced narratives from the Garden Educators’ perspectives. The
completed video also served as a promotional tool for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The
following sections describe the methods and design of each of these five instruments.
The Parent/Guardian Survey Development and Design
The Program Manager and I first met to discuss the Parent/Guardian Survey. We
considered a number of key variables. One was venue. Should the survey be disseminated
at a school event or be sent home from the classroom with students? If launched in the
classroom setting, would there be enough time in the Garden Educators’ limited lesson
time to explain and disseminate the survey? In addition, would the Classroom Teachers
be willing to help and have enough time to do so? The Classroom Teachers’ role would
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include ensuring the surveys went home with the students, encouraging the students to
return their completed surveys, collecting and keeping the surveys, and then passing the
completed surveys back to the Garden Educator. The Program Manager and I outlined
variables to conduct the survey effectively in preparation for stakeholder meetings.
With this list of variables, the Program Manager spoke with the Garden Educators
to explore their interest in the Parent/Guardian Survey. The Garden Educators expressed
enthusiasm for the survey. They proposed conducting the survey at two Flagship Schools.
The Garden Educators of those two schools wanted to participate in conducting the
survey. A concern was the amount of their time the survey would require and the logistics
involved in conducting it. Time constraints were significant but managed well by all
stakeholders—the survey was ultimately successfully implemented, as described in the
implementation section that follows.
Incorporating the Garden Educator feedback, the Program Manager and I made
some educated guesses about how extensive or limited the survey could be to help answer
the initial proposed research question, “Does Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh impact fruit
and vegetable attitudes and behaviors of its students?” We tried to estimate parent and
guardian levels of interest to respond to the survey. We explored how many questions
might maximize the likelihood that parents and guardians would complete the survey.
After some discussion, we agreed that limiting the survey to two questions would
increase the likelihood of parents and guardians responding, rather than asking more than
two questions. We would propose using two questions in our next round of discussions
with stakeholders to learn if they agreed with this or had different perspectives. We
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especially wanted to discuss question content in the next stakeholder meetings and learn
from their boots-on-the-ground, expert input.
We held a stakeholder meeting at each of the two schools we were proposing to
survey. Invited to the meetings were the Garden Educators, the Classroom Teachers,
Principals, and parents and guardians for one or both of two possible sessions to discuss
and plan the Parent/Guardian Survey.
In our first session, we had an enthusiastic group of six. With this group, we
identified logistical concerns and ways to address them, resolved to provide a small
incentive for the classrooms, and discussed how many questions the group felt could be
in the survey. By group consensus, it was thought two questions would be a good number
that would not overload parents and thus would increase the likelihood of parent and
guardian participation. Specific questions were discussed, and two questions were drawn
up. It was agreed these two tentative questions would be presented and explored in the
second stakeholders’ meeting.
The two stakeholder meetings purposefully were held at a different time of day
and a different school to increase the likelihood of involving more participants. The
second meeting attracted 10 participants. The outcomes were almost identical for
decisions about logistics. However, this group felt strongly we should ask more than two
questions. Parents especially expressed enthusiasm for learning as much as we possibly
could. Several parents suggested that up to eight questions would be fine. The majority of
the meeting time was spent shaping and revising additional questions. We explored how
different readers might interpret them, how well they might help answer the research
question, and what the best question formats would be. At the end of the meeting, we had
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six new questions to add to the first two. This experience was one example of the
iterative process of Improvement Inquiry. It was also the continuation of collaborative
work of informal stakeholder groups that had been growing since the beginning of Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh. Our final Parent/Guardian Survey, attached in Appendix A, was
now complete.
Implementation of the Parent/Guardian Survey
Finalizing the format of the survey was accomplished, and Garden Educators
coordinated with their respective teachers for the arrangements of sending the surveys
home and receiving them back. With the permission of the Principals, cooperation of the
Classroom Teachers, and Garden Educators’ coordination with the Classroom Teachers,
the schedule was set for the implementation of the survey and the related details. The
two Garden Educators followed the Parent/Guardian Survey Protocols (Appendix B) in
each of their Edible Schoolyard classes, introducing and distributing the survey. The
Classroom Teachers collected the returned surveys from their students. The
implementation went well; the return rate of the surveys averaged 67.5%, and the data
gathered were rich. The data are discussed in the findings section of this paper.
The Winter Cooking Program Student Survey Development and Design
The Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students put their School Gardens to bed in the
late fall each school year and begin their indoor cooking lessons with their Garden
Educators. The Winter Cooking Program allows students to cook and taste vegetablefocused recipes from around the world. Over the course of the 12-week program, students
use the crops saved from their gardens, including potatoes, sweet potatoes, beans, squash,
and herbs as the base of their recipes. They hone their cooking skills, broaden their
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pallets, and learn about diverse food traditions with their classmates (Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh, 2015).
Garden Educators conducted the first Winter Cooking Program Student Survey in
2013 at each of the Edible Schoolyard Flagship Schools. The survey is a simple show of
hands, a student self-reporting tool. I proposed a more intentional and structured survey
process including enhanced tracking and record keeping. The two questions posed to the
students are as follows: First, raise your hand if you tried the food we made in class today
and, next, raise your hand if you tried a food or ingredient for the very first time today.
The Winter Cooking Program Student Survey and Protocol is attached in Appendix C.
Implementation of the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey
In 2014, I met with the Program Manager to explore the advantages and
limitations of continuing the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey. The main
limitation of the survey is the relatively weak reliability of self-reporting by students.
Advantages include an additional set of data from student surveys helps to triangulate
other data and the relative ease of administering the survey. We agreed the advantages
outweighed the limitations and determined to administer the survey.
The Garden Educators implemented the survey. They did so at the end of a winter
cooking lesson, and after students had had an opportunity to taste the recipe they made.
The Garden Educators posed the two questions and students raised their hands in
response to the questions. The numbers of hands raised were recorded.
Student Narratives Development and Design
The rationale for using Student Narratives was twofold. First, I wanted to
continue to triangulate the data regarding the educational benefits of the Edible
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Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. Second, Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh wanted to create a
promotional and informational video that would tell the story of Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh from the students’ perspectives. As the Program Manager and I began work on
the Student Narratives, we sketched out some rough prompts and questions. After
identifying potential questions and discussing their relative merits, we found we had quite
similar ideas about the types of questions that might advance both the research work and
the potential informational and promotional video. We identified questions that worked
well for the research and were also acceptable for a possible promotional video.
The Program Manager worked with the Garden Educators to gather their input.
The Garden Educators expressed the wish for a more informal conversation with the
Edible Schoolyard students, rather than scripted questions or prompts. The relative merits
of both approaches were explored by all of us. We decided to incorporate both informal
conversation and some scripted questions. This approach allowed the Garden Educators
the freedom to take their cues from their students and ensure that the conversation was as
relaxed as possible.
We next met with the videographer who had great enthusiasm for this project and
was willing to volunteer his time and expertise. I described my research, the videographer
presented an overview of his work, and the Program Manager talked about the potential
use of the video for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh’s website. Over the course of several
weeks, the Program Manager and I reviewed and finalized our video scripts and prompts
for conversations. The complete Student Narratives and Conversation Prompts appear in
Appendix D. The Garden Educators coordinated schedules and settings for the video with
Classroom Teachers. We attempted to plan for every contingency we could imagine. The
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implementation, detailed in Appendix E: Student Narratives Protocol and described next,
went smoothly.
Implementation of Student Narratives
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff and I decided from the outset that the
participants would consist of a convenience sample of students and their Farmer/Garden
Educator. Parent permission letters were obtained, and dates and times were arranged
with the Classroom Teachers, the Garden Educators, the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
Program Manager, and the videographer. The videographer was introduced to the
students and then remained as unobtrusive as possible. There were no major glitches, so it
was felt that our planning had been sound.
The videographer then went back to his studio and began the work of the artistic
arrangement of the footage and the related technical work. After a few weeks, he
presented a first rough cut for the Edible Schoolyard staff and myself to review. We
responded with our comments and suggestions, and the videographer incorporated our
input to produce a final video. Students later reported they enjoyed being able to tell
about their experiences in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The Garden Educators enjoyed
learning more from their students. I transcribed the rough-cut footage and the final
footage, organizing the student remarks in responses to questions and general
observations. The exploration of this data is described in the findings section. The link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS5tsLXgniQ displays the final video product.
Garden Educator Narratives
In addition to capturing the responses of students, the footage from the Student
Narratives video included commentary from the Garden Educators. Their enthusiasm and
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commitment to their students and their work were evident in their comments. While the
intention of the video was to capture Student Narratives, Garden Educators also
introduced and shared perspectives from their unique vantage point. These important
Garden Educator comments help tell the story of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh more
fully. Their perspectives are discussed in Chapter IV: Findings.
Principal Interviews
To continue my query of the opportunities and barriers to scaling Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh, I next wanted to consider the perspectives of the Principals.
Several drafts of potential interview questions were drawn up in collaboration with the
Edible Schoolyard Program Manager and Grow Pittsburgh Director of Educational
Programming. As mentioned in the overview, the Principal Interviews served two
purposes. One was to gather data on the questions posed. The other purpose was to use
Principal Interview responses to inform and shape the Principal Survey. Interviews were
designed for two Principal groups. One group consisted of a convenience sample of
Principals of current Participating Edible Schoolyard Flagship Schools (referred to as
PES in the interview documents). The other group was a convenience sample of NotParticipating in Edible Schoolyard Schools (referred to as NPES in the interview
documents). The Principal Interview questions are attached in Appendix F.
There was weak interview participation of schools that were currently
participating Flagship Schools. Of a convenience sample of four, only one was able to
schedule and complete the interview. Of this sample of four, two of the Principals were
new to their schools and consequently had only a few months of experience as a Principal
of an Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship School. The interview that was completed
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was with a Principal who had been involved since the onset of Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh in the region’s schools.
There was strong interview participation, however, of Principals of schools that
were not currently participating in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. A
convenience sample of six principals was selected, five of whom participated. I met in
person with four of the principals and conducted one of the interviews over the telephone.
Principal Survey Development and Design
A key stakeholder in the decision to participate in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh is
the school Principal, who has the formal authority and fiduciary responsibility with
regard to this decision. The Principal’s role as an instructional leader, through the
introduction and adoption of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program, is also important.
The Parent/Guardian Survey examined parent and guardian commitment, capacity and
confidence in the Edible Schoolyard program as well as student food attitudes and
behaviors. The Winter Cooking Program Student Survey and the Student Narratives
examined student self-reporting of learning and fruit and vegetable consumption. The
2016 Principal Survey aimed to examine, through the lens of the Principals, the perceived
opportunities for, and barriers to, adopting the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program.
Due to time constraints, the 2016 study did not produce enough responses to be
statistically significant.
The Principal Survey instrument was developed to measure Principal interest,
capacity, and confidence in instructional gardens. I received important suggestions from
my dissertation committee on the first draft of the Principal Survey. Several more drafts
of potential survey questions were written in collaboration with the Edible Schoolyard
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Pittsburgh Program Manager and Grow Pittsburgh Director of Educational Programming.
In addition, for the Principal Survey, I sought and received feedback from practitioner
and research colleagues in other states. Via Survey Monkey, I distributed to my
colleagues at Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh and practitioner and research colleagues in
other states several iterations of the survey. Upon completing the survey they shared their
feedback on the instrument with me. This collaborative, iterative work resulted in the
final Principal Surveys, which appear in Appendix G.
Implementation of the Principal Survey
The Principal Survey implemented during the spring semester of 2016 did not
enjoy a strong return rate. A number of colleagues had suggested to me that the best and
possibly only time I would be able to get a good return would be during the summer
when Principals are not in the midst of incessant operational demands. This seems to be a
plausible explanation for the low response rate. Another possible factor is the timing of
interactions with Principals vis-à-vis their involvement with Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh. Many of the Principals interviewed had considered applying to participate in
the Edible Schoolyard program or had already applied to participate. At the time of the
survey, all Principal applicants had been accepted to the Affiliate Program. Thus, the
motivation may have been higher during the time period of the interviews than it was
during the time period of the survey implementation.
It is not helpful to report out on the three completed survey responses, which
represent an inadequate return level. However, the Principal Survey itself has garnered
interest by practitioners and researchers alike. Some already have begun to utilize it in
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their work. Thus, it may be that the survey itself is a meaningful addition to the work of
learning about the scalability of School Gardens.
The stakeholder data I gathered to query opportunities and barriers to scaling
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh included Parent/Guardian Surveys, Winter Cooking
Program Student Surveys, Student Narratives, Principal Interviews, and Principal
Surveys. I describe in the next section my findings derived from this data. Gathered from
primary and secondary research over multiple years, the data are triangulated to
corroborate patterns and themes. I report my conclusions, culminating in my assertions
regarding opportunities and barriers to scaling Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh in particular
and Instructional School Gardens in general.
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Chapter IV: Findings
This study produced noteworthy data from parents and guardians of Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh students, from Grow Pittsburgh staff and volunteers, and from
Principals and Classroom Teachers of participating Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh schools.
It produced evidence of opportunities for scaling Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh as well as
potential barriers to scaling.
In this chapter, I first examine findings from each evaluation instrument I utilized.
These five instruments were (a) Parent/Guardian Survey, (b) Winter Cooking Program
Student Survey, (c) Student Narratives, (d) Principal Interviews, and (e) Principal Survey.
I also summarize input from Garden Educator Narratives. Next, I review the limitations
of the study. Finally, I present overarching opportunities and barriers to scaling Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh evident from triangulation of data from all five research
instruments.
Findings by Research Instruments
The findings derived from each evaluation instrument point to the benefits of
Instructional School Gardens. These benefits also are corroborated in other research
findings, noted in Chapter III, documenting that School Garden education effectively
addresses a wide range of students’ needs. The findings of this study suggest that residing
in School Gardens are opportunities to improve student learning, to improve student
physical, social, and emotional health, and to enhance student stewardship of our planet’s
environmental health. The findings of each of the five instruments utilized in this study
are explored next.
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Parent/Guardian Survey. Parents and guardians of K-2 students participating in
a convenience sample of two of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship Schools were
surveyed in 2015. In both schools, the parents and guardians, several key Classroom
Teachers, and the Principals expressed confidence that this study would be helpful. In the
survey of the two schools, the total number of respondents was 353, reflecting a response
rate of 67.5%.
Qualitative analyses. I first examine the responses to the two open-ended
questions in the Parent/Guardian Survey. Those questions appear below in Table 1.
Two Open-Ended Questions
What does your child like most about Edible Schoolyard gardening and/or cooking class?
Please share your thoughts, impressions, or suggestions about the Edible Schoolyard
program.
Table 1: Parent/Guardian Survey Open-Ended Questions

The majority of parent and guardian respondents took the time to write a sentence
or two; many respondents wrote several sentences regarding what their child likes about
their Edible Schoolyard. Responses ranged from activity (digging, getting their hands
dirty, planting, harvesting, cooking,) to sensory experiences (tasting, smelling, seeing,
touching, hearing, being outdoors) to social skills (helping, sharing, interacting with
others). Many expressed that their child now knows where food comes from. They also
appreciated positive impacts in the subject areas of writing, reading, math, science, and
critical thinking. After transcribing each open-ended response into Word documents, I
first grouped their responses by the themes in Table 2 below.
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Open-ended Responses: Initial Themes
Students love the sensory side of this experience: tasting, touching, getting hands
dirty, planting, outdoors experience.
Where food comes from is a key learning.
Exposure to variety. This learning has benefits in many non-food areas of study, too.
Connects home and school (ex: bring vegetables home).
Learning how things grow, long time for something to grow, and patience.
Sense of stewardship —our plants that we grow, harvest, taste and cook.
Table 2: Open-Ended Responses: Initial Themes

I further refined these initial themes. After several iterations of themes, I settled
on what seemed to be the most logical groupings; these appear in Table 3 below and
Appendix H: Parent/Guardian Survey Themes of Responses. The complete data sets of
all responses, grouped by these eight themes, are found in Appendices J1 to J8. The
Protocols For Coding the responses are found in Appendix I.

Parent/Guardian Survey: Final Themes of Responses
1. Student Behavior in Fruit & Vegetable Consumption, Gardening, Cooking
2. Student Learning and Knowledge
3. Family, Community, Class, & School Behavior in Fruit & Vegetable Consumption,
Gardening, Cooking
4. Family, Community, Class, & School Learning and Knowledge
5. Expansion of ESY Program Desired By Parents, Guardians, Students
6. ESY Program —Positive Assessment
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7. ESY Program —Negative Assessment
8. Other
Table 3: Parent/Guardian Survey: Themes of Responses
Health enhancement, gardening, and cooking statements comprised the largest set
of remarks, totaling 286 individual statements. Positive impacts connected to health
included student improvement in fruit and vegetable preference and tasting, and potential
health enhancement associated with student newfound enjoyment of gardening and
cooking.
A total of 165 individual comments were positive statements regarding the school
garden and cooking program in general, and included remarks about improvement of
student social skills including collaboration with other students. Parents and guardians
expressed their belief that the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program provided value to
their child’s educational experience. Both the volume and the degree of enthusiasm of
these responses were remarkable; they wrote with energy, even urgency, about the
improvements they observed in their child’s learning, health, awareness of the
environment, collaboration with other students, and their family’s increased connection to
their school.
A total of 102 parents and guardians expressed appreciation of the connection
their student had established with their School Garden and their Garden Educator/Farmer.
Improvement in family knowledge and learning about food and gardening via
involvement in the school garden and cooking program was expressed in 33 comments.
Of special interest were responses the survey did not intend to prompt, but which
were passionately expressed including a desire for more School Garden and cooking
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experiences for students. These were conveyed in a total of 44 remarks. They suggested
the program should be expanded beyond its current scope to either more grades, more
students, or more classes. The full data set of Expansion of the Edible Schoolyard
Program Desired by Parents, Guardians, and Students appears in Appendix J5. The total
number of comments aligned with each theme is depicted below in Table 4.

Table 4: Parent and Guardian Open-Ended Responses by Theme
A total of 110 parents and guardians conveyed positive impacts on Student
Learning and Knowledge associated with participation in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh.
They conveyed that the Edible Schoolyard program had impacted their child’s passion for
learning, including increased curiosity and observational skills. Parents and guardians
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noted their child’s enhanced appreciation of, and knowledge about nature, the Earth, the
environment, and science. By way of example, Table 5 below catalogs the responses of
parents and guardians of one first grade class in one school, capturing this theme of
Learning and Knowledge. The complete list of responses for all classes in both schools
surveyed appears in Appendix J2: Theme 2 Student Learning and Knowledge.
Student Learning and Knowledge:
One First-Grade Class -- Parent and Guardian Example Responses
1. It is very important for kids to know the knowledge of vegetables and fruits and know
some of them can be eaten.
2. She likes being outside and learning.
3. She loves to learn about the plants.
4. I am so glad they teach the kids about healthy eating and how to take care of plants.
5. [It] engages the kids in thinking about science and the environment.
6. Studying the gardens.
7. She enjoyed seeing how much the plants grow from week to week.
8. [Child] loves watching the changes in the plants.
9. [Child] has definitely learned more about how plants grow.
10. It also enables [child] to see firsthand where and how food is cultivated.
11. She likes to observe the plants and watch them grow.
12. It is a wonderful way to teach children where our food comes from and to develop
skills and appreciation for growing their own food.
13. She likes to learn about different plants.
14. It is good to have such a lesson-related experience in the garden.
15. They like learning about the foods that grow in the garden.
16. She got to know how these vegetable grow and learned the natural science. That is
really nice.
17. She also got to know it is good for our health when eating more vegetables and fruits,
thanks.
18. My daughter wants to learn more about life cycle of plants from planting seeds in the
soil till full growth. She also wants to know how flowers grow.
19. It also teach my child about something such as where her food comes from and how
to observe living things.
20. Learning about growing and taking care of plants.
21. It is fun for the kids but also very important as it gives them a sense of where food
comes from.
22. I think it is important children learn the importance of fruits and vegetables as part of
a healthy lifestyle.
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23. Learning to grow their own fruits and vegetables is an extension of …[the importance
of fruits and vegetables as part of a healthy lifestyle].
24. I like to learn about helping plants.
25. I like that it is different than the other subjects.
26. After planting, she knew soil, sun, water and all the related things.
27. If they can make observation note about how vegetables grow up. It must be fun.
28. I think this is a great way to help children learn about the way food grows and
provides them with a clear understanding of what they are eating.
Table 5: Student Learning and Knowledge:
One First-Grade Class -- Parent and Guardian Example Responses
The results of this survey suggest significant positive impact of the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program not only on participating students’ willingness to try new
fruits and vegetables, but also on participating Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students’
influence on their family’s consumption of fruits and vegetables. These findings are
important as children in the United States on average do not consume the recommended
amount of fruits and vegetables (Carmona, 2004; Daniels & Hassink, 2015; Hoelscher,
Kirk, Ritchie, & Cunningham-Sabo, 2013). Parents and guardians expressed that the
Edible Schoolyard program had strong carryover to home, including bringing garden
food home, gardening at home, using recipes at home, playing games related to gardens
and food, being interested in farmers’ markets and grocery stores, eating at home, telling
about the garden and their Farmer, and inspiring parents to begin gardening and
composting at home. The complete data set is found in Appendix J3: Family,
Community, Class & School Behavior in F&V Consumption, Gardening, Cooking.
Also, parents and guardians expressed appreciation for the ways in which the
garden and cooking connects home and schools. For example, students bring home
vegetables, recipes, and ideas about food, cooking, and gardening. One parent described
it as “different than usual homework things that come home.” Learning how things grow
and developing the patience required for the long span of time needed for something to
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grow was cited as important. Parents and guardians reported their child felt a sense of
ownership and stewardship of their garden. One respondent quoted their child as saying,
“These are our plants that we grow, we harvest, we taste.”
In the two Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Flagship Schools surveyed, a key finding
is Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh is helping to connect parents and guardians with their
child’s school and with their child’s experience at school. While parents today are
sometimes disconnected from their child’s school for a number of reasons, including
being busy with jobs and family, parents and guardians in this survey express feeling
connected to their child’s school. The enhanced parent and guardian involvement is
evidenced in the high return rate of surveys, the overwhelmingly positive assessments of
the School Garden program, and the frequent association of the garden and the school as
a connected identity. For example, one parent wrote, “We chose this school because of
the garden.” See Appendix J4: Theme 4 Family, Community, Class, & School: Learning
and Knowledge for the complete data set of parent and guardian remarks that specifically
pertain to the School Garden creating a variety of connections for them to their child and
to their child’s school.
Accolades included appreciation for their Farmer and positive associations with
the Edible Schoolyard program overall. Descriptors of the Farmer included, “[My child]
is always equating it [the School Garden] with Farmer A. ….and fun,” “Thank you for
allowing (Farmer B) to meet my child,” “My child loves Farmer B,” “Farmer B is a great
role model and encourages students to eat more fruits and vegetables,” and “Thank you
so much to Farmer A!” Descriptors of the Edible Schoolyard program included
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“inspiring,” “important,” “good,” “great,” “meaningful,” “keep it going,” “continue it,”
“fun,” “sustainable,” “educational,” and “equalizer among students.”
The Parent/Guardian Survey reflected an enormous and energetic level of support
for the Edible Schoolyard program and thus pointed to its opportunities and barriers for
scaling. A complete tally of all response totals by themes and by grade levels are attached
in Appendix K: Parent Guardian Survey Response Totals by Themes and Grade Level.
The surveys were fully completed for the most part. Many parents wrote several
sentences about their appreciation and desire for more Edible Schoolyard programming.
The parent and guardian feedback signals a strong opportunity for more engagement of
this group. School Gardens seem to be an important supportive mechanism for
connecting Classroom Teachers, students, and the entire school community. Often it is
difficult to engage parents and guardians in their child’s school; School Gardens
engender family involvement.
Quantitative analyses. Quantitative analyses were performed to determine
whether differences existed between School C and School D in Parent/Guardian Survey
responses regarding Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh gardening and cooking classes. The
questions examined in this quantitative analysis are listed below in Table 6
Parent/Guardian Survey First Seven Questions.

1. Before participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening my child generally ate
vegetables and fruits.
Yes
No
2. Before participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening my child generally asked
for vegetables and fruits.
Yes
No
3. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening, my child has eaten a
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vegetable or fruit that they had not eaten before participating.
Yes
No
4. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening, my child has asked for a
vegetable or fruit that they did not ask for before participating.
Yes
No
5. Before this survey, I knew that the school had a School Garden and cooking program.
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. My child eats or tries more vegetables and/or fruits since participating in the Edible
Schoolyard program. Circle one:
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree

Strongly Disagree

7. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard, my child has caused my family to eat more
fruits and vegetables.
Daily

Once a week Once a month Never
Table 6: Parent/Guardian Survey First Seven Questions
The results of the Parent/Guardian Survey in the two schools were essentially the

same. Responses were either Yes or No for Questions 1-4, Strongly Agree, Agree,
Disagree, and Strongly Disagree for Questions 5 and 6, and Daily, Once a week, Once a
month, and Never for Question 7. First, frequency tables were generated to observe
whether certain responses were favored between the two schools. Then, the chi-square
test of independence was used to analyze all question-by-school associations.
Frequency tables indicate that almost all responses for Questions 1-7 did not
differentiate depending on whether parent reporters were from School C or School D.
Respondents tended to answer Yes for Questions 1, 2, and 3. Respondents tended to
provide an equal number of Yes and No answers to Question 4. For Question 5, parents
and guardians tended to answer Strongly Agree, and for Question 6, parents and
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guardians tended to answer Agree. Finally, for Question 7, parents and guardians mostly
answered Daily.
As noted, the chi-square test of independence was performed. Questions 1-4 were
analyzed, and chi-square indicates that the relationship between school type (School C or
School D) and question response was not significant. This result means that whether
individuals responded Yes, No, Yes & No, or No Answer did not depend on which school
their child attended. For Questions 5-6, chi-square indicated that the relationship was also
not significant. This result indicates that whether an individual responded Strongly Agree,
Agree, Disagree, Strongly Agree, or No Answer did not depend on which school their
child attended. Lastly, for Question 7, chi-square indicated that the relationship was also
not significant. This result indicates that whether an individual responded Daily, Once a
week, Once a month, Never, or No Answer did not depend on which school their child
attended. Thus, the survey findings can be used to describe both schools.
Some caution is warranted for the chi-square interpretations of Questions 1-6.
Some cells violated the assumption of expected counts of less than 5. Thus, it is
questionable whether data for Questions 1-4 should be collapsed to either Yes or No
responses, as well as collapsed for either just Agree or Disagree responses for Questions
5 and 6 in order to possibly yield significant results.
Some notable changes since participating in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
program include the following: More than two thirds of the parents and guardians
participating in the survey reported that after having participated in the Edible Schoolyard
program at their school, their child consumed a new fruit or vegetable. Nearly half of the
responding parents and guardians reported that their child asked them for a new fruit or
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vegetable—one that their child had not asked for prior to participating in the Edible
Schoolyard program.
Well over two thirds, or about 70%, of responding parents and guardians, reported
that their child ate more fruits and vegetables after participating in the Edible Schoolyard
program. Further, more than two thirds of the responding parents and guardians said that
their child had influenced greater consumption of fruits and vegetables within their family
at least once per month; over one third of the parents and guardians reported that their
child had influenced the family to eat more fruits and vegetables on a daily basis after
participating in the Edible Schoolyard program.
Combined analysis of Parent/Guardian Survey. Finally, the findings of the
Parent/Guardian Survey suggest that the intended goals of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
are being achieved. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh goals include promoting healthy
lifestyles, enhancing academic achievement, encouraging environmental stewardship,
engaging students in the school community, and instilling a sense of wonder in the
natural world. Each of these is aligned with positive data from the Parent/Guardian
Survey.
Table 7 below superimposes Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh’s goals, and their
evidence of achievement, or paths to achievement, with the corresponding
Parent/Guardian Survey data. This graphic depicts evidence that Edible Schoolyard is
achieving its goals.
The first two columns are comprised of content found on the Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh webpage: http://edibleschoolyardpgh.org/what-we-do/. Edible Schoolyard
Pittsburgh’s goals are listed in column 1, “Edible Schoolyard Aims: What We Do.”
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Evidence of, or paths to, their achievement appears in column 2, “Edible Schoolyard
Evidence Cited.”
Parent/Guardian Survey results delineated in column 3, “Parent/Guardian Survey
Responses Suggest Improvements in These Areas.” There are four subheadings of
Parent/Guardian Survey themes. Finally, in the body of the chart, checkmarks indicate
the areas where the Parent/Guardian Survey results suggest the Edible Schoolyard aims
are being achieved. One claim “Improve elementary school students’ achievement on
standardized science exams” has no evidence from this study and thus has no check
mark.

Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Aims and Evidence
from: http://edibleschoolyardpgh.org/what-we-do/
Aligned with Parent/Guardian Survey Responses
ESY Aims: What We
Do 

ESY Evidence Cited


Promoting Healthy
Lifestyles

Growing of
vegetable from
seed to harvest =
more likely to eat
that vegetable &
[consume] healthy
food & try new
foods
Value &
importance of
physical activity
Imagination,
exploration,

Encouraging
Environmental

Parent/Guardian Survey Responses Suggest Improvements in
These Four Areas:
Student
Student
Family,
Family,
Behavior in
Learning & Community,
Community,
Fruit &
Knowledge Class, & School Class, &
Vegetable
Behavior in
School
Consumption
Fruit and
Learning and
, Gardening,
Vegetable
Knowledge
Cooking
Consumption,
Gardening,
Cooking
√

√

√
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Stewardship +
Instilling A Sense Of
Wonder in the
Natural World

Engaging Students
in the School
Community

Enhancing
Academic
Achievement

experimentation,
wonder
Understand & care
for ecosystem +
impact on natural
environment.
Encourage an
environmental
ethic
Pleasure being
outside (taken from
“promoting healthy
lifestyles”)
Sense of pride,
school community
effectively works
together
Receive
encouragement &
recognition for
their work
Find pleasure
working together in
a cooperative
physical
environment
Community
outreach events
(taken from healthy
lifestyles)
Outdoor classroom,
experimental,
inquiry-based
learning
Our 72 lesson plans
tied to curriculum
Improve
elementary school
students’
achievement on
standardized
science exams

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 7: Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Aims and Evidence
Aligned with Parent/Guardian Survey Responses
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Winter Cooking Program Student Survey. In the spring of 2013, Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh implemented its Winter Cooking Program Student Survey. The
results showed an average of 75% of students "trying a new food" during each recipe
tasting. There was a somewhat informal protocol in place for collecting these data. In
2014, I designed, and the Garden Educators utilized, a more formal implementation
protocol and the survey was expanded to two questions. These questions were (a) Raise
your hand if you tried the food we made in class today and (b) This time, raise your hand
if your tried a food or ingredient for the very first time today. In 2015, higher levels of
tasting were reported than previously. In 2014, an average of 96.3% of students reported
tasting a recipe they helped to prepare in the Winter Cooking Program. An average of
81% of students reported trying a “new-to-them” food. The Student Narratives (discussed
next) impart more vividly the enthusiasm for trying these new foods, and thus they serve
to corroborate the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey data. In the Student
Narratives video, students share, in their own words, the pleasure of preparing the recipes
and enjoying the food together.
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh students do try the food they grow and cook. The
evidence can be found in casual observation of the Edible Schoolyard cooking classes,
the Garden Educators’ years of witnessing students enjoying eating healthy foods,
Classroom Teachers who echo these observations, and the students’ self-reported data.
The Parent/Guardian Survey reveals that parents and guardians also noticed their child’s
improved and broadened appreciation for fruits and vegetables. Triangulating the
Parent/Guardian Survey data with the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey data
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suggests Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh has a positive impact on students’ willingness to
try new fruits and vegetables, and thus it has a positive impact on students’ diet.
Student Narratives. Students were enthusiastic participants in the Student
Narratives interview process. The students were interviewed in pairs and individually.
They replied to the planned interview questions, resulting in students’ sharing of (a)
which fruits and vegetables they like, (b) what they like most about gardening and
cooking, and (c) what advice they would give other students regarding trying of new
foods. Students interviewed expressed unreserved enthusiasm for both the cooking and
the gardening program. The pairs of students interviewed displayed a great deal of
respect for each other, giving a glimpse of the cooperative spirit the program intends to
engender. The classroom filming also provided a window into the spirited attitudes,
cooperation, and teamwork the Edible Schoolyard students possess. The footage of the
Edible Schoolyard cooking classes preparing an Ethiopian dish, Tikal Gomen, revealed
great student energy for and enjoyment of cooking that seemingly most, if not all,
students shared.
Appendix L: Student Narratives provides the complete transcript of the Student
Narrative Interviews. In addition, Table 8 below lists some example responses from the
video to two questions: “What do you like most about Edible Schoolyard Gardening and
Cooking?” and “What is your favorite experience you have had in cooking and gardening
class?”
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Student Narratives Examples
That we make a lot of new foods, and that some of the foods don’t come out
perfectly but they’re still good.
Try new foods and it’s really fun.
That we have fun together.
Helping.
Watching sometimes, EATING! Eating is my favorite, trying out new foods.
I like when we tried the rice noodle soup, ‘cause that was my favorite dish. It
looks like it not going to taste very good, but once you actually try it its like
delicious.
How we found sweet potatoes, I was really was not expecting to find all those.
I have to go with “ice cream you scream we all scream for ice cream! Milk
shakes!”
My favorite memory was when we made groundnut stew and when I got to
chop the collards and drink the stew.
You should try to cook and eat with your dad or your mom so that if you have
any like vegetables or fruits you can just taste those plain, like while you are
cooking.
I think the most interesting thing we learned about was how garlic
overwinters.
Table 8: Student Narrative Examples
The results of the Student Narratives corroborated the earlier findings in the

Winter Cooking Program Student Survey of student willingness to try new foods. Both
the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey and the Student Narratives have the
limitation of weak validity in self-reporting. Yet the expression and enthusiasm with
which students described the impacts of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh in the Student
Narratives were palpable. The Student Narratives corroborate enhanced tasting and trying
of fruits and vegetables accruing to them from their participation in the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program.
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Principal Interviews. Principal Interviews were designed to inform the
development of the Principal Survey and were extremely helpful in that regard. A
convenience sample of six Principals of non-participating schools (schools in the greater
Pittsburgh region that had not yet partnered with the Edible Schoolyard program) agreed
to participate in the interviews. Five of the six interviews were completed; the sixth
interview was not successfully scheduled. The interviews were semi-structured, and each
of the Principals responded to each question. Their aggregated responses appear in
Appendix M: Principal Interview Responses.
Four of the five Principals expressed a desire to have a School Garden program.
One Principal already had a thriving gardening program and felt that the Edible
Schoolyard program would not add value to that school because of the pre-existing
garden. Another Principal’s school had an effort to create a garden underway, led by one
Classroom Teacher and some parents. This Principal felt the expertise of Garden
Educators and the use of lesson plans aligned with the curriculum would be valuable
additions. The Principal expressed that a barrier to further developing an Instructional
School Garden would be scheduling and time constraints.
The Principal Interviews were helpful in identifying key barriers to
implementation of Instructional School Gardens. These included connecting lessons to
curriculum and time limitations of already very full instructional schedules. They also
expressed a need for professional development of Classroom Teachers to provide
Classroom Teachers with the knowledge, lesson plans, and confidence to engage School
Garden programs fully and to ensure the programs align with the core curriculum. The
interview data helped inform the Principal Survey questions, which I discuss next.
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Principal Survey. The response rate to the Principal Survey was low, resulting in
inadequate data to generate meaningful results. However, the Principal Survey instrument
does show promise to be used in the field. It was developed to measure Principal interest,
capacity, and confidence in instructional gardens. Its development had the benefit of
suggestions from many stakeholders, including parents and guardians, teachers and
Principals, as well as Instructional School Garden practitioners and scholars from other
states and institutions. These stakeholders also served as volunteer respondents in pilot
tests of the instrument via Survey Monkey. They offered feedback and critique, which
was incorporated in the next iteration and then re-piloted. Over the course of this work I
developed five progressively better informed iterations. The final iteration resulted in the
complete survey, mentioned earlier in Chapter III, and attached in Appendix G: Principal
Survey.
A potential barrier to scaling Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh may well be reflected
in these low survey participation rates. This constraint is also borne out by the literature.
Principals had anticipated and expressed that time constraints could impact their ability to
respond. Indeed, these findings suggest that time constraints are a barrier to be considered
in initiating and scaling School Gardens. The barrier of time constraints as they impact all
stakeholders is explored further in Chapter V.
Garden Educator Narratives. In the Student Narratives video, Garden
Educators talked about their experiences in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program.
The student remarks as well as the Garden Educator remarks were transcribed from the
video (Appendix N: Garden Educator Narratives). The Garden Educator remarks portray
well the great passion they have for their work and students and their commitment to
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inquiry-based learning and to embedding culturally competent practices in their teaching.
Table 9 below captures some example remarks.

Some Perspectives of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Garden Educators
[We] engage kids in a way that’s different from what they get everyday in their
classroom. It seems like kids really learn best when they get to use all of their senses
and try new things.

We try as much as possible to create a culture in the classroom where the students
are accountable to themselves and each other as part of the cooking process. We
also create a culture of expectation within the classroom to try new foods. [There is]
a moment when “taste and try” would quickly transform to a moment of pleasure
for the students, where they find themselves enjoying the food and telling each
other how good it is.

We’ve really done a lot of good work in the past two years to hone in on curriculum
and make sure that it’s culturally relevant, that it’s reflecting the narratives, cultures
and traditions of the students whose classrooms we’re in, the different diversity of
the different neighborhoods in Pittsburgh, but also the diversity in a given classroom.

Table 9: Perspectives of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Garden Educators
The Garden Educators’ remarks revolved around the aims of Instructional School
Gardens, the importance of delivering sound educational experiences that reflect the
cultures of the students, and the advantages of experiential learning. The Garden
Educator remarks corroborate the responses of parents and guardians in the
Parent/Guardian Survey in which a strong connection to the Edible Schoolyard program
and to the Farmers/Garden Educators was expressed.
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Limitations of the Study
The study has several limitations. The Parent/Guardian Survey was a selfreporting instrument. As in any survey of this type, self-reporting can be flawed, given
the responses are what one person wrote at one point in time to share what, in this case, a
child may or may not have done or shared about. The respondent also self-identifies as a
parent or guardian. However, given the consistent responses on the survey, and the
consistent results in the triangulated data, it is reasonable to conclude that the overall
conclusions are valid.
The students’ Farmers/Garden Educators conducted the Student Narrative
interviews. Thus, someone they knew interviewed the students. We believed this would
help students feel more comfortable than if someone they did not know had interviewed
them. Some limitations of the Student Narratives interviews may have included the
following: Children may have a desire to please the Farmer, and the Farmer’s responses,
such as facial expressions, may influence the students’ responses. Because parents and
guardians have to sign off in order for their child to participate in the survey, there could
be potential bias from conversations between student and parent or guardian about the
narratives. A convenience sample of students was utilized, another limitation.
Gathering feedback from Principals through interviews proved to be successful
but the online survey had poor participation. Too few Principals responded to the survey
to generate adequate data. Some Principals had cautioned that the best time to gain their
attention is during the summer rather than during the school year.
Convening key stakeholders was sometimes a challenge. Within the Edible
Schoolyard setting, for example, I most often met with the Program Manager rather than
the full Edible Schoolyard team. This limitation was a reflection of the normal constraints
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of time and resources. The Program Manager was rightfully mindful of protecting the
time of her staff. The Garden Educators, when available, were enormously helpful and
engaged. However, it would have been beneficial to have more frequent involvement of
the Garden Educators. As key practitioner stakeholders, for example, their more complete
input in the processes of design and development of some of the study instruments would
have been helpful.
Opportunities
The identification of these opportunities arises from the collection of data via
Parent/Guardian Surveys, Student Narratives, Garden Educator Narratives, Principal
Interviews, and Classroom Teacher and Principal dialogues. Without the inclusion in this
study of all key stakeholders, the identification of barriers and opportunities for scaling
would not be as robust. Many opportunities could be enumerated; I focus here on two
high leverage opportunities. The first opportunity is stakeholder buy-in, referred to as
commitment, capacity, and confidence or 3Cs. The second opportunity is attending to
variability, by testing small, and learning fast, characteristics of a strong improvement
system. Success in building or expanding an Instructional School Garden program is well
supported by both stakeholder buy-in and utilization of a system of improvement that
attends to variability and embraces testing small and learning fast.
Robust stakeholder commitment, capacity, and confidence. The factors of
stakeholder buy-in, commitment, capacity, and confidence (the 3Cs) shape opportunities
for Instructional School Gardens. Strong 3Cs across each stakeholder group are necessary
to sustain School Gardens for the long haul and to scale new garden programs
successfully. At the beginning of this work, the need for evaluation was expressed by the
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Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff, the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh funders, and the
Grow Pittsburgh Board of Directors. The fact that three key stakeholder groups were
interested in evaluative data indicates opportunity to scale. The opposite—indifference on
the part of any of these three stakeholders—would suggest a barrier to scaling.
Ultimately, the data confirmed success in the delivery of some of the stated Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh goals. The stakeholders’ hope that evaluative work would confirm
the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program is achieving its stated program goals and is of
value was realized.
The Parent/Guardian Surveys conducted in the spring of 2015 revealed some
unexpected and important findings. Forty-four respondents asked for the expansion of the
Edible Schoolyard program, requesting either increased class time for current PreK-2
students or expansion to serve more grades levels (Grades 3-5) even though these
possibilities or ideas were not presented in the survey. The survey indicated high levels of
parent and guardian involvement and ownership in the program and revealed that many
respondent parents and guardians were strongly in support of the continuation of the
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. Table 10 lists some verbatim parent and guardian
responses typical of these requests for more Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh programming:

Example parent and guardian responses
requesting expansion of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
“Can we have ESY every day? “
“Why can’t we have more ESY? “
“Can we please have ESY for all the grades, not just K to 2?”

Table 10: Example Parent/Guardian Responses:
Requesting Expansion of the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Program
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Strong Classroom Teacher support for the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program
was evident in the planning sessions for the Parent/Guardian Survey. In addition, the
Garden Educators enjoyed hands-on support from some of their Classroom Teachers
during gardening and cooking class time.
Garden Educators are crucial to the success of scaling a School Garden program.
Their personalities and capabilities make a difference in terms of the child’s and the
family’s responses. There must be a pool of talented—even charismatic (as the results of
the Parent/Guardian Survey suggest)—Garden Educators available and ready to teach. In
this study, the Garden Educators showed deep dedication, strong work ethic, high levels
of personal rapport with students and Classroom Teachers, and great passion for situating
their teaching in the context of social justice. The preparation and practice of Garden
Educators needs to be studied further.
The interviews of Principals produced evidence of strong buy-in to the concept of
Instructional School Gardens as a potential enhancement to student learning. These key
stakeholders need to be engaged. I make specific recommendations regarding this in
Chapter V.
Parent, guardian, and community volunteer support are important to sustain the
School Garden program. These volunteers make a big difference in instructional delivery
by helping the Garden Educators, in garden maintenance by assisting during the summer
as well as at times during the school year when needed, and in community engagement
by helping with activities. Availability and interest of parents, guardians, and community
volunteers at each school need to be assessed and avenues to enhance participation
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determined, tested, and refined. Parents’ and guardians’ availability for and interest in
volunteering vary widely from one school to the next.
The findings of this study illuminate the levels of commitment, capacity, and
confidence of each key stakeholder group, including Garden Educators, Classroom
Teachers, Principals, parents and guardians, and students by proxy of parent, guardian,
and teacher descriptions. Overwhelming interest on the part of parents and guardians
surveyed to keep and/or expand School Gardens was noted in this study. It follows then
that engagement with and assessment of the 3Cs of parents and guardians are important
components of initiating or scaling a School Garden. The 3Cs of parents and guardians,
as well as other key stakeholders, must be assessed to identify opportunities and
limitations. A stakeholder group that has high commitment, confidence, and capacity (in
this study, the parents and guardians in the two schools surveyed) also can be engaged to
undertake a number of other elements involved in scaling or initiating a School Garden,
including planning, designing, and implementing the program as well as volunteering to
help the Garden Educators in class and in garden maintenance. I further explore these
connections in Chapter V.
The satisfaction with the program expressed by parents and guardians, as well as
the appreciation of the connection their child had established with their School Garden
and Farmer/Garden Educator, represents a key opportunity for the survival and
sustainability of Instructional School Gardens. Further, the desire expressed by parents
and guardians in this study for more Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh programming reveals a
solid commitment and confidence in the program’s ability to impact their child’s
educational experience positively.
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Attending to variability, testing small, learning fast. Successful establishment
and expansion of Instructional School Gardens hinge on a systematic approach grounded
in the complexity of educational systems. Achieving improvement in educational practice
by attending to variability (in schools, people, and processes) and testing small and
learning quickly is rooted in Improvement Inquiry. Informal improvement practices
historically have been employed in the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff has tested small and learned fast. They began their work in
two schools and added two more schools approximately every two years. During this
process, they learned fast about many things—staffing needs, curriculum needs, materials
needs, and more. Rather than beginning with a great number of schools or a great number
of classes and staff, by beginning small, they tested small. With each test came an
opportunity to incorporate the lessons learned.
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff continues to attend to variability among the
schools they serve, test small, and learn quickly (see Appendix O: Edible Schoolyard
Start and Progression). Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff continuously improves their
work by transparently sharing experiences, successes, and failures. These patterns of
communication and mechanisms for improvement are embedded in the variability of their
schools’ needs and circumstances. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh staff discusses needed
help, best practices, and updates on garden development. They identify barriers or
successes, and brainstorm solutions; they are attending to variability and ensuring that
individual school needs are met. Each of these processes are akin to Improvement
Inquiry, and thus represent a key opportunity relevant to the expansion or scaling of
Instructional School Gardens. In Chapter V I make specific recommendations around the
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Improvement Inquiry process for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh and in general for
Instructional School Gardens.
Parent and guardian stakeholders enjoy many interactions and forms of
collaboration that are themselves mechanisms to attend to variability as well as to test
small and learn fast. Variability in individual schools as utilized by parent and guardian
stakeholders has been demonstrated in the range of approaches each group has adopted.
Depending on the needs of the school, they may engage in raising money; increasing
awareness; maintaining the garden during the summer; volunteering in the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh program before, during, and after garden and cooking classes;
volunteering or conceiving of new events for the community, school and Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh to do together. What works for one school may not work for
another school; each school parent and guardian group has a strong degree of autonomy.
As they test events, they learn what works and what doesn’t, and they modify accordingly
for the following year.
Together, these grassroots-level, broad-based stakeholder processes represent
opportunity for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. They accommodate variability and, by
their very nature, promote small-scale testing and rapid learning that can be shared across
stakeholder groups and schools and tested in variable settings for usefulness.
Barriers
With respect to the discussion of barriers that follows, it is important to note that
barriers often also represent opportunities waiting to be discovered. Many barriers could
be enumerated, but I emphasize here two high leverage barriers: insufficient class time
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and insufficient professional development for Classroom Teachers in Instructional School
Gardens.
Insufficient class time. Instructional class time is an overarching consideration
for Instructional School Garden success. School Garden Educators and Classroom
Teachers reflect on opportunities to address some of the time constraints and discover
creative work-arounds wherever possible. Weather is a built-in unknown in School
Garden planning and often requires the flexibility of supportive Classroom Teachers to
execute last-minute changes.
In recent years and in many schools the amount of time available for subject
matter not directly included in standardized tests has been shrinking in direct proportion
to the emphasis on standardized testing scores. This limitation should be easing with the
implementation of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act, rendering this an opportune
time for School Garden Educators and Classroom Teachers to address time constraints
anew. Again, I make further suggestions in the final chapter with regard to time
constraints.
Insufficient professional development in Instructional School Gardens for
Classroom Teachers. Classroom Teachers ensure the momentum of School Garden
programs by coordinating with Garden Educators to integrate the garden and cooking
classes into the rest of the students’ learning experiences. These Classroom Teacher
champions of the Instructional School Gardens are key stakeholders. In this study,
Classroom Teachers actively involved in the preparation and implementation of the
Parent/Guardian Survey and the Winter Cooking Program Student Survey expressed a
high level of enthusiasm for the Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program.
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Ensuring that Classroom Teachers have the opportunity for professional
development in School Garden teaching and learning is essential to sustain Classroom
Teacher involvement in Instructional School Gardens. A lack of knowledge about
gardening, or about Instructional School Gardens, has been established as a barrier to
Classroom Teacher commitment, as noted in Chapter III. When this barrier is addressed,
Classroom Teachers more confidently engage in incorporating School Garden education
into their practice as well as collaborating with Garden Educators.
Garden Educators bring the knowledge, passion, and skills to lead the student
learning; they are central to the success of School Gardens. They often work
collaboratively with Classroom Teachers to ensure integration of the curriculum and to
optimize developing their own positive relationships with the students. Offering
professional development in Instructional School Gardens allows Classroom Teachers to
engage more deeply in utilizing School Gardens to improve the educational experiences
of their students. Recommendations on professional development for Classroom Teachers
and recommendations concerning the collaborative work between Garden Educators and
Classroom Teachers are explored in the final chapter of this paper.
In summary, to optimally undertake the scaling of an Instructional School Garden
requires attention to key barriers and opportunities. The next steps in evaluation of Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh are yet to be undertaken, but the data suggest strong confidence
and commitment by the key stakeholder groups of parents and guardians, Garden
Educators, Classroom Teachers, and Principals. Significant attention is paid to variability,
testing small, and learning fast; these improvement principles are opportunities that can
be leveraged as gardens are scaled. Critical needs to be addressed are identifying
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sufficient School Garden instructional time as well as creating options for professional
development in Instructional School Gardens for Classroom Teachers. Founded on these
results, I now turn to my conclusions, recommendations, and thoughts on my leadership
agenda going forward.
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Chapter V: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Leadership Agenda
The Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program is valued; people and organizations
have continued over time to invest in it through research, human resources, and material
resources. In general School Gardens are also increasingly supported across the United
States and globally. They do not promise to repair all that may be broken in a school, but
they do successfully engage a broad range of issues critical to students’ success and wellbeing: Instructional School Gardens address the urgent matters of student health,
learning, and stewardship of our ecosystems. Instructional School Gardens tackle each of
these areas via inquiry-based learning, profoundly engaging students and creating robust
learning environments. Instructional School Gardens have built momentum because they
work well. They continue to be taken seriously as well they should be.
In this last chapter, I draw some final conclusions derived from this study, and I
propose some practical recommendations that stem from this research for School Garden
programs locally and beyond. I describe ways in which I hope to help advance the work
of Improvement Inquiry to support Instructional School Gardens and Improvement
Inquiry in school systems in general. Finally I share some closing thoughts on the
opportunity to scale School Gardens and on the value of School Gardens to students.
Conclusion
This study aims to be instructive locally to Grow Pittsburgh, specifically to
support the effectiveness of its Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program. This study also
intends to help decision makers in Allegheny County schools make well-informed
choices when initiating and scaling Instructional School Gardens. These intentions arise
from the work I undertook in this study and are further inspired by the many passionate
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stakeholders who helped identify opportunities and barriers to scaling the systems of
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The investigation of how these systems work aims to
ensure the benefits of Instructional School Gardens accrue to more students in Pittsburgh
and Allegheny County.
The results and processes of this study have been used by Grow Pittsburgh to help
inform and improve its service to participating schools in their Edible Schoolyard
program to date. Grow Pittsburgh is launching a new Learning Garden Program in seven
new Affiliate Schools that came on board during the 2015-2016 school year. This new
collaboration with the Boulder, Colorado, nonprofit The Kitchen Community is the
model for its future School Garden expansion. The results of this study should help guide
and inform the development of Grow Pittsburgh’s Learning Garden Program.
At the same time, results of this study should be helpful nationally to researchers
and practitioners who may use it to inform and support their own efforts. It may be a
beneficial roadmap for other researchers and scholars in the rapidly growing arena of
School Garden research. It may be instructive to Instructional School Garden program
practitioners in all program models (not only those of the Edible Schoolyard Project) that
wish to scale their programs so that more students benefit from School Gardening and
cooking program experiences. I hope practitioners and researchers alike will find this
study of value to their work and of help in leveraging School Gardens as agents for, and
instruments of, social justice.
I have concluded that by understanding and attending to stakeholder capacity,
commitment, and confidence, opportunities and barriers to an effective Instructional
School Garden can be identified. As these variables are identified, specific strategies can
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be tailored to support improvement in each individual setting. Identifying these
differentiated opportunities and barriers is important for success as more schools and
communities build Instructional School Garden programs. Involving all stakeholders in
intentional, collaborative work is critical to pinpointing opportunities and barriers, as was
demonstrated in this study of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. Based on these conclusions, I
offer the following recommendations.
Recommendations
Instructional School Gardens represent tremendous opportunities to support
students’ learning, health, and environmental stewardship skills in a context supportive of
social justice. It is a matter of social justice that all students have these opportunities,
most especially those students for whom life experiences have placed these kinds of
advantages out of reach.
The opportunities to scale Instructional School Gardens are vast. In this section,
based on what I learned in the course of this research, I recommend a number of actions
that might be taken to help secure School Gardens for more students. The recommended
actions are organized into three more general recommendations, which form the
subsections that follow:


Frame the Expansion of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh as Improvement
Inquiry;



Engage Stakeholders as Improvers (Bryk et al., 2015);



Attend to the Processes of Professional Development.
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Frame the Expansion of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh as Improvement
Inquiry. Surgeon and author Atul Gawande in his book Better: A Surgeon’s Notes on
Performance, describes his colleagues facing difficult challenges while working in a
poorly resourced hospital in Nanded, India. He explains they “each began …. with a
readiness to recognize problems and a determination to remedy them.” He goes on to
explain how he understood these struggles for answers:
…. arriving at meaningful solutions is an inevitably slow and difficult process.
Nonetheless, what I saw was: better is possible. It does not take genius. It takes
diligence. It takes moral clarity. It takes ingenuity. And above all, it takes a
willingness to try (Gawande, 2007)
The process of finding meaningful solutions to the challenges in education is also
a slow and difficult process. Going about finding solutions based on a sound framework
helps make a path for diligence, willingness, ingenuity, and likely moral clarity as well.
School Gardens are being implemented and expanded in Pittsburgh and Allegheny
County as well as across the United States because they improve students’ educational
experiences. This broadening of their implementation is likely to continue for some time;
understanding how School Gardens are being expanded and scaled is an important
consideration. Informed by the framework and methodologies of Improvement Inquiry
(Bryk et al., 2015; Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2012;
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2016), this study has undertaken
research to investigate the implementation and improvement processes within the context
of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh. The Improvement Inquiry model helps effectively guide
systematic, measureable, and incremental change in school settings (Bryk et al., 2015;
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Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2016). Improvement Inquiry,
also referred to as Improvement Science, is used in the health care arena and other
sectors, including education. Its processes are a good fit for scaling Instructional School
Gardens. The six foundational principles as described by Bryk et al., (2015) are as
follows:


Make the work problem-specific and user-centered;



Variation in performance is the core problem to address;



See the system that produces the current outcomes;



We cannot improve at scale what we cannot measure;



Anchor practice improvement in disciplined inquiry; and



Accelerate improvements through networked communities (Bryk et al.,
2015, pp. 172-173).

These six principles support the process of scaling or expanding Instructional
School Gardens by employing proven methods that include testing small changes,
learning fast, seeing failures as improvement opportunities, and committing to the
measurement of work processes and outcomes. Notably, the theoretical framework of
Improvement Inquiry holds that the process of improvement is democratic and
intentionally seeks socially just practices. These values align with the values and
processes already employed by Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh.
An imperative of the Improvement Inquiry process is pausing before undertaking
new initiatives or programs. If large tests of improvement are launched without first
pausing to test where they work, with whom they work, and under what conditions they
work, the results are all but guaranteed to be inconsistent and poor. The federal No Child
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Left Behind Act is as an example of this faulty approach. It was tested insufficiently and
scaled widely; it was not reliably replicable. Improvement Inquiry holds that small
changes be tested quickly, lessons be derived from those small changes, and only
successful changes be further undertaken in order to replicate improvements reliably at
scale.
While outside experts can offer important help in Improvement Inquiry, those
internal to the Instructional School Garden work are also bona fide and essential experts
on their processes. They are well placed to make improvement plans and engage in the
work of improvement, including scaling up successful work. Improvement Inquiry for
Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh must encompass the involvement of all stakeholders,
including Principals, Classroom Teachers, parents and guardians, funders, Grow
Pittsburgh, and the boards of the participating schools or school districts. Each group of
stakeholders (either separately or in collaboration) should engage Improvement Inquiry,
determining specific actions that can be taken by the various stakeholder groups. By
learning and improving together, all participating stakeholders become part of a
Networked Improvement Community. All stakeholders should help make the
improvement of School Garden instruction user-centered and problem-specific.
Ongoing Improvement Inquiry, generated from the inside by those most
knowledgeable about the problems and about the end users, also entails challenging the
normative policies and practices. Those with privilege in the system need to acknowledge
and support the process of engaging in Improvement Inquiry. Privilege may reside in the
system by virtue of race, position, age, gender, seniority, and so forth. Acknowledging
privilege helps ensure a more socially just process. Recognizing the role of privilege, and
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maintaining a user-centered and problem-specific focus, the following are
recommendations to build on the strong Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh program already in
place and to help optimize its scaling.
Engage Stakeholders as Improvers. The equitable engagement of all
stakeholders brings each and every stakeholder into the role of an improver, as defined by
Bryk et al., (2015). This effectively levels the playing field and does not provide privilege
to those with academic knowledge or administrative power.
Rather than occupying the role of a technician in instruction, Classroom Teachers
are experts on learning; they are vital stakeholders. Principals should devise—in
consultation with Classroom Teachers—policies for Classroom Teacher’s professional
development and policies for their participation in the development of Instructional
School Garden curricula, scholarship, and instructional practice. Professional
development for all Classroom Teachers engaging in Instructional School Gardens is
needed in both Improvement Inquiry and School Garden instruction. Classroom Teachers
are optimally positioned to observe the system of their school as it intersects with the
system of Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh and, in particular, see the outcomes as they
impact student learning. Classroom Teachers should therefore have the benefit of policies
that create time and space to engage in development of Instructional School Garden
curricula and instructional practice.
Classroom Teachers and Garden Educators should work together to identify what
improvements are needed in the ongoing development of Instructional School Garden
curriculum, learning, and teaching. They must gather new data, utilize extant data, and
examine these data together to determine which results are laudable and which results are
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less than acceptable. Results that are less than acceptable are the specific problems that
need to be addressed in order for improvement and successful scaling to occur. These
specific, user-centered problems reflect the variation in performance in the system. To
advance the Instructional School Garden program, Classroom Teachers and Garden
Educators need to leverage their deep knowledge of the specific problems and of the
variability across students, classes, and schools.
Recognizing variability in student learning is informed by utilizing measurements
of outcomes, processes, and the resulting data from those measurements. Recognizing
variability also is informed by first-hand experience, which is squarely in the domain of
Classroom Teachers and Garden Educators. Their first-hand experience, combined with
their review of new and/or extant data, helps them more fully understand the outcomes of
their work—both the expected and unanticipated outcomes. They are then well-placed to
form a hypothesis for change and plans for utilization of small, quick change trials. As
they learn from the results of these small, fast change trials, they must utilize these new
understandings to inform next steps. This Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle of continuous
improvement (Bryk, 2015; Langley et al., 2009) will help ensure that lessons are learned
from both their successes and failures. These learnings inform the Plan-Do-Study-Act
cycle and must be shared transparently with Networked Improvement Communities. In
this way, all stakeholders will benefit from the lessons learned and be able to use this
knowledge to accomplish more for the shared goal of improving student learning.
It is not known what specific and user-centered problems of practice Garden
Educators and Classroom Teachers participating in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh will
find unacceptable in the current system. But by way of example, they might find it
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unacceptable that the current system does not utilize Instructional School Gardens in
some key subject areas. In that hypothetical example they might determine to develop
lesson plans tied to curriculum in those subject areas, for example, in reading, math, or
social studies. They might determine to develop additional lesson plans tied to state
standards beyond their current 72 lesson plans. The key is if their examination finds
unacceptable results in the current system, the Classroom Teachers and the Garden
Educators will develop ideas about what changes might result in improvements. As they
proceed, they should implement and evaluate the changes they are proposing via small
and fast trials, and employ this knowledge in their Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle. As the
Classroom Teacher and Garden Educator proceed with their inquiry on how to improve
the Instructional School Garden program, they should report out regularly to the Principal
and other stakeholders.
Classroom Teachers and Garden Educators working in tandem bring strengths and
experiences that are unique to their professions and critical to student learning. Working
in concert with one another, Classroom Teachers, Garden Educators, and all key
stakeholders will form a Networked Improvement Community that should maximize the
successful scaling of Instructional School Gardens.
School boards and funders should facilitate improvement by recognizing and
supporting processes that engage Principals, Classroom Teachers, and Grow Pittsburgh
staff as instrumental to the success of Instructional School Gardens. School boards and
funders need to support efforts to make small changes and to iterate those changes
through a number of cycles. These improvement iterations help build the commitment,
confidence, and capacity of stakeholders.
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School boards and funders should also be aware of the lessons learned from
School Garden programs that have succeeded and those that have failed, including those
described in this paper. Working across disciplines, schools, and communities takes time
and money. Funders can facilitate success by providing financial or in-kind support to
establish the use of Improvement Inquiry and Networked Improvement Communities.
Funders should invest in this process of Improvement Inquiry by supporting the costs of
staff time, meeting facilities, and materials.
Interested parents and guardians should be engaged as advocates, volunteers, or
both. They play the significant role of making the many possible connections between
school, family, and community, as was shown in this study. Parents and guardians are
vital actors in the Networked Improvement Community and should be included at every
level possible. Engaging all stakeholders as improvers and building a Networked
Improvement Community can help to uncover better solutions to problems of practice.
Attend to the Processes of Professional Development. In the realm of
Instructional School Gardens, professional development process measurements need to
be employed. Measuring processes, in addition to outcomes, is a key element of
Improvement Inquiry. The process measures that I recommend fall into two categories
and, therefore, are the subsections that follow: “Recognizing Variability” and “Measuring
the System’s Commitment, Capacity, and Confidence.” The process measurement tools
described below are intended to support the Networked Improvement Community in their
improvement work.
Recognize variability. Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh already has completed
several cycles of scaling including the following measures. The organization began with
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two Flagship Schools. It added new Flagship Schools gradually, over the course of
several years, two at a time. In this study, a convenience sample of two Flagship Schools
produced Parent/Guardian Survey data results that were similar, suggesting the Edible
Schoolyard Pittsburgh model was implemented with fidelity in these two schools.
Variability across the dimensions of classes, grades, schools, and other dimensions has
not been further evaluated. In this section, I recommend some steps to begin this process.
The opportunities for Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh to scale further are many, but
the process is neither simple nor routine. Based on what I have learned from this
research, I have modified some existing tools for Improvement Inquiry and created some
new ones to guide the process of expanding or scaling School Gardens. The first task I
recommend is to compile a list (see Table 11) of known variables that may impact the
initiation or expansion of an Instructional School Garden.
Instructional School Garden Sample Variables
1. Garden Educator availability
2. Connection to curriculum
3. Classroom teacher availability
4. Space for a garden
5. Parent and guardian support
6. Teacher professional development
7. Funding
8. Student interest
9. Garden maintenance
10.

Class time

Table 11: Instructional School Garden Variables Sample
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The next step I recommend is to apply a simple test as depicted in Table 12:
Instructional School Garden Variability and Level of Difficulty. This test calls for
responding to two questions: “Is this variable a one-time event or is it recurring?” and “Is
this variable the same for all our schools or is it variable?” Almost without exception the
answers are virtually none of the variables are the same at each school and virtually all
are recurring year to year. Thus, nearly all of the variables reside in the highest difficulty
range. This quick analysis of difficulty highlights that scalability is neither simple nor
routine; a great number of factors must be addressed to successfully expand an
Instructional School Garden across multiple schools.
Instructional School Garden Variables and Level of Difficulty
Frequency 

Occurs one time only?

Ongoing?

Moderate Difficulty

Highest Difficulty

1. Space for a garden

1. Teacher professional

Variability 

Different at
different schools?

development
2. Connection to curriculum
3. Garden maintenance
4. Class time
5. Classroom teacher
availability
6. Parent/guardian support
7. Student interest

Same at all schools?

Lowest Difficulty

Moderate Difficulty

1. Committed funding

1. Garden Educator

provides same amount to

availability: time allotted

each school by contractual

by contract, but issues of
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agreement.

personal leave time,
personnel changes, etc.
constitute ongoing
variability.

Table 12: Instructional School Garden Variables and Level of Difficulty
When assessing variables across multiple schools, the data suggest a high level of
difficulty for scaling Instructional School Gardens. Use of the checklist depicted in Table
13: Instructional School Garden Variables to Scale Successfully helps to begin the
process of Improvement Inquiry.
Instructional School Garden Variables to Scale Successfully
LEVEL OF
DIFFICULTY 

1
Easy

2
Moderately
difficult

VARIABLES 
Garden Educator availability
Connection to curriculum
Classroom teacher availability
Class time available
Space for a garden
Parent/Guardian support
Classroom Teacher professional
development
Funding
Student interest
Garden maintenance school year
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3
Difficult

4
Very
difficult

Plan-DoStudy-Act *
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Garden maintenance summer

Table 13: Instructional School Garden Variables to Scale Successfully

The previous Tables 11, 12, and 13 serve as quick overviews or snapshots of the
variability leaders must consider in scaling Instructional School Gardens. The
Improvement Inquiry process, including utilizing a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle, is
presented in detail in Learning to Improve: How America's Schools Can Get Better at
Getting Better (Bryk et al., 2015).
The indication of confidence and commitment in Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh by
the key stakeholder groups of parents and guardians, Garden Educators, Classroom
Teachers, and Principals is significant, suggesting a scaling effort could be successfully
designed and implemented. In fact, such scaling will occur as Grow Pittsburgh and The
Community Kitchen collaborate to install more Instructional School Gardens in
Allegheny County. Table 14: Tracking Variables Over Years 1and 2 depicts the use of
this tool by a hypothetical “Oakfield School”.

LEVEL OF
DIFFICULTY 

Tracking Variables Over Years 1 and 2
Year 1 Oakfield K-5 School Garden
1
2
3
Easy
Moderately Difficult
difficult

VARIABLES 
Garden Educator availability
Connection to curriculum
Classroom teacher availability
Class time available
Space for a garden
Parent/Guardian support
Classroom Teacher professional
development
Funding
Student interest
Garden maintenance school year

4
Very
difficult

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Garden maintenance summer

X
Year 2 Oakfield K-5 School Garden
1
2
3
Easy
Moderately Difficult
difficult

LEVEL OF
DIFFICULTY 
VARIABLES 
Garden Educator availability
Connection to curriculum
Classroom teacher availability
Class time available
Space for a garden
Parent/Guardian support
Classroom Teacher professional
development
Funding
Student interest
Garden maintenance school year
Garden maintenance summer

4
Very
difficult

Plan-DoStudy-Act *

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
*PDSA column is for tracking PDSA for each
variable and/or to serve as reminder that every
variable will have its own PDSA cycle.

Table 14: Tracking Variables Years 1 and 2

Measurement of variables such as those in Table 14 need to be calculated at least
once a year to instill a climate of transparency, norms of timeliness, and collaboration to
achieve successful scaling. I next explore another key principle of Improvement Inquiry:
stakeholder commitment, capacity, and confidence.
Measure, monitor, and incorporate key stakeholder 3Cs. To successfully scale
an Instructional School Garden, a reliable system to track the levels of commitment,
capacity, and confidence of each stakeholder group is needed. During scaling,
stakeholder buy-in is more essential than ever; the potential for loss of stakeholder buy-in
should not be overlooked. Expansion entails a great deal of change, and change requires a
robust level of stakeholder commitment, capacity, and confidence—the 3Cs.
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The role of funding is critical, but money does not guarantee successful outcomes. In
many instances, successful School Garden programs begin without any funding. These
programs may be the passionate vision of a teacher, parent, or community member,
willing to get a program started pro bono. Funding then may be secured quickly and
early, but more often it takes time. In any case, funding is essential to sustain a School
Garden program. However, even when sufficient funding support exists, programs can
fall flat due to lack of commitment by key boots-on-the-ground stakeholders, as was the
case in the California statewide initiative (Hazzard et al., 2011, 2012b). The investment
of stakeholders therefore matters a great deal; their commitment, confidence, and
capacity determine the success of the School Garden. All stakeholders, working to the
same end, are the drivers who make School Gardens possible, vibrant, and effective.
I suggest a system to gauge, track, and improve stakeholder confidence, commitment,
and capacity in the work of School Gardens. To do so, I utilize a framework for analyzing
the institutional context for improvement (Table 15) by Bryk et al. (Bryk et al., 2015, p.
120). I have modified the framework (Table 16) to better suit the purposes of data
collection within the context of initiating, sustaining, and scaling School Gardens.
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Sizing up a context

Extant

Stakeholders’ will

Limited capacity

know-how
limited

Good capacity

Resistant

Indifferent

Ready

Very small-

Very small-

Very small-scale

scale

scale

Small-scale

Small-scale test

test
Substantial

Limited capacity

know-how
exists

Good capacity

Moderate-scale
test

Small-scale

Moderate-

test

scale test

Moderate-

Large-scale test

scale test

Large-scale test

Systemwide
improvement

Table 15: Analyzing Institutional Context for Improvement Framework (Bryk, 2015)
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT & CONFIDENCE:
STAKEHOLDER

Resistant

Cautious

Ready

Limited capacity

Very small-scale

Very small-scale

Very small-scale

Moderate capacity

Small-scale test

Small-scale test

Moderate-scale test

Good capacity

Small-scale test

Moderate-scale

Large-scale test

CAPACITY:

test
Excellent capacity

Moderate-scale test

Large-scale test

Systemwide improvement

Table 16: Stakeholders’ 3Cs Adapted by Sprague from Bryk et al.
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The 3Cs score is a measurement of readiness for change or improvement of a given
stakeholder group, arrived at and agreed upon by the stakeholder group. This
measurement provides a customized view of the level of readiness of stakeholder groups
to begin, sustain, or expand an Instructional School Garden. The idea of a 3Cs score
became a clear next step as the end of this research approached.
I propose employing this matrix to analyze the institutional context for improvement
in the following ways. Within any given school, each stakeholder group determines its
3Cs score. The scores then can be used to guide discrete stakeholder group activity, and
the individual stakeholder group score and/or the combined scale score of all stakeholder
groups can be used to guide broader decisions. The score should help answer questions
such as those in Table 17 below.
Questions a 3Cs Score May Help Answer


How much overall commitment, capacity, and confidence do we have?



Are there areas we need to shore up first before we proceed to a test?



Is there is a wide disparity from one stakeholder subgroup score to another?



What does that disparity represent and how might it be addressed?



Are there scores that don't seem to fit? If so, do we need to go back and
reexamine?



What might be reasons we may not have considered?

Table 17: Questions a 3Cs Score May Help Answer

Regarding how to determine a score, a group identifying its 3Cs scale score has the
benefit of the group process; much is likely to be learned as a group grapples first with
what meanings they assign to the 3Cs and later with what each member considers an
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accurate score for the group. By gauging and giving these elements a value, forward
movement may become more possible.
Determining a 3Cs score for each subgroup could include the following methods,
which can be used in combination or individually. Convening a stakeholder discussion
with a discussion leader, a scale score can be selected by consensus or majority vote, with
each stakeholder identifying the individual score they believe is accurate. Then all scores
may be combined and averaged for a group scale score. Notes should be kept to capture
all voices and opinions. These notes can be referred to when needed and, as work moves
forward, may be employed as a learning tool and may be archived for later reference. A
template for determining scores appears below in Table 18.
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT AND CONFIDENCE:
STAKEHOLDER
CAPACITY:

Resistant

Cautious

Ready

Limited capacity

Very small-scale

Very small-scale

Very small-scale

Moderate capacity

Small-scale test

Small-scale test

Moderate scale test

Good capacity

Small-scale test

Moderate-scale

Large-scale test

test
Excellent capacity

Moderate-scale

Large-scale test

test

Systemwide
improvement

Table 18: Stakeholder 3Cs

Some avenues to determining a 3Cs score for combined subgroups could include the
following: First, make calculations of the score averages (mean, median, and mode).
Then, plot the scores to illustrate visually similarities and differences. With these
preliminary measurements available, convene a stakeholder discussion. Examine and
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discuss the results and determine an agreed-upon overall scale score. This could be done
informally by group consensus or by majority vote. In any case, notes should again be
kept to capture all voices and opinions and to be referred to when needed, employed as a
learning tool, and archived for later reference and use.
As an example, I examine hypothetical stakeholder groups in a mock-up of how this
could proceed. The examples are meant to help elucidate how a disciplined inquiry to
drive improvement (Bryk et al., 2015) using this 3Cs score framework could be helpful in
scaling Instructional School Gardens. I propose employing this matrix to analyze the
institutional context for improvement.
An example of the 3Cs of Classroom Teachers and parents and guardians of
hypothetical “Greenwood School” (an elementary school having over five years of
Instructional School Garden programming) appears in Tables 19 and 20. The data in this
example suggest an improvement or expansion of the Instructional School Garden by
these two stakeholder groups would have the best chance for success somewhere between
a “very small” and a “small” scale test.
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT & CONFIDENCE OF CLASSROOM
TEACHERS
Resistant
Cautious √
Ready

STAKEHOLDER
CAPACITY:

Very small scale

Very small scale

Very small scale

Moderate capacity √

Small scale test

= Small scale test

Moderate scale test

Good capacity

Small scale test

Moderate scale

Large scale test

test
Excellent capacity

Moderate scale
test

Large scale test

Systemwide
improvement

Table 19: Greenwood Classroom Teachers
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STAKEHOLDER
CAPACITY:

STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT AND CONFIDENCE OF PARENT
AND GUARDIAN VOLUNTEERS
Resistant
Cautious √
Ready

Limited capacity √

Very small scale

Moderate capacity
Good capacity

Small scale test
Small scale test

Excellent capacity

Moderate scale
test

= Very small
scale
Small scale test
Moderate scale
test
Large scale test

Very small scale
Moderate scale test
Large scale test
Systemwide
improvement

Table 20: Greenwood Parent and Guardian Volunteers
The definition of ranges, from very small-scale on one end to systemwide
improvement on the other, will be unique to each school. The parent and guardian 3Cs
score in this example was “very small.” Parents and guardians would use that
measurement to gauge when, where, how, and what they could augment. The scope of
work would be in this “very small” range; it might be a small increase in volunteer time,
for example.
The Classroom Teachers 3Cs score was “small.” Using this measurement, the
teachers might decide to engage one new Classroom Teacher or to engage already
participating Classroom Teachers in a small-scale improvement effort such as mentoring
one novice teacher, writing one new Instructional School Garden lesson plan tied to the
curriculum, or dedicating a small amount of increased instructional time to Instructional
School Garden lessons.
The 3Cs scores can be used to guide stakeholder subgroup activity, and the
combined scale score of all stakeholder groups can be used to guide bigger decisions
around scaling. By keeping in view the subgroups’ 3Cs and the overall school 3Cs,
activities can move forward in a strategically staggered and coherent fashion. For
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example, Classroom Teachers with high 3Cs may decide to scale up some new lesson
plans even though the overall Instructional School Garden program at that time is not
scaling up other stakeholder activities.
The viability and value of this approach needs to be tested. The advantages I envision
include the following. By pinpointing, however imperfectly, a representative scale score,
stakeholders are given occasion to pause to examine carefully their commitment,
capacity, and confidence, and thus to reduce the temptation to overreach. A stakeholder
group’s process of evaluating its 3Cs also can serve as inspiration; seeing where a system
falls on the scale can create a clearer focus, liberating energy for the complex task of
assessing scalability, planning for, and executing small tests of improvement. By having
a common tangible measurement, time and energy can be directed forward. The 3Cs
score also serves as a roadmap. Stakeholders have a visual representation of where they
have agreed their starting point is, and they can more prudently determine to proceed
using small changes to test results quickly. A realistic scale score can help inform
realistic, actionable timetables.
It is essential to determine the levels of commitment, capacity, and confidence of
stakeholder groups and to track attainment of key improvement steps if garden programs
are to continue to thrive. Deeply engaged people are the engines that drive School Garden
success. Assessment structures are key for data collection that track success, failure, and
improvement in the areas of learning, behavior, and attitude development across all
groups, including students, staff, Garden Educators, Classroom Teachers, Principals,
school board members, parents and guardians, community, and academy. The assessment
structures explored in this study, including those of Improvement Inquiry, have the
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potential to help School Gardens achieve their full potential. They possess this potential
because they help us see the systems in which we work, track our progress, and identify
stakeholders’ wants and needs. By executing these practices, we collectively can place
Instructional School Gardens on a different level— from being an add-on to being central
to improved student learning experiences.
In summary, I recommend engaging an intentional Improvement Inquiry, attending to
variability as well as stakeholder commitment, capacity, and confidence. These are
needed in order to develop sound goals, measure progress, and achieve continuous
improvement in the service of students. These approaches are embedded in the leadership
agenda I hope to pursue, described next.
Leadership Agenda
In the course of this research, I gained a deeper appreciation of School Gardens,
their beauty, complexity, and significance. I came to appreciate that harnessing their
complexity using a systems approach is beneficial and strategic. Specifically, the
framework of Improvement Inquiry helps ensure that Instructional School Garden
stakeholders can build measurable evidence of progress (or lack thereof) and thereby gain
(or regain) traction. In doing so, stakeholders help advance meaningful student learning,
and socially just access to meaningful learning—values that have been and continue to be
central to my work.
School Gardens offer students remarkable opportunities: to learn in engaging
ways, to improve their personal health, and to increase their collaboration skills and Earth
stewardship skills. As Instructional School Garden stakeholders’ commitment, capacity,
and confidence increase, School Gardens will provide these profound advantages to more
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students. For these reasons I hope this study will help advance Instructional School
Gardens. A greater aspirational hope is that in the not-too-distant future all students will
have access to an Instructional School Garden and be guided by their teachers to
participate fully in this powerful and transformative learning venue.
Final Thoughts
Instructional School Gardens have been shown to positively impact students on
multiple levels. Instructional School Gardens enhance student learning in science, math,
social studies, and reading. They enhance social skills, including cooperation and
teamwork. They help students learn about themselves, offering possibilities for new and
positive self-perceptions. Instructional School Gardens provide hands-on experience in
stewardship of the Earth and place-based environmental knowledge and skill
development. School Gardens require movement and physical activity. The gardens
increase exposure to and awareness of healthy food and encourage consumption of fruits
and vegetables.
Each of these levels of impact corroborates the merit of School Garden scaling
and also underscores the challenges in the implementation of scaling. As Grow Pittsburgh
begins collaborations with The Kitchen Community ("Pittsburgh Public Schools
Approves New Learning Gardens," 2016), successfully leveraging these positive impacts
and navigating these challenges could ultimately manifest in more benefits accruing to
more students. The challenges identified in this study are many and are worthy of
overcoming. It is indeed unique that in one setting, that of Instructional School Gardens,
so many opportunities to address pressing student needs reside. Because they are valuable
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to students in abundant ways, scaling of School Gardens is an important, high leverage
endeavor.
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Appendix A: Parent/Guardian Survey

May 5, 2015
Please Return by May 12th to Teacher’s Name / Grade (K, 1, 2 or GC) Room #
Dear Parent or Guardian,
This school year at School C or D, I, Farmer ____ had Edible Schoolyard gardening or
cooking class with your student. Your response to this survey will help us improve our
gardening and cooking program for School C or D. Classes with all surveys returned will
get a class award! Would you please answer the questions below by circling one answer?
Thank you very much, Farmer _____
1. Before participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening my child generally ate
vegetables and fruits.
Yes
No
2. Before participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening my child generally
asked for vegetables and fruits.
Yes
No
3. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening, my child has eaten a
vegetable or fruit that they had not eaten before participating.
Yes
No
4. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard cooking or gardening, my child has asked for
a vegetable or fruit that they did not ask for before participating.
Yes
No
5. Before this survey, I knew that C had a School Garden and cooking program.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. My child eats or tries more vegetables and/or fruits since participating in the Edible
Schoolyard program. Circle one:
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree
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7. Since participating in Edible Schoolyard, my child has caused my family to eat more
fruits and vegetables.
Daily
Once a week
Once a month
Never
8. What does your child like most about Edible Schoolyard gardening and/or cooking
class?

9. Please share your thoughts, impressions, or suggestions about the Edible Schoolyard
program. Please feel free to use an additional sheet of paper.

Farmer ____
Garden Educator, Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh
Grow Pittsburgh
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Appendix B: Parent/Guardian Survey Protocols
Parent/Guardian Survey Protocols
PROCEDURE
Recipients: Students participating in the ESY program in Kindergarten to Grade 2.
Administered by: students’ Farmer (Garden Educator).
Location: in the classroom, with the classroom teacher present.
SCRIPT:
This survey (hold up for all to see) is for your parent or guardian to complete.
It asks about your preferences at home for fruits and vegetables.
There is an award for each class having all surveys -- or very nearly all surveys -returned!
Your job is:
1. Take the survey home on (day/today).
2. Ask your parent or guardian to please answer the questions.
3. Bring the survey back to school (on day) and place it (where) OR give it to (whom).
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Appendix C: Winter Cooking Program Student Survey and Protocol
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Appendix D: Student Narratives and Conversation Prompts
Students’ Narratives About their Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh Experiences
Italics = proposed questions (scripts) for GE/farmer/interviewer.
EXPLORATION OF STUDENT’S DRAWING OF GARDENING OR COOKING



Will you tell me about your drawing?
I see (xyz) in your drawing…will you tell me about (x,y,z)?

FURTHER AND MORE SPECIFIC PROPMTS ON:
ESY GARDEN, WINTER COOKING, TASTING, TRYING FOOD
Will you tell me about something….






that surprised you in our garden / winter cooking.
you already knew about our garden / winter cooking.
you already knew about our garden / winter cooking that you helped a classmate
with…. (or a classmate knew about and helped you with).
you like about our garden / preparing food / tasting the recipe that you and your
classmates made.
you don’t* like about the garden / preparing food / tasting what you and your
classmates cooked/made…can you tell me more.

(*Hopefully a “don’t like” question would elicit some rich, positive and negative
responses.)
TASTING AND TRYING FOODS AT SCHOOL, OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL





Sometimes it takes a while to like a new food…..what new garden foods
have you tried?
…or think you might try sometime?
Sometimes students teach others (such as family and friends) about
gardens and food…what would you like to teach someone about? (Or, if
they have already, follow up on that experience)
Remember the recipes we made this fall (name them) what recipe would
you like to make at home? (Or, if they have already, follow up on that
experience)

DIVERGENT CONVERSATIONS (off script moments of great learning…)
When student initiates with divergent thoughts, follow their lead…with open-ended
questions…


”How was that?”….
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”How did you come up with that idea?”….
etc…Garden Educators know their students and know what conversation works best!


As follow up to student’s observation/remark such as “that’s how things grow!” “That’s
why they’re called sister plants!” etc… farmer/interviewer may ask:




How do you know?…
How did you discover that?
Again, Garden Educators know their students and know what conversation works
best! 

ESY ACTIVITIES AND LESSONS



In the fall we (name the activity/lesson) what did you enjoy most (during that
activity/lesson)?
What happened when you and your classmates (name the activity/lesson)?

YES -NO QUESTION AND WHY (keep to a minimum)



Do you like the/your garden classes (ESY)?
Why / why not?
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Appendix E: Student Narratives Protocol
ESY Farmer / Garden Educator
Reconfirm signed parent permission slips on file.
Opening: Setting the tone and giving clear expectations.
Chit chat first, then explain “(children’s names), we have about (15?) minutes today. We
are going to talk about (your drawings about the garden / or other garden topics). This is
(Mr. Tom). He will be filming our conversation.
Begin shooting footage.
Farmer introduces her/him self.
Interview tips:
Allow ample time for thoughtful responses. Use pauses (even 10 seconds) avoid
temptation to fill silence.
Use active listening, re-stating “in other words….” “do I have that right?”
Note From the ESY Program Manager:
This video narratives project stemmed out of a desire to know what was happening for
students during class and at home during/after our cooking and gardening
classes. Were any habits changing or improving? Were conversations about food
different? What moment from our lessons stuck with the students? We are also just
excited to hear about our work from the perspective of students themselves.
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Appendix F: Principal Interview Questions
Interview NPES Principals (Currently Non-Participating in Edible Schoolyard)
1. Have you had interest in the ESY program in the past, and why or why not?
2. What are some of the priority needs of your school?
3. Could ESY be of support in addressing any of the priority needs? How or why
not?
4. Do you believe ESY would support or strain the capacity of your school system to
create student learning opportunities? In what ways?
5. Is there anything else you would like to share? What important questions have I
not asked?

Interview PES Principals (Currently Participating in Edible Schoolyard)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Does your ESY program support instructional needs? Which ones?
How is your ESY program valuable to your students in other ways?
Is your ESY program tied to STEAM and core curriculum?
Is your ESY program tied to teachers’ professional development? How?
If not, would you like it to be tied to teachers’ development?
How well does ESY bring parents/guardians into the school community? In what
ways?
7. Obstacles (past or current): How were/are they addressed?
8. Does ESY support, strain, or both the capacity to create student learning
opportunities?
9. What if anything has surprised you about the School Garden and cooking
program?
10. What role if any does your budget and competing budgetary demands play?
11. The P/G survey results suggest interest in expanding hours, or expanding to
grades 3-5. Is there interest on your part? What would be the opportunities and
barriers to do so?
12. What advice would you give to a Principal considering an instructional School
Garden?
13. If funding of School Gardens were not an issue, how would the your School
Garden program fare? What impacts positive and negative would you anticipate?
14. History -- how was the decision reached to partner with ESY Pittsburgh?
15. Is there anything else you would like to share? What important questions have I
not asked?
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Appendix G: Principal Surveys
Instructional School Gardens: Principal Survey
© 2016 Sprague
For Principals without an instructional
School Garden program:
Welcome to this survey. In this survey you may
move to next or previous pages and modify
your answers at any time before pressing done.
1 Do you believe a School Garden program could
support instructional needs of your students?
If yes, in what ways?
Comment box
If no, why not?
Comment box
Other/comment:
Comment box
2 The success of a School Garden program
depends on a wide range of factors. What
would be the level of importance of the
following in your school?
Extremely Important
Very important
Somewhat Important
Not Important
Not Sure
Garden maintenance
Instruction delivered by a garden educator
Lesson plans tied to STEAM and common core
curriculum
Parent and guardian volunteers
Professional development for teachers
Community Engagement
3 Of the possible correlations between School
Gardens and outcomes, how important would
each of the following outcomes be -- in your
consideration of utilizing/adopting a School
Garden program?
Extremely strong-Very strong- Strong-Not
strong- Not relevant
Increasing students’ sense of belonging to their
school.
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For Principals with an instructional
School Garden program:
Welcome to this survey. In this survey
you may move to next or previous pages
and modify your answers at any time
before pressing done.
Does your School Garden program
support instructional needs of your
students?
If yes, in what ways?
Comment box
If no, why not?
Comment box
Other/comment:
Comment box
The success of a School Garden program
depends on a wide range of factors. What
is the level of importance of the
following in your school?
Extremely Important
Very important
Somewhat Important
Not Important
Not Sure
Garden maintenance
Instruction delivered by a garden
educator
Lesson plans tied to STEAM and
common core curriculum
Parent and guardian volunteers
Professional development for teachers
Community Engagement
Of the possible correlations between
School Gardens and outcomes, how
effectively doe your School Garden
support the following outcomes?
Extremely strong - Very strong - Strong Not strong - Not relevant
Increasing students’ sense of belonging
to their school.
Reaching students in at-risk conditions.
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Reaching students in at-risk conditions.
Increasing students’ opportunities to engage in
high-level learning.
Enhancing students’ ability to work together
and learn positive social skills.
Enhancing students’ physical well-being from
exposure to healthy foods and exercise while
gardening.
Enhancing students' emotional / psychological
well-being from connecting to nature.
Increasing students’ environmental awareness
and environmental stewardship skills.
Increasing parental engagement in their child’s
school.
Opportunity to increase teacher professional
development.
Other/comment:
Comment box
4 What might be some key elements needed to
create a successful instructional School Garden
program in your school, and conversely, what
might be possible barriers to its success?

5

Increasing students’ opportunities to
engage in high-level learning.
Enhancing students’ ability to work
together and learn positive social skills.
Enhancing students’ physical well-being
from exposure to healthy foods and
exercise while gardening.
Enhancing students' emotional /
psychological well-being from
connecting to nature.
Increasing students’ environmental
awareness and environmental
stewardship skills.
Increasing parental engagement in their
child’s school.
Opportunity to increase teacher
professional development.
Other/comment:
Comment box
What are some key elements to the
success of the School Garden program in
your school, and conversely, what are
some of the barriers to its success?

Elements for success:
Comment box
Barriers to success:
Comment box
Other/comment:
Comment box

Elements for success:
Comment box
Barriers to success:
Comment box
Other/comment:
Comment box

How would the following challenges impair
the success of a garden at your school?

How would the following challenges
impair the success of your School
Garden?

Extreme impairment - Strong impairment –
Some impairment – No impairment - Not
relevant
Few or infrequent parent and guardian
volunteers.
Low level of curriculum integration.
Little or no garden educator support.
Little or no teacher training in garden use.
Low level of teacher interest.

Thank you for completing this survey.
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Extreme impairment - Strong impairment
– Some impairment – No impairment Not relevant
Few or infrequent parent and guardian
volunteers.
Low level of curriculum integration.
Little or no garden educator support.
Little or no teacher training in garden
use.
Low level of teacher interest.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Appendix H: Parent/Guardian Survey: Themes of Responses
Themes of Open Ended Question Responses
1. Student Behavior: Fruit and Vegetable Consumption, Gardening, Cooking
2. Student Learning and Knowledge
3. Family, Community, Class, and School Behavior: Fruit and Vegetable Consumption,
Gardening, and Cooking
4. Family, Community, Class, and School Learning and Knowledge
5. Expansion Of ESY Program Desired by Parents, Guardians and Students
6. Edible Schoolyard Program -- Positive Assessment
7. Edible Schoolyard Program -- Negative Assessment
8. Other
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Appendix I: Coding Open Ended Responses
Two Open-Ended Questions Posed:


What does your child like most about Edible Schoolyard gardening and/or cooking class?



Please share your thoughts, impressions, or suggestions about the Edible Schoolyard
program. Please feel free to use an additional sheet of paper.

Themes and the words that were assigned to them:
Each response was designated to one of the eight thematic groups. To do so, I created
and used this rubric to make decisions on which response belonged to which theme.
Theme: BEHAVIOR
Being in the garden
Child’s drawing of action
Cooking
Cooking
Creating
Digging
Eating
Eating
Feeling
Gardening
Growing
Harvesting
Hearing
Helping
Helping with
Interacting
Likes (a vegetable or fruit)
Likes / loves (a vegetable or fruit)

Likes / loves (being in the garden)
Likes being in (the garden)
Likes/loves gardening cooking
Picking
Planting
Planting
Seeding
Sharing recipes
Smelling
Tasting
Tasting
Touching
Trying
Trying
Walking
Working

Theme: LEARNING / KNOWLEDGE
Appreciation
Awareness
Child’s drawing of things
Curiosity
Finding out about
Knowing about
Learning

Nutrition
Observing
Seeing
Valuing
Watching
Watching
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Likes / loves the garden
Likes / loves the class
Theme: PROGRAM POSITITVE ASSESSMENT
Educational
Equalizer among students
Fun
Good
Great
Important
Like
Love
Meaningful
Pleasant
Positive

Program
Resource
Satisfied
Satisfied
Sustainable
Thank you
Thank you Farmer
Wonderful

Theme: PROGRAM EXPANSION
Bring back earlier lessons (water with fruit
for example)
Continue
Future
Keep going

Keep it up
Next year

Theme: FAMILY, COMMUNITY, CLASS & SCHOOL: BEHAVIOR, F&V CONSUMPTION,
GARDENING COOKING
After school
Bringing garden food home
Chef in garden inspires
Child comments on, tells about, shares
Eating at home
Farmer: attachment to; likes, loves
Farmer’s market
Gardening at home
Grocery stores
Groups
Observations by parents (uses information from program to discern healthy versus nonhealthy food choices)
Playing games
Shopping
Supermarket
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Using recipes at home
Volunteer

Theme: FAMILY, COMMUNITY, CLASS, & SCHOOL: LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE
Chef in Garden -- learns from
Family knowledge
Grocery (curious about)
Like / love to learn more
Proposed ideas to connect to family and community.
Supermarket (curious about)

Further coding protocols include:
MENTION OF FARMER 

ASSIGNED TO THIS THEME:

Famer as “best part of program” =
Likes / Loves Farmer =
Hopes Famer returns next year =
“Thank you Farmer A, Farmer B” =

Program Positive Assessment
Family Community Connections
Program Expansion
Positive Program

Parenthesis
Author’s parenthesis
[…..]
Participants’ parenthesis
(…….)
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Appendix J1: Theme 1 Student Behavior: Fruit and Vegetable Consumption,
Gardening, Cooking
Theme 1: Student Behaviors of Fruit & Vegetable Consumption, Gardening and Cooking
Total Responses: 286
Kindergarten: 70 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My child enjoys eating and trying new vegetables.
Creating his own meals.
I like that we got to dig potatoes, and that we sat and tasted foods.
(Child) loves planting and harvesting the fruits and vegetables.
Gives (child) a sense of independence and ownership when it comes to food,
growing, and caring for the earth.
6. I like planting fruit and see it grow.
7. (Child) loves to plant seeds. He loves to watch them grow into delicious
vegetables and or fruit.
8. Being outside and digging, learning, harvesting.
9. She likes “almost everything” about it. She especially likes tasting the foods.
10. Playing and trying new things.
11. My child likes trying different foods.
12. He likes how you plant things and how the plants grow.
13. I like when we tried the salad.
14. Learning to plant
15. Learning to plant
16. She likes planting a lot and helping cook and eat.
17. There was particular salad she was very excited to make and eat.
18. Normally she is [was] resistant to salad…
19. They like to planting seed. Play with flowers. Watering plants
20. He was particularly excited about the salad he got to make and taste.
21. He loved planting!!
22. Planting stuff. He really liked planting the cloves.
23. Help on planting
24. He likes [the] cabbage, lettuce and spinach
25. Harvesting the food – especially the ground cherries.
26. You get to make something and then EAT it! “Yummy Yummy in my Tummy
[He He He]”
27. [Likes] Salad
28. [Child’s name] loves to work in the garden!
29. Eating.
30. Cooking, gardening, eating
31. Likes eating salad.
32. That you always go to dig and water plants.
33. Healthy eating.
34. Trying the lettuce.
35. Eating salad, Trying new things, Smelling flowers.
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36. “Being outside, Planting things, Digging and planting seeds”
37. [Child's name] liked gardening because it is fun to dig and plant. She liked putting
flowers in the dirt.
38. He says one time Farmer (name) came in and they got to eat popcorn.
39. When he cooked popcorn [cooking], When he touches worms [gardening]
40. You get to taste some of the things. She like that they let them help.
41. She likes to try new things and the salad!
42. Cooking and eating what’s from the School Garden [instead of getting them at
grocery stores]
43. [Child’s name] enjoys trying new things, and getting outside.
44. He also just said that he liked getting his hands in the dirt while digging up
potatoes.
45. He enjoys creating salads on his own. He loves to collect vegetables. He likes
making juices.
46. Trying the different types of foods.
47. My daughter likes that you get to try new things.
48. You get to eat what you make.
49. He enjoyed the cooking classes and he liked to walk through the garden.
50. He loved picking the tomatoes and potatoes.
51. My granddaughter is excited to work in the garden.
52. He likes being in the garden
53. He also likes pulling things directly from the garden and making a dish right away
to try.
54. He like seeding.
55. She enjoys eating new foods, because they are yummy.
56. Enjoy tasting different kinds of food.
57. She likes to cut vegetables.
58. Making raw salads and eating them fresh.
59. He loves to stay outside and help in the garden.
60. [Student] likes [eating] corn, tomato, sweet potato.
61. [Child’s name] loves cooking and is more willing to try new foods.
62. My older child enjoyed harvesting grains and herbs from the garden and preparing
salads.
63. My younger enjoyed digging up potatoes, and getting inside a fort made from
corn stocks.
64. The cooking and then eating the food. He feels proud of being able to do his own
food.
65. They like to planting seed, play with the flowers, watering plants.
66. Kids love to cook anything they plant. Loves to eat.
67. I really like planting. I liked the wake up the garden party.
68. She hadn’t talked about it until I asked her about it today. She likes planting and
she enjoyed the class very much.
69. The interactive nature. She loves gardens and the outdoors.
70. When she planted seeds. When she was walking with Farmer (name).
First Grade: 103 Responses
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1. Planting and watching grow.
2. [Likes best] having time to be outside working in the garden.
3. I am amazed every year that the children at the school get to experience growing
and eating foods at school.
4. She likes planting the seeds and plants in the garden.
5. I think exposing the students to gardening and growing fresh food promotes good
eating and a healthier lifestyle.
6. Trying new foods. It encourages children to explore different foods and try things
out of their comfort zone.
7. She likes that she gets to transplant veggie plants to the garden.
8. Planting in the garden.
9. Since my child attended this school she enjoys everything about garden activities.
10. Raspberries.  He likes trying new fresh foods.
11. He loved that you let him eat radishes fresh from the dirt.
12. She loves having class outside, cooking classes, learning about canning, eating.
13. Planting and the food that you get to make and eat.
14. My child likes to cook. I am a cook myself so we eat a lot of healthy foods.
(Child’s drawing of flowers) DFC9
15. It is very good for the children to learn how food grows and how to eat healthy
things, not just junk food. 
16. He has more interest in growing plants.
17. (Child) enjoys working hands-on in the garden, planting, for example. She also
enjoys caring for the plants.
18. Planting flowers and vegetables. (Child’s drawing: flowers, lettuce, kale.)
19. “It’s fun. I like learning to plant things!”
20. She likes the taste!
21. That she gets to try yummy things, eat things that she has never eaten before.
22. (Child) likes planting the most.
23. Trying new thing.
24. She likes most about cooking class.
25. She likes trying different vegetables and foods.
26. He likes tasting new foods.
27. She likes gardening.
28. He enjoys tasting the fruits and veggies, especially the radishes.
29. She loves fruit, always did.
30. She [likes best] preparing the garden beds and digging up soil to find worms.
31. I think it’s a good program to have it teaches the kids the importance of eating
healthy by eating fruits and vegetables.
32. Trying and learning different foods.
33. He likes the cabbage.
34. The different foods she gets to try.
35. Everything! She loves gardening and cooking in general.
36. I like that you take the veggies they grow and make recipes with them.
37. (Child) loves planting the vegetables
38. Trying the recipes: “that zucchini pancake was delicious” (child’s name).
39. They got to try new things that they never even heard of before.
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40. He also enjoys tasting different fruits and veggies.
41. I appreciate what this experience has taught my children [including] gardening
42. She like Edible Schoolyard because she like cooking.
43. Tasting things. Chives!
44. Like to dig and put potato underground and find worms.
45. (Child) enjoyed tasting new foods.
46. He liked that he got to try new vegetables.
47. (Child) really likes trying new foods. She particularly loved the raspberries.
48. It is helpful for health to eat [V&F] every day.
49. He really enjoys outside gardening and eating vegetables.
50. That he “gets to help with Nature”.
51. My child like to plant flowers.
52. She loves to try the different foods.
53. He enjoys going outside to garden.
54. [Child] likes that she gets to plant a ton of fruits and veggies. It’s fun because she
likes gardening.
55. Composting.
56. He likes to use shovel to dig the soil.
57. It’s wonderful to have such hands-on experience in the garden.
58. Participation with planting, tending the garden.
59. Digging in the dirt. Turning over soil.
60. She likes plants.
61. Planting.
62. [Child] love the cooking portions.
63. She is happy to try [eating] anything that has been grown in the garden.
64. Tasting, touching gently and observing plants.
65. Getting fresh air during the school day.
66. [Child] mentioned that she especially enjoyed working in the compost - and all
the tiny flies that flew out of the compost!
67. Getting out of class and working outside.
68. My son is very excited about the process of growing vegetables and fruits.
69. Planting and watering the plants.
70. She likes to learn how to grow different plants and eat them.
71. She likes being outside during school.
72. ….plus it gets them outside and vested in their health. Thank you!
73. My child likes exploring the garden.
74. I think it is a nice hands-on experience for the kids.
75. He likes to use a shovel to dig the soil and plant something in the soil.
76. They like the hands-on experience.
77. I love the experience my children receive from the garden. I am big on hands-on
learning.
78. She likes helping cook and eating.
79. [Child] likes to try new foods and plant the items.
80. The opportunity to grow plants.
81. Working in the garden.
82. That they learn planting techniques and more about the plants.
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83. She likes to plant the vegetables and to observe the growth of the vegetables.
84. My daughter likes to grow plants that bear flowers, fruits and vegetables.
85. The first thing that Edible Schoolyard gardening class do is give my child the
experience of being in nature and taking care of living things.
86. Watching them grow and eating it.
87. Trying foods from the garden at school.
88. He likes to plant seeds and water the crops.
89. My son enjoyed planting seeds and watching them grow.
90. Experience of planting vegetables by himself.
91. She likes planting seeds.
92. [Child] like most planting seed.
93. Likes especially plant seeds.
94. Touching the worms.
95. The kid loves it, because he can go outside and do activities.
96. He loves that he gets to eat what he grows.
97. She likes to plant vegetables.
98. Learning how to garden.
99. Planting.
100.
Working in the garden and looking at the fruits and vegetables.
101.
Both gardening and cooking were fun. He liked making nice yummy food,
like salad and beets. He liked planting because he liked to learn and start plants
growing.
102.
He love plant seeds, harvest and plays.
103.
[Child] like to plant the fruits and vegetables.
Second Grade: 113 Responses
1. He really looks forward to being outside gardening and cooking.
2. He says he really has a great time eating fruits and vegetables .
3. Eating new things.
4. It has taught my child to try more things that are healthy for him.
5. Child likes to help prepare different foods.
6. Eating new fruits and vegetables.
7. To try to eat new food.
8. It is (also) good to know how cook, heat raw, adding taste (salt and sugar etc.)
9. That the students get to eat what they grow.
10. I like cooking class because we get to try new stuff. (Child’s handwriting).
11. She says “trying new things” (Yay!)
12. Trying new things seeing what they are. The discovery of ranch dressing.
13. The program has had her try things we could not get her to try including ranch
dressing.
14. It’s opened her up maybe just watching other kids try vegetables, as well,
inspiring her to give it a go. I personally find that dips with raw veggies is a great
way to get kids to try them. Once they start eating them they tend to continue,
eventually moving onto cooked, salads, etc.
15. She likes cooking.
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16. She enjoyed too much, how gardening all vegetables.
17. My son enjoys working hands-on in the garden.
18. That you get to make things. She has really liked the salad and salad dressing.
19. My son likes cooking the most.
20. It reinforces healthy eating in the learning environment where my child is ready to
absorb such education.
21. He liked the Indian and Japanese food. He likes trying new types of foods.
22. Cooking class really allows her to fully participate in preparing the dish.
23. I am lucky in that my child eats a wide variety of foods but the classes are great
because they reinforce her good eating habits.
24. It helps you get healthy.
25. (Child) wants to learn how to cook and she enjoys trying new things.
26. [Likes best] When they make salads.
27. [Likes best] She likes carrots.
28. [Likes best] Cooking class.
29. He likes tasting new fruits and vegetables.
30. He likes getting to eat new vegetables.
31. He likes to plant the vegetables.
32. She likes fruits and vegetables and she likes to plant flowers and vegetables.
33. [Student likes best] the recipes with chopsticks!
34. He try new foods and like the garden.
35. Make smoothies!
36. (Child) has told me she likes planting and watching everything grow.
37. “I get to make food. The food is really good and you get to help. We get to do
some more gardening.”
38. Motivates my son to eat fruits and vegetables. Before participating in the program
he was reluctant to eat them.
39. She enjoyed cooking.
40. That he gets to participate and help in cooking.
41. That he got to grow his own plants and he was actually very proud about it.
42. Child likes to garden and watch the plants.
43. He likes to create and cook different dishes.
44. I think the edible schoolyard program is very good for kids to try new foods.
45. Likes best: to eat. (With child’s drawing).
46. Tasting the fresh fruits of the edible garden.
47. (Child’s drawing of child at a table.)
48. He enjoyed getting to make and eat a salad made with vegetables out of the
garden.
49. My child like to especially the gardening class because he had the opportunity to
plant something.
50. My child loves gardening and then using the ingredients in the cooking class.
51. My son enjoys the food preparation most.
52. (Child) loves to cook and incorporate new ingredients into her dishes.
53. [Likes best] learning recipe so he can make food. The soup. The corn and the
raspberries that came from the garden.
54. We love the hands on experience, and the sense of pride in the garden.
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55. Planting and watching things grow.
56. Planting seeds.
57. [Tasting] hot soup, noodle.
58. The vegetables and fruits in this program taste well.
59. The food.
60. [Likes best] cooking class. Loves the eating part!
61. He takes pride in his appreciation of all kinds of foods especially healthy ones.
62. Working in the garden.
63. Trying new foods.
64. They enjoy trying new foods.
65. He love to try out the different types of food from all around the world. “I like to
cook and use the cooking equipment and learn about food. This is my favorite
period.”
66. To encourage them to eat more fruits and vegetables.
67. She likes being outside.
68. My child likes all the delicious foods presented in the class.
69. He likes vegetables and cooking in the class such as potatoes, tomato, and carrot.
70. They have good food that’s fresh and very interesting to taste.
71. [Likes best] that you get to make your own food and then try it.
72. She likes tasting new things and flavors.
73. “Get to eat. It is fun. Flowers. Planting.”
74. My daughter only take part in the one cooking class. She like the food and the
process of making.
75. Cooking class is very interesting. My daughter like it very much.
76. He loves to stay outside and do stuff in the garden.
77. (Child) says she “likes the good food to eat”. (Child) likes to plant.
78. [Trying] Vegetables!
79. Likes eating what they cook.
80. Sweet potato. Cauliflower.
81. Helping Farmer (name) prepare food and tasting it.
82. Tasting the food and trying to cook it.
83. New experiences, something they (not?) having done that before.
84. Trying new foods.
85. I think it’s a good idea. Helps the kids to learn how to eat healthy and to try new
foods.
86. “We plant new things and cook healthy vegetables.”
87. It’s fun to plant.
88. Love the fact that they go through the process of planting to cooking and all
healthy fruits and vegetables.
89. She really likes planting and says cooking is awesome.
90. The opportunity to try the food grown.
91. My child enjoyed making the food.
92. (Child) enjoys learning about grilling and cooking, he’s just very very picky. 
93. She loves to try different recipes.
94. (Child) likes to try new things such as tea without sugar, soups, and rice noodles.
95. Cooking and tasting.
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96. Helping to cook the food.
97. She likes trying new things.
98. He likes to eat the food that he helped grow.
99. My child loves to grow his own food.
100. He enjoys the taste of the vegetables and learning how to cook them.
101. She gets to try new foods and likes helping to cook.
102. Exploring and eating veg-fruits.
103. “That we get to cook and eat what we cook.”
104. Trying new things.
105. Because it’s fun, good snacks [to eat] before lunch.
106. My child would like to grow more fruits.
107. Cooking (child’s drawing of: child at a stovetop holding pan).
108. My daughter likes eating the food the best.
109. I love that these kids have a chance to touch soil and seeds and plants.
110. My child enjoyed making and eating sun butter.
111. Planting things and watching them grow and then cooking and eating what was
planted.
112. We got to go outside and have fun with gardening and trying different foods.
113. She likes trying new and different food.
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Appendix J2: Theme 2 Student Learning and Knowledge
Theme: Student Learning and Knowledge
Total Responses: 110
Kindergarten: 41 Responses
1. Knowledge about vegetables.
2. Learning about gardening and composting.
3. Watching the plants grow.
4. [Child’s drawing of carrot and apple tree.]
5. [They are] eager to learn more about different plants.
6. Learning and actually seeing how different fruits and vegetables grow.
7. It teaches kids healthy eating habits.
8. I think it's great for him to learn about growing food from planting to harvest.
9. Learning about gardening and cooking.
10. Seeing things grow from seeds into something to eat.
11. Learning about food.
12. Sitting on the bench, learning about gardening.
13. It make the children understand how is the food made.
14. [It make the children understand they] can eat a different food.
15. To see something.
16. My daughter likes to see plants growing.
17. Seeing the vegetables and fruits grow.
18. He has enjoyed learning about plant life.
19. He learned to appreciate the process of growing fruits and veggies!
20. My son has learned a great deal.
21. Watching the vegetables grow.
22. The program is really helpful for kids to know basic things about gardening.
23. He loves learning about the different foods.
24. The children learn where their food comes from. They learned that it's hard work to
keep a garden, but that it’s so worth it!
25. Participating will give my granddaughter awareness in her surroundings and nature.
26. We think that it can help her a lot, such as developing curiosity, loving nature and
valuing health, and so on. So we think it must be interesting to children, and can
inspire their curiosities.
27. He likes actually getting to see the plants / food grow.
28. Likes seeing different plants.
29. She likes seeing the plants grow.
30. She likes to know vegetable names.
31. He likes knowing there are farmers even in the city.
32. The different seeds that Farmer (name) plants.
33. They are eager to [learn] more about different plants.
34. The flowers.
35. She is only in Kindergarten, but is excited about spring in the garden.
36. Learning about new foods and the independence of cooking.
37. Young children need to know the importance of eating healthy and how convenient
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obtaining fruits and vegetables are.
38. (Child’s drawing of: a child, tomatoes, carrot.)
39. (Child’s drawing of: a child, carrot, lettuce, and butterfly).
40. I think it’s a great teaching tool for the kids to learn hands-on about nutrition.
41. (Child’ name) has taken an interest in helping to cook.
First Grade: 43 Responses
1. It is very important for kids to know the knowledge of vegetables and fruits and know
some of them can be eaten.
2. She likes being outside and learning.
3. She loves to learn about the plants.
4. I am so glad they teach the kids about healthy eating and how to take care of plants.
5. [It] engages the kids in thinking about science and the environment.
6. Studying the gardens.
7. She enjoyed seeing how much the plants grow from week to week.
8. [Child’s name] likes the strawberries.
9. [Child’ name] loves watching the changes in the plants.
10. [Child’ name] has definitely learned more about how plants grow.
11. It also enables [child] to see firsthand where and how food is cultivated.
12. [Likes best] Compost heap.
13. She likes to observe the plants and watch them grow.
14. It is a wonderful way to teach children where our food comes from and to develop
skills and appreciation for growing their own food.
15. She likes to learn about different plants.
16. It is good to have such a lesson-related experience in the garden.
17. They like learning about the foods that grow in the garden.
18. She got to know how these vegetable grow and learned the natural science. That is
really nice.
19. She also got to know it is good for our health when eating more vegetables and fruits,
thanks.
20. My daughter wants to learn more about lifecycle of plants from planting seeds in the
soil till full growth. She also wants to know how flowers grow.
21. It also teach my child about something such as where her food comes from and how
to observe living things.
22. Learning about growing and taking care of plants.
23. It is fun for the kids but also very important as it gives them a sense of where food
comes from.
24. I think it is important children learn the importance of fruits and vegetables as part of
a healthy lifestyle.
25. Learning to grow their own fruits and vegetables is an extension of …[the importance
of fruits and vegetables as part of a healthy lifestyle].
26. I like to learn about helping plants.
27. I like that it is different than the other subjects.
28. After planting, she knew soil, sun, water and all the related things.
29. If they can make observation note about how vegetables grow up. It must be fun.
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30. I think this is a great way to help children learn about the way food grows and
provides them with a clear understanding of what they are eating.
31. I was around gardens and fresh food my whole life, but I know some children don’t
have that opportunity and it’s important for everyone to learn about agriculture at
school.
32. He said he liked finding out new things about the garden.
33. It helps them most of important of vegetables and fruits in body.
34. My daughter loves the garden!
35. He enjoys seeing things grow!
36. She likes the pretty flowers.
37. She likes when she’s outside and can observe the plants.
38. She loves learning new things and facts about gardening and nutrition.
39. I like that on a rainy day you brought worms in to them.
40. (Child’s name) enjoyed just going to the garden and seeing how the fruits and
vegetables could be used to make different foods. His favorite was the jam.
41. (Child’s name) loves learning about how vegetables grow.
42. He enjoys learning all that Farmer (name) teaches his class about fruits and veggies.
43. I appreciate what this experience has taught my children [including] expanding their
knowledge concerning the different foods.
Second Grade: 26 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.

He says he really has a great time learning about fruits and vegetables.
Learning about different fruits and veggies.
Make[s] child more interested in exploring different foods.
I think is a creative wonderful way for the kids to learn more about fruits and
vegetables, because they really enjoy participating in the garden.
5. To learn new food.
6. This is part of science.
7. It also helps him think in a more healthy way and provides him with foods he can eat
since he has allergies to eggs.
8. It is an opportunity for them to learn something new and possibly have appreciation
for the foods we eat every day knowing more about where they come from.
9. He likes the fact that he can learn about different foods.
10. It is important to learn how vegetables are made.
11. It has made my child more aware of the gardening concept.
12. I think the edible schoolyard program is very good for kids to learn new things.
13. Because there’s vegetables and they learn about them.
14. My child likes to learn about plants, particularly to see how they grow.
15. She got to experience the seasons this academic year for the first time, and liked to
see how a garden transforms throughout the seasons.
16. We love the integration of science and nutrition.
17. She likes learning about new foods!
18. This class / program can improve the knowledge of nutrition and health. Vegetables
are benefit to their digestion.
19. It is a wonderful program and really adds to the general curriculum.
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20. I find it very important part of school, because the city kids can start to more
appreciate all green.
21. “We learn how our everyday fruit and vegetable are planted, grow and cooked”.
22. Watching them grow and change.
23. Flowers, cherry.
24. She like the garden.
25. (My child’s name] also likes the story books.
26. Learning about new recipes.
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Appendix J3: Theme 3 Family, Community & School: Fruit and Vegetable
Consumption, Gardening, Cooking
Theme: Family, Community and School Behaviors of Fruit & Vegetable Consumption,
Gardening and Cooking
Total Responses: 102
Kindergarten: 24 responses
1.
2.
3.
4.

She became excited by the prospect of re-creating things they prepared in school.
[Child’s handwriting] The salad that farmer (name) and my class made.
[Child’s name] is always excited to have lesson with Farmer (name).
The recipe that you sent to us was great. We could share something that our son did at
school and he wanted to cook as well.
5. We already eat a lot of fruit and vegetables at home, but the program helps to
maintain my son’s interest / appreciation for them.
6. My daughter was so happy when she came home with potatoes from the School
Gardening.
7. We’ve tried growing tomatoes, beans and radishes, but have never succeeded.
8. I was pleasantly surprised to know from the school newsletter that local chefs were
involved too.
9. We are very interested in gardening, and healthy, clean eating in our home.
10. I’m lucky, my kids love fruits and vegetables like their parents.
11. My son started helping me in the kitchen garden for watering plants and harvesting
after participating in this program.
12. He's a very picky eater so the exposure to different fruits and veggies by somebody
other than his parents, has been great.
13. Planting, caring, as well as harvesting the garden gives the kids as well as adults, I
think, the fulfillment and satisfaction.
14. We have started a garden at home.
15. Give out recipes to try to make with the things that are planted.
16. I like that garden class gives us things to take home.
17. I would like to see more stuff brought home to share and eat.
18. He especially likes picking raspberries after school.
19. I liked splitting up in groups to look at vegetables and flowers.” (Child’s name)
20. As a family that gardens in our yard and community farm, we love that the same
ideas and experiences at school.
21. Farmer (name) is the other thing he likes most about the class!
22. Making food with Farmer (name).
23. My daughter already loved vegetables and fruits, but my son definitely ate more
vegetables since this program began.
24. (Child) still makes his “special salad dressing” [at home] and eats raw veggies more
than he did in the past.

First Grade: 48 responses
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1. I think it wonderful we [at home] do a lot of outside gardening also.
2. I love the garden. I think that I myself have always loved veggies because I grew up
with two parents that had an extensive garden that I helped with.
3. She enjoys the garden a lot, always tells me about it.
4. It’s an important value in our family and it’s great to have it reinforced in such a fun
way.
5. [Child likes best] Farmer (name).
6. [She] comes home and is eager to share her knowledge.
7. The Wake Up The Garden was our family’s favorite school event because our
daughter seemed the most connected to it, because of Farmer (name)’s involvement.
8. Sending recipes home.
9. Thank you so much, Farmer (name), for your hard work and all you do for our
school! Much appreciated!
10. [My child] and has taken me to see what he’s worked on in the garden a few times
after school.
11. We really love the idea of having the garden program available to the kids. It’s
important to us because working in the garden affirms a respect for the earth that we
instill in our daughter.
12. The Edible Schoolyard program promotes pride in the child’s community.
13. My grandson is more aware of littering, plants and helping with lawn duty.
14. To see his eyes light up from the excitement about the fruits and vegetables is
priceless!
15. I love everything about [school name] from the teachers, to the students, down to the
school nurse. We [family’s name] definitely feel the love. School (name) is family to
us!
16. Farmer (name), you are Awesome!
17. Both my children love parsley ever since one of them brought home a tabbouleh
recipe. Thanks!
18. She uses information from the gardening program to discern healthy versus nonhealthy food choices.
19. The Edible Schoolyard program is great for kids and adults.
20. Her [classroom] teachers have been promoting the learning in the garden, which is
key to its success.
21. My child enjoys gardening at home and loves gardening at school.
22. The part she talks the most about is the recipes!
23. She also loves Farmer (name).
24. He likes Farmer (name) the most because he is very nice.
25. Our child talked about it [Edible Schoolyard] often and we see that his interest in
vegetables and fruits increased.
26. She loves learning about fruits and veggies.
27. They also like Farmer (name).
28. It would be nice if the kids are able to plant a veggie or fruit and bring home often.
29. He has developed great interest in planting seeds and seeing them grow.
30. He collects seeds from everything he eats that has seeds and goes right out to plant
them.
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31. Feel fortunate to have this program to support the efforts we make in our home
garden.
32. He loves to help me garden and plant flowers.
33. As a result, we now have a garden at home.
34. They eat with the class.
35. Coming home to tell us about it (trying new things and eating with class).
36. Cooking class also helps how to make cooking at home. DFG2
37. We don’t eat a wide variety of veggies in our family. I love the exposure to new foods
my child is getting at school. Thank you for this program!
38. And I make a veggie with all my meals.
39. Because she gets to try different foods she will be able to tell me if she likes them or
not.
40. Trying new foods with classmates.
41. I think it’s a great program. I (parent) even learned how to prepare things differently.
I also tried something I would have never tried and I loved it.
42. He is excited to start his own garden at home. He’d always been reluctant to eat
greens, but a couple weeks ago he ran to the School Garden and picked me a baby
beet leaf, saying they were so yummy and insisting I tasted too!
43. (Child likes best) Farmer (name) 
44. My child like the Edible Schoolyard program for cooking class because they got to
see live cooking besides from at home.
45. (Child) loves working in our home garden and he has loved learning new things at
school to do at home. (Raspberries need lots of sun!).
46. I appreciate what this experience has taught my children [including] interacting with
others.
47. She like Edible Schoolyard because she like having fun and sharing.
48. She feels happy because it has all kinds of activities to play and game to play too.
(Child’s handwriting).
Second Grade: 30 responses
1. Is the very good program for kids and family, that way they can eat better and
enjoying new foods, sometimes for one of them. Thanks!!!
2. She has become much more interested and active in gardening at home and interested
in farmers markets.
3. It reinforces the concepts we cover at home (composting, growing, conserving, etc.)
at school.
4. We already eat healthy [at home], but this program reinforces this and interest in
trying new types of food.
5. …she did come home saying she had tried new things.
6. He learned about recipes and he has started taking interest in cooking at home, he
helps in the kitchen for different errands, all the more! Thank you!!
7. She likes to try the recipe and make it for the family with my help. But she doesn’t
like to eat it.
8. Regarding question seven, we ate fruits and vegetables daily, they are always part of
our diet. And the edible schoolyard program promotes that healthy habit.
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9. Good to get reinforcement from the school.
10. My child is already a great eater, but the program does an important thing for him -- it
reinforces his good eating habits.
11. I suggest to give them a small homework to note down what fruit, vegetables, or grain
they eat every day. They can submit it to school and get a small feedback for it. Will
sure to improve their eating of more healthy food. (Maintain a food journal).
12. We like the fact that she is learning about eating healthy foods and is learning how a
community can come together to do something wonderful!
13. Since the class she has begun eating more fruits and vegetables and asks about them
[at home] by herself, which did not happen since she was two.
14. He likes to prepare the food that has been grown and share in eating it with his whole
class.
15. We are get used to do it (stay outside and do stuff in garden) at home as well.
16. He loves to cook as well he has always tried it at home with me. The cooking is so
important in these days!
17. Farmer (name) bring different nutrition to the dinner table.
18. Love Farmer (name).
19. Parent involvement (family involvement) should be considered.
20. The info sent home re: nutrition is helpful.
21. [Since this program] ….we are now a part of a community garden.
22. She loves to come home and share the preparation and recipes for what they made in
class.
23. We love the Edible Schoolyard. It has inspired us to plant our own garden!
24. My son always shares his excitement with me about the garden.
25. Does Farmer (name) have a website?
26. My child is more interested [in] cooking new things.
27. I love that the kids have had a hand in the different gardening roles in the different
seasons.
28. This is a wonderful program which reinforces what my child learns at home.
29. How Farmer (name) tells her how the recipes are made and what ingredients are used
in making the food.
30. Cooking with Chef (name) and Farmer (name). [Child’s handwriting]
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Appendix J4: Theme 4 Family, Community, Class, & School: Learning and
Knowledge
Theme: Family, Community, Class & School: Learning And Knowledge
33 Total Responses
Kindergarten: 9 responses
1. My children look forward to being in the garden and love to share their experience
with us.
2. Continue to share recipes.
3. Lately, I’d love to know what is growing in the garden and the recipes that children
are trying. Thank you very much!
4. We had been giving my child home knowledge of vegetables and fruits since she is
small.
5. We [parents] know nothing, so it’s been fun learning together and having [our child]
talk about what he’s learned.
6. We’ve enjoyed learning with him.
7. I think it’s very useful at home.
8. (Child) has learned a lot and he is curious about vegetables when we go to the
supermarket.
9. The partnerships with local chefs (name of chef) and events in the garden are a good
learning and community-building tool.
First Grade: 17 responses
1. One of the things I often hear about is Farmer (name).
2. My daughter loves to tell us about the hands on activities she does with the Edible
Schoolyard program.
3. I would love to learn more about it.
4. Sounds like a great program, can’t wait to hear more about it!
5. It’s also good to teach the kids where their food comes from.
6. She enjoys the planting.
7. She often comments with interest on the bugs and animals she spots in the garden.
8. It is a valuable way to engage the kids and nutrition and science!
9. My child learned new things from Farmer (name).
10. We have two raised beds in our backyard and there has been much more curiosity and
attention for what happens there, now that it is discussed also in school.
11. I receive a lot of questions now about the source of what we eat. Very important -especially for city kids!
12. She likes learning from Farmer (name).
13. [Likes best] bringing home recipes to make at home.
14. She loves the fact that they are able to learn gardening that she can use in her every
day life.
15. The kids love it and showing us [family] new things about food.
16. Provide more details and parental education for the program.
17. I have volunteered at chef in the garden and it is wonderful to see kids try new
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veggies and flavor combos that are healthy. Keep it up!
Second Grade: 7 responses
1. My son enjoys the program and talks about it with enthusiasm.
2. Give kids a chance to share healthy recipes from home. If they want to!
3. I think the edible garden helps the children experience something they may not have
at home.
4. It seems pretty cool from what my son tells me.
5. I would like to have more details from teachers about what the children do during
each edible schoolyard / cooking class.
6. It might be beneficial for the parents to be given instructions how to grow some of
their own fruits vegetables at home, so the knowledge can stay longer when practiced
at home.
7. I think it would be great if there was a take-home project and / or info, and it also
seems like a great way to tie it to a science project.
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Appendix J5: Theme 5 Expansion of ESY Pittsburgh Program Desired
Theme: Expansion Of ESY Program Desired
Total: 44 Parent & Guardian Responses

Kindergarten: 14 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improve [by offering] more hours in this class.
Can the entire school start a composting program?
Can we compost all the organic leftovers from lunch?
Bring home plants more often.
We are all looking forward to the next class with Farmer (name).
I think it is a fantastic concept for the school and would like to see it developed even
more and even be offered as after-school group in some capacity.
7. “Fill up the whole [school] yard.” (Bigger garden).
8. Maybe more hands-on gardening.
9. That it is more [frequent] than once a week.
10. Take home information and/or more opportunities to join as a family.
11. Consider [adding] fruit trees.
12. Can we compost lunch leftovers from the cafeteria? We need an entire school
compost program.
13. [Child's name] would like to do it again.
14. I hope the school can continue Farmer (name) efforts in healthy eating.
First Grade: 21 Responses
1. My child does say that he wishes his class [first grade] spent a time every couple
of days in the garden. *
2. Take more time to let child in the nature.
3. [Want] more time to study plants.
4. I wish even more emphasis was put on it [Edible Schoolyard], both in the
classroom and after school.
5. It seems there is room for expansion including composting from the cafeteria,
creating a greenhouse for winter months, and incorporating more vegetables to be
used in the children’s lunches.
6. Our son would like more time or more garden days. *
7. Obviously, it would be amazing if the Edible Schoolyard could be better
integrated with the school lunch program somehow.
8. My daughter loved the fancy water station from a few years back - water with
fruits and veggies. Is there a way to bring that back?
9. A great opportunity for the kids. Please keep it going.
10. I wish the older kids got to do science class in the garden.
11. This program should be expanded as much as possible and children should spend
more time learning about many more different foods to grow.
12. I expect that my child can start her first cooking class next semester.
13. Please continue doing this.
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14. We should do much more edible schoolyard and much less standardized testing.
Thanks for making it possible!
15. Please keep up the great work and don’t hesitate to ask the PTO for any support!
16. He would like to do the program more frequently or longer. *
17. This is a great program. My only suggestion would be to make it available to K to
5.
18. I think it’s wonderful but I think it would be even better with more time. One
semester of one period a day isn’t much. Maybe more activities or events that
interested students could opt into.
19. I also know the weather is always a factor but my daughter would love to be out
in the dirt more often getting her hands dirty. *
20. I would like for the program to continue. The kids need fruits and veggies at home
and at school. This helps some and some is good.
21. I wish all of our schools could have Edible Schoolyard. It is well integrated and
doesn’t feel like an add-on.
Second Grade: 9 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We should go more often to the garden.
He hopes Farmer (name) continues to garden. *
More gardening! (with child’s drawing)
My wish is the same as last year, to extend the programs to the older children!
You should do chickens too!
I think it’s better to increase the class to every week to encourage them to eat
vegetables more.
7. The children that are interested in more time in the garden could be given a specific
responsibility to get a sense of ownership and accomplishment.
8. It’s something he looks forward to and wants to do more of.
9. In fact she wants more classes like this!
* parent / guardian reported this as a comment their student made.
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Appendix J6: Theme 6 ESY Pittsburgh -- Positive Assessment
Theme: Positive Assessment
Total Responses: 165
Kindergarten 50 Responses
1. This was one of the strongest motivations for us to move near
2. Great program!
3. It is excellent I like it. [Child’s handwriting]
4. This is very good programme because from tender age child can learn about the food.
5. The edible schoolyard program is awesome.
6. I think it’s a great program to have.
7. [Student] always talk about the garden and had a really good time.
8. She likes the garden because there is lots of fruits and vegetables.
9. Cooking class is fun and they came into our class and made us popcorn.
10. We like the program a lot.
11. The program is great!
12. He thinks it’s a lot of fun.
13. My children just started this school, and they love the school programs.
14. [Child’s name] enjoys his self so I’m very satisfied with that!
15. All good.
16. Great program.
17. Great program!
18. Wonderful program. Very important for young children to learn. Thank you.
19. We love it! Great experience for the kids.
20. Thank you for making this program happen for the students and families of the
school.
21. I think this class is good.
22. My child is very positive about the program. He thinks the program is terrific. I feel
it's a great opportunity to introduce gardening and cooking to the kids, to help them
establish healthy diet, and get close to nature. Thank you very much!
23. I think is a great program.
24. I think it is wonderful that this kind of program is offered to the kids, and it's great to
know that they have the chance to see how the vegetables / fruits grow and to taste
them.
25. I’m very grateful that this program exists at (this school).
26. I think it’s a wonderful experience for the kids. Thank you 
27. I really think that the gardening class is a wonderful idea!
28. Great program!
29. I love the edible schoolyard program.
30. Although my child didn’t attend this activity because of being late for school I think
this class is very meaningful so I hope this course as soon as possible!
31. Haven’t heard much about it but seems like a good program.
32. Very good.
33. A great program that gets kids outside playing in the soil in an educational and
sustainable way.
34. The Edible Schoolyard program is a strong contributor to the [school C] community,
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and is an equalizer among students.
35. Like the participation.
36. Keep up the good work.
37. Love it.
38. I don’t know much about it. However, I am sure it is very exciting to kids and they
learn a lot.
39. [Like] the teacher. Like the school.
40. I think this is great!
41. Continue to expose children to new fruits, vegetables, and recipes.
42. We love that you have this program in place.
43. I like it! (Child’s handwriting)
44. I think the program is good. (Child’s handwriting)
45. (Child likes) the teacher and all the plants.
46. Great job.
47. It is a wonderful resource for School D and the students.
48. Thank you!!!
49. We love the Edible Schoolyard program!
50. Thank you!
First Grade 66 Responses
1. He like the gardening and cooking class very much.
2. It seems “cool” that fruits and vegetables are going to be growing right next to the
school.
3. EXCELLENT!
4. This is one of my favorite things at (this school).
5. Thank you so much to Farmer A.!
6. We are excited that the students have an opportunity for a unique hands-on learning
experience.
7. I think it's a great program that promotes healthy eating
8. Love it.
9. Both my children love the program.
10. I think this is a great program. All of my children enjoy this experience very much.
11. It is a great use of the dead space on the side of the school.
12. I really appreciate the opportunity that my child gets.
13. My daughter loves the Edible Schoolyard gardening class!
14. I think the Edible Schoolyard is one of the most positive learning experiences at the
school.
15. We [the parents] think teaching the kids about the time and effort it takes to grow
your own food is a great idea.
16. I am so very glad the school has the Edible Schoolyard project! It’s great that the kids
are exposed to such activities.
17. I think it’s a great program!
18. I wouldn’t change a thing.
19. Your program is an important and great addition to the school’s education. Thank
you.
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20. Edible Schoolyard has been one of the highlights of my daughter’s experience at (the
school).
21. I think the Edible Schoolyard program is wonderful.
22. Edible Schoolyard program is a great program.
23. We love and were so happy our kids have access to it.
24. It is a wonderful program and takes children back to nature in a way that other
initiatives can’t.
25. It is especially a boon for the children who have not been exposed to gardening
before.
26. Thank you for this program. I think it’s great and I know that [child] loves it.
27. Good program.
28. We love this! Nutrition and the outdoors!
29. I think the gardening class is very nice.
30. It’s a great program.
31. Any program that encourages healthy eating and living is worth it…
32. I'm so happy that [the school has this opportunity for our kids.
33. We think this program is fantastic and are proud the school provides this for our
children.
34. This is a very good program.
35. [We] appreciate school’s effort in making this successful.
36. We love it!
37. Schoolyard program is wonderful, for my daughter like it very much.
38. A great program.
39. We love it.
40. My child has really enjoyed the Edible Schoolyard experience.
41. I think it is a good idea.
42. He like the teacher.
43. Totally [like Edible Schoolyard]
44. I really love the program as well as my child [loves it].
45. I really like the program.
46. I think that this program is a great idea!
47. I think it’s great.
48. I love that this is provided at school. We are a gardening family but many families are
not and it gives all those “city kids” exposure to nature and plants seeds in their
young lives that can blossom in their futures. Thank you for all you do!
49. I love the program.
50. We love our School Garden.
51. Ms. M. has done a great job.
52. I think it is a wonderful program that opens up a whole new world to the students.
53. Keep it going.
54. This is good program.
55. It is a valuable asset to the school promoting healthy eating.
56. I think it’s a great idea.
57. Good program. Kids enjoyed.
58. The Edible Schoolyard has been a wonderful experience for my son.
59. “I just love Edible Schoolyard” (child’s name).
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60. We love it.
61. I think the Edible Schoolyard program is cool because at my other child’s old school
doesn’t have Farmer B. or a garden or anything else that contains a leaf or flower or
growing anything.
62. Love the program.
63. I think it’s an excellent program that has the potential to introduce new foods to
children.
64. It’s great!
65. It’s fun.
66. I love it.
Second Grade 49 Responses
1. I think this is an excellent well needed class that teaches children early on about the
importance of health and nutrition.
2. Excellent.
3. This program is awesome!
4. We fully support this kind of learning! So valuable!
5. It is good. (Child’s handwriting)
6. Garden class is great!!! We are so lucky!
7. The program is fantastic in my opinion.
8. [She is] always equating it with Farmer A. and fun.
9. We love it.
10. Very educational.
11. Great program! Thank you! Keep it up!
12. I think this is a great program.
13. My son likes the program.
14. I think it is a good program, I think keeps the children busy.
15. A wonderful program. Keep up the great work!
16. We as a family think this is a great program.
17. Good program.
18. I like the program
19. Is the best ever.
20. I love edible schoolyard!
21. Wonderful program!
22. I am glad the School C runs this program. C
23. Wonderful program. Gets kids outside playing in the soil in an educational and
sustainable way.
24. I think that is an excellent program and it was a big reason for us to send (our child)
to (this school) (as opposed to exploring independent schools).
25. It’s great. Please keep it up.
26. We love the garden at (school’s name).
27. I think it’s a great idea.
28. Even though edible schoolyard and gardening and cooking has not changed our
families vegetable consumption, we still love the program and think it is very
worthwhile.
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29. Very good program, please continue with this great idea.
30. My child enjoys it very much.
31. Thank you! Great program!
32. Thanks.
33. I definitely appreciate (school’s name) Edible Schoolyard, my child enjoys it, and I
hope that it will continue.
34. Please continue the program.
35. Thank you for allowing (Farmer B.) to meet my child.
36. I think it’s a great asset!
37. Great program.
38. Perfect school program -- teaches essential life skills.
39. I love it!! It’s a wonderful addition to a wonderful school and I know the students
value their participation and the results so much.
40. I think the program is wonderful!!
41. I think this class is great.
42. We are aware that there is a program with Farmer B. and (child) seems to enjoy it.
43. Fun.
44. My child loves Farmer B.
45. I like that it’s actually a girl who teaches the class. She teaches well. She doesn’t get
mad or yell at us like crazy.”
46. Farmer B is a great role model and encourages students to eat more fruits and
vegetables.
47. This is a good program, encouraging the children to eat fruits and vegetables will go a
long (way) in keeping our children healthy. Keep up the good job.
48. I think it’s a fantastic program! My daughter loves participating.
49. I feel the program is a very good one.
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Appendix J7: Theme 7 ESY Pittsburgh -- Negative Assessment
Theme: Negative Assessment
Total responses: 2
Kindergarten 1 Response
1. She says she doesn't like this class.
First Grade
(No comments)
Second Grade 1 Response
2. My child felt it was a bit uneventful.
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Appendix J8: Theme 8 Other
THEME: OTHER
26 Total Responses
Kindergarten 6 responses
1.
2.
3.
4.

A webpage might be a good idea to share what kids learned at school.
Farmer (name) is very patient waiting for (their) food to grow.
No need to request so much info on the kids.
I haven't heard about the program and [child's name] doesn't seem to know anything
about it. He does however eat fruits and vegetables on a regular basis.
5. Note: please remember to wash all produce thoroughly under running water before
eating cutting or cooking. Thanks!
6. I believe the garden educators are a significant influence on the success of the
program, especially their ability to engage students and elicit interest in
gardening/food.

First Grade 12 responses
1. (Child) never told us about that [Edible Schoolyard] .We don’t have an idea - I’m
sorry about that.
2. He’s never told me anything about it [Edible Schoolyard]
3. My daughter hasn’t mentioned much about the cooking portion - is that a smaller part
of the program?
4. I am just so very grateful for [name of school] period. [Name of school] Rocks!
5. She have no cooking class yet.
6. Like the school.
7. My kid doesn’t like eat vegetables but like strawberry, orange etc.
8. I also think that the school lunch should be changed to be more on the healthy side of
things and not so packaged all the time.
9. Mark plants legibly, clearly to be identified.
10. Chef (name) does an amazing job and is extra friendly with the children.
11. My son has not talked about the Edible Schoolyard. I did not realize that he was
participating this year.
12. My son doesn’t eat in general anything, but he is more willing to try new foods as
long as it doesn’t involve vegetables. Baby steps.
Second Grade 8 responses
1. It is important to eat vegetables come from local garden.
2. Snacks were healthy and they were made out of child’s favorite fruits and vegetables.
3. She doesn’t care for a lot of the recipes, maybe more variety or more hands-on? I
can’t really judge because she is a picky eater.
4. My child likes (name of school) and all activities in it.
5. Never been.
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6. (My daughter) said she never take part in any edible schoolyard program, only
cooking program. I am sorry I can’t evaluate it now.
7. We don’t have that much info about it.
8. Farmer (name) served ice cream once. 
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Appendix K: Parent Guardian Open Ended Responses
Totals by Themes and Grade Level
Theme 1: Student Behavior: F&V Consumption, Gardening, Cooking
Total Comments: 286
Kindergarten: 70 Responses
First Grade: 103 Responses
Second Grade: 113 Responses
Theme 2: Student Learning and Knowledge
Total Comments: 110
Kindergarten: 41 Responses
First Grade: 43 Responses
Second Grade: 26 Responses
Theme 3: Family, Community, School: F&V Consumption, Gardening, Cooking
Total Comments: 102
Kindergarten: 24 responses
First Grade: 48 responses
Second Grade: 30 responses
Theme 4: Family, Community, Class, & School Learning & Knowledge
Total Comments: 33
Kindergarten: 9 responses
First Grade: 17 responses
Second Grade: 7 responses
Theme 5: Expansion of ESY Program Desired
Total Comments: 44
Kindergarten: 14 Responses
First Grade: 21 Responses
Second Grade: 9 Responses
Theme 6: ESY -- Positive Assessment
Total Comments: 165
Kindergarten: 50 Responses
First Grade: 66 Responses
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Second Grade: 49 Responses
Theme 7: ESY -- Negative Assessment
Total Comments: 02
Kindergarten: 01 Response
She says she doesn't like this class.
First Grade: 0 Responses
Second Grade: 01 Response
My child felt it was a bit uneventful.
Theme 8: Other
Total Comments: 26
Kindergarten: 6 responses
First Grade: 12 responses
Second Grade: 8 responses
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Appendix L: Student Narratives
View the final video “Edible Schoolyard Winter Cooking Program” at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS5tsLXgniQ
KEY
 Student comments are left justified.
Staff comments are indented.
Video Text is centered

Grow Pittsburgh / ESY logos 0:00
Program Manager: I’m the Edible Schoolyard Program Manager with Grow
Pittsburgh. Our goal is really to teach students how to grow, and cook and eat
fresh foods while celebrating the experiences and the cultures of our students and
our city.
Video Text:
We asked a few questions to students in Grow Pittsburgh’s Edible Schoolyard Cooking
And Gardening Class about their experience.
Senior GE : The children really love the program, and that’s actually a huge
driving force.
Video Text:
What do you like most about Cooking and Gardening Class?











We get to cook, we have this special opportunity, that’s like a one in a lifetime
opportunity that we get to have when we’re kids, and so I think the cooking class is
very fun.
That we make a lot of new foods, and that some of the foods don’t come out perfectly
but they’re still good.
Try new foods and its really fun
Yep!
That we have fun together.
It is really very fun
Helping
Watching sometimes, EATING, eating is my favorite, trying out new foods.
Like different materials that w use, and like trying new things, staying fit and healthy.
That we get to make different kinds of foods from different places.
Senior GE: The best thing about it is the kids really love it. We’ve really done a
lot of good work in the past two years I’d say to hone in on curriculum and make
sure that its culturally relevant, that its reflecting the narratives, cultures and
traditions of the students whose classrooms we’re in, the different diversity of the
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different neighborhoods in Pittsburgh, but also the diversity in a given classroom.
In class segment: “What is the name of our planet? Can we say, ‘Our planet is
earth’ ….This year .. and every year the school focuses on a different continent,
so last year school they focused on South America, this year they are focusing on
Africa, so we’re making African recipes. “Our recipe today is called Tikel Gomen
and it is an Ethiopian recipe”.



Tikel Gomen. Tikel Gomen? Tikel Gorman? What? Gomen? Gorman? Don't you get
it?
I like tasting the Tikel Gorman its like potatoes, cabbage, and carrots, I had it for
lunch today, actually my dad made it.
Garden Educator: I have an opportunity to engage kids in a way that’s different
from what they get everyday in their classroom. It’s really awesome to be able to
take kids outside, to do things that are hands-on. I’m a Garden Educator here at
Grow Pittsburgh. It seems like kids really learn best when they get to use all of
their senses and try new things. From what I’ve heard from my students some of
the most powerful memories are things that we maybe tasted together, or tried that
was new.
Video Text:
What is one of your favorite experiences from class?






I like when we tried the rice noodle soup, ‘cause that was my favorite dish. It looks
like it not going to taste very good, but once you actually try it its like delicious.
I remember when we picked squash, some carrots.
How we found the sweet potatoes I was really was not expecting to find all those.
I have to go with “ice cream you scream we all scream for ice cream”. Milk shakes!





I loved everything we ate, and anything my mom makes I love it.
Anything you make, I’ll eat!
Yeah.



My favorite memory I think of all cooking, was when we made groundnut stew and
when I got to chop the collards and drink the stew.
Garden Educator: I consider myself very lucky to have the job that I have. It's a
definite source of joy in my life. My students call me “Farmer” (instead of Mr.). I
am a Garden Educator. We try as much as possible to create a culture in the
classroom where the students are really running the show, and are accountable to
themselves and each other as part of the cooking process. We also created a
culture of expectation within the classroom to try new foods.
Video Text:
An average of 96% of students tasted the food they made in each lesson.
An average of 81% of students reported trying a new food during each class.
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(In the classroom students eating food they prepared together)
 Thank you!
 May I please have one?
 (Three students tasting food on together, counting down
“one, two, three”, then tasting at the same time).
 Use positive words!
 Delicious! (thumbs up)
 OK, what do you think? (student nods yes)
 Tastes really good!




And if you have cooking class you can try new foods.
Just try something new
Even if, like, you don’t like cheese, trying new foods changes your taste buds more,
so like a day later if you try a piece of cheese, same piece, you might actually like it
that time.
Garden Educator: A lot of times that moment of taste and try would quickly
transform to a moment of pleasure for the students, where they find themselves
enjoying the food and telling each other how good it was so if a student at the
table hadn’t tried it yet, the pressure would come from a place of saying ‘this is so
good, you have to try it’ and a lot of times that would result in students trying it.



If I had already tried it, and I liked it, I would say: ‘try it. It tastes good to me. It
might not taste good to you, but I liked it and I at least tried it.
Garden Educator: Its been really awesome to see how many students have never
tasted a certain vegetable, and then its something they love and they can’t wait to
take their recipe home and share it with their families. I get great stories about a
recipe we’ve tried in class and how a family really loves it too.




You might like to try them at home, and have them at home and introduce them to
other people.
You should try to cook and eat with your dad or your mom so that if you have any
like vegetables or fruits you can just taste those plain, like while you are cooking.
Program Manager: Winter Cooking Program lessons are really exciting because
they are from all around the world and we try to include ingredients from our
garden, but also ingredients that come from the grocery store because a lot of our
students aren’t able to have gardens or don’t have gardens yet. Spring is one of
the most magical times because students are ready for it, because they’ve been
inside all winter, and then to watch them grow and watch them feel pride of what
they’ve created and what they’ve grown is a really magical experience and its
amazing how quickly the kids pick up on it because they want to learn and they
know its important.
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Video Text:
What is something interesting you have learned in Cooking and Gardening Class?




I think the most interesting thing we learned about was how garlic overwinters.
Overwintering… I remember that word which I didn’t know. So that means like the
plants are hibernating. But not all plants overwinter, only some.
Some plants overwinter and garlic is an example of that, and that’s a very cool fact
and I didn’t know that before.
Program Manager Thanks for watching our video. We hope you’ve been able to
experience some of the craziness and some of the fun and some of the real
learning that happens in gardening and cooking classes and hopefully you’ll have
a chance to cook or garden with someone young in your life and learn with them
in that process.




I really like it and I think it’s amazing and it's a one in a lifetime opportunity.
I like gardening class a lot and I tried some very fun new experiences and I hope I go
next year, and I hope I’ll have some more fun next year, too.

~ END
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Appendix M: Principal Interview Responses
Aggregated Responses of NPES Principals (NPES = Schools Not Participating in ESY)
# 1. Have you had interest in the ESY program in the past, and why or why not?
We look for opportunities and exposure to experiences that are different from our
students’ every day experiences.
There are benefits: student ownership, responsibility, math and science, citizenship. Both
parents and Principal are interested in the concept of instructional School Gardens.
I looked at the archive photos of farming in schools years ago -- there with blocks and
blocks of gardens. Every school had a garden and their produce was huge. This is very
inspiring and makes it even more interesting.
Yes, I have not pursued it, but I am curious.
Totals:
Yes 4
No 1

# 2. Have others in your school expressed interest in ESY? Can you share about that?
Parents have expressed interest.
Teachers will support an initiative but are overwhelmed.
We have two tomato patches
Two teachers have spearheaded habitat to attract butterflies.
Parents push for awareness of healthy foods and healthy eating habits.
We want to figure out how to get our kitchen and the garden working together. Currently
the kitchen offers the standard pre-packaged meals.
Yes, two teachers
No, but parents have gardens and are interested in gardens.
Totals:
Yes 3
No 1
Not that I know of 1

# 3. What are some of the priority needs of your school?
(Researcher created five themed groups)
Student needs – Theme 1
Ensuring all students have access to the resources they need.
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Our students need opportunities that are different from their every day experiences
We have lots of field trips to experience new places.
Subject matter – Theme 2
Could be in a writers’ workshop model.
Focus on teaching practices in teaching writing.
I see reading and math as very aligned with getting a gardening program going.
Technology – if we are going to say college and career ready we have to have technology
in our students’ daily routine.
Would be effective in context of writing and math.
School environment and student behavior – Theme 3
Teach appropriate behavior and provide academic support.
We are working on restorative practices doing discipline with students not to students.
Reach our high-risk students.
We are creating an environment to restore the environment where it has been harmed.
Improving the habits and culture of our students and staff.
Pedagogy – Theme 4
Student achievement.
We are looking for real word world experiences for our students.
Instructional practice: Common Core Standards alignment with writing instruction.
We are in the process of developing project-based learning.
Other – Theme 5
Staff development
Space – we are jam packed inside.
Funding: we perform better, so our funding is not adequate.

# 4. Could ESY be of support in addressing any of the priority needs? How or why not?
STEAM can be tied in.
In academics: writing, researching, and math.
Not just testing – achieve a high level of learning.
Teachers would need time to plan and they would need professional development. If
different and real it will be educational because it is in context.
We would like to see gardening aligned with more than science; we would like it aligned
with math and literacy and history.
You can always make gardens connect to learning.
Involving kids in hands-on process; contributing to their school via the garden.
The gardens would work well with our focus on project-based learning.
Staff development can be tied in as well.
Make rigorous education program with garden education.
Make it financially rewarding for students: arrange for them to have a stand to sell their
fruits and vegetables.
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Student achievement – connect classroom; if it looks real, if it is aligned with regular
education it would address priority needs.
Stories about gardening and food production could be valuable.
If exposed to foods not typically exposed to this would be access to new information.
Totals:
Yes 4
No 0
Yes and No 1
Questions 3 and 4 Combined
#3 Priority Needs?
#4 Could ESY Help with Priority Needs?
Red and italics = priority needs
Green = ESY could support meeting these needs
Student needs
Ensuring all students have access to the resources they need.
Our students need opportunities that are different from their every day experiences
We have lots of field trips to experience new places.
Subject matter
Could be in a writers’ workshop model.
Focus on teaching practices in teaching writing.
I see reading and math as very aligned with getting a gardening program going.
Technology – if we are going to say college and career ready we have to have technology
in our students’ daily routine.
Would be effective in context of writing and math.
In academics: writing, researching, and math.
We would like to see gardening aligned with more than science.
we would like it aligned with math and literacy and history.
STEAM can be tied in.
Stories about gardening and food production could be valuable.
If exposed to foods not typically exposed to this would be access to new information.
School environment and student behavior
Teach appropriate behavior and provide academic support.
We are working on restorative practices doing discipline with students not to students.
Reach our high-risk students.
We are creating an environment to restore the environment where it has been harmed.
Improving the habits and culture of our students and staff.
Contributing to their school via the garden.
Pedagogy
Student achievement.
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We are looking for real word world experiences for our students.
Instructional practice: Common Core Standards alignment with writing instruction.
We are in the process of developing project-based learning.
You can always make gardens connect to learning.
Involving kids in hands-on process
The gardens would work well with our focus on project-based learning.
Make rigorous education program with garden education.
Not just testing – achieve a high level of learning.
Student achievement – connect classroom; if it looks real, if it is aligned with regular
education it would address priority needs.
If different and real it will be educational because it is in context.
Other
Staff development
Space – we are jam packed inside.
Funding: we perform better, so our funding is not adequate.
Teachers would need time to plan and they would need professional development.
Staff development can be tied in as well.
Make it financially rewarding for students: arrange for them to have a stand to sell their
fruits and vegetables.

# 5. Do you believe ESY would support or strain the capacity of your school system to
create student learning opportunities? In what ways?
Support:
Many students like to be involved in gardens.
If the format were like regional special education classes -- that would work.
We have some garden already the kids pick carrots, smell the herbs, are attracted to it.
It would support our ability to create student learning opportunities because we have a lot
of flexibility.
Enhance. What we know is that the more engaged and more hands-on the more students
feel they are captains of their learning. Inquiry-based learning is (strong).
It would be a support.
Strain
The amount of content the teachers have to push through (already) is great.
Could be a strain because our scheduling has many transitions.
We are stretched to the max.
We are currently doing (extra programming) it with strain the capacity.
Both
It would not be a strain, but teachers are maxed out. So, if a parent volunteer is (leading)
this, it would work.
We have a parent who has done the current garden, and has done such a nice job.
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A strain, however if a teacher and parents are willing to take it on and jump into it that
could work.

# 6. Is there anything else you would like to share?
Our students just need the right opportunities.
I have amazing students.
In the winter what we could do in a School Garden program?
We have a garden….it is overlooked, but parents do help with it.
A parent works with the teacher incorporating the garden we have.
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Appendix N: Garden Educator Narratives
Garden Educator Narratives
ESY Pittsburgh Winter Cooking Program Video
Maria PM
My name is Maria and I’m the Edible Schoolyard Program Manager with Grow
Pittsburgh.
Our goal is really to teach students how to grow, and cook and eat fresh foods while
celebrating the experiences and the cultures of our students and our city.
Courtney Senior GE
The children really love the program, and that’s actually a huge driving force.
Courtney Senior GE
The best thing about it is the kids really love it. We’ve really done a lot of good work in
the past two years I’d say, to hone in on curriculum and make sure that its culturally
relevant, that its reflecting the narratives, cultures and traditions of the students whose
classrooms we’re in, the different diversity of the different neighborhoods in Pittsburgh,
but also the diversity in a given classroom. I’m Courtney. I’m a Garden Educator at Grow
Pittsburgh
This year, every year we focus on a different continent, so last year school they focused
on South America, this year they are focusing on Africa, so we’re making African recipes
Molly GE
I have an opportunity to engage kids in a way that’s different from what they get
everyday in their classroom. It’s really awesome to be able to take kids outside, to do
things that are hands-on. My name is Molly, I’m a Garden Educator here at Grow
Pittsburgh. It seems like kids really learn best when they get to use all of their senses and
try new things. From what I’ve heard from my students some of the most powerful
memories are things that we maybe tasted together, or tried that was new.
Jim GE
I consider myself very lucky to have the job that I have. It's a definite source of joy in my
life. My name is Jim; my students call me Farmer Jim.
We try as much as possible to create a culture in the classroom where the students are
really running the show, and are accountable to themselves and each other as part of the
cooking process. We also created a culture of expectation within the classroom to try new
foods.
A lot of times that moment of taste and try would quickly transform to a moment of
pleasure for the students, where they find themselves enjoying the food and telling each
other how good it was, so if a student at the table hadn’t tried it yet, the pressure would
come from a place of saying ‘this is so good, you have to try it’ and a lot of times that
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would result in students trying it.
Molly GE
Its been really awesome to see how many students have never tasted a certain vegetable,
and then its something they love and they can’t wait to take their recipe home and share it
with their families. And I get great stories about a recipe we’ve tried in class and how a
family really loves it too.
Maria PM
Winter Cooking Program lessons are really exciting because they are from all around the
world and we try to include ingredients from our garden, but also ingredients that come
from the grocery store because a lot of our students aren’t able to have gardens or don’t
have gardens yet. Spring is one of the most magical times because students are ready for
it, because they’ve been inside all winter, and then to watch them grow and watch them
feel pride of what they’ve created and what they’ve grown is a really magical experience
and its amazing how quickly the kids pick up on it because they want to learn and they
know its important.
Maria PM
Thanks so much for watching our video. We hope you’ve been able to experience some
of the craziness and some of the fun and some of the real learning that happens in
gardening and cooking classes and hopefully you’ll have a chance to cook or garden with
someone young in your life and learn with them in that process.
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Appendix O: ESY Start and Progression
ESY Start and Progression
2006
A Principal independently motivated to contact Grow Pittsburgh after a visit to Edible
Schoolyard Project in Berkeley. Requested that we start a School Garden program at
School A. In the fall of 2006, work began at two elementary schools (Schools A and B),
to create permanent gardens. Through a series of design charrettes and workdays,
students, parents, teachers, and community members participated in the planning and
construction of the gardens. In the spring, students started seeds in the classroom,
prepared beds, and planted seeds in the garden. As produce becomes available, students
are invited to eat vegetables from the garden. Over the summer, area high school students
tend the gardens as part of a paid internship cultivating leadership skills and an awareness
of the interdependence between land, food, and people. When school resumes in the fall,
students help harvest the produce in preparation for a school-wide cooking demonstration
hosted by a local chef. Throughout the year parent and community volunteers assist
students in the garden. In the classroom teachers use garden concepts and supplementary
activities such as vermi-composting and plant-based art projects in their academic
curriculum.
2008 Schools C and D
These two schools were reached out to because of location and interest by administration.
2011 “Report” Current Direction
Over the five years of our programming, we have come to understand the importance of
training educators (both the AmeriCorps members we employ and regular classroom
teachers) in garden and kitchen procedures. Using the garden in the classroom is daunting
for someone who has never grown a tomato. To this end, we are developing a
standardized toolkit that provides step-by-step procedures for educators to follow when
leading their two dozen students through a food-based activity. The toolkit also provides
suggestions for linking the activities to regular classroom curriculum, especially
elementary science.
Until 2010, Grow Pittsburgh did not charge for its services within the district. In an effort
to achieve financial sustainability and reduce our reliance on yearly foundation subsidy,
we realized that a service fee would be necessary. We will continue to charge for our
services on a three-tier basis depending on level of service provided.
Our Work
In 2008, Superintendent A granted permission to expand our program to any interested
school. As a result, we have pursued what could be characterized as a piecemeal
approach to expansion. This has been entirely necessary for the development of our
services and supporting materials. Now that this phase of our development is coming to a
close, however, a more formalized agreement between Grow Pittsburgh and schools
behooves both entities.
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On the national level, funding for School Garden and farm-to-school programs has been
made newly available through the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act. Up to $100,000 per
year is available to PPS toward this end. Grow Pittsburgh offers a tested program that
addresses just these issues. Already we have been working with food services to align
what is grown in the garden with what is featured on the monthly lunch menu.
Consequently, the menu has become more seasonally-informed in its offerings, and the
School Gardens have been used to change student perceptions of the healthy foods they
find on their lunch plates. This work can continue and expand with added funding.
Menu of Options /Tiers for schools did not work well because schools wanted very
different programming from one another, which made it hard to create a distinctive ESY
“brand” and difficult to maintain strong programming all around. Schools usually opted
out of community events, and we believe this is a crucial piece of the programming. We
decided to drop the menu of options in favor of one standard program option that
included 4 classes per week during the school year and 2 community events as well as
garden maintenance.
Staffing: We hired a full time Edible Schoolyard Program Manager
2012 Schools E and F
These schools were added through a rigorous application process. These two schools
demonstrated necessary physical components (space to grow, sun and water access etc.)
as well as administrative and parent support. These schools brought our “Flagship
School” total to 6.
2013- Edible Schoolyard Pittsburgh developed our Affiliate School program
to supplement our ability to meet the growing demand for School Garden engagement
without maxing out our staff capacity. Affiliate Schools receive support to install or
improve a garden, and then receive monthly classes to model garden lessons for teachers.
During this first year, we added 4 Affiliate Schools.
2014-2015 School Year
Flagship Schools: 5 total; Affiliate Schools: 7 total
ESY Staffing: We moved from using AmeriCorps staff (2008-2013) to having part time
Grow Pittsburgh staff (2013-2015). As of June 2015, we will have two full time Grow
Pittsburgh staff member Garden Educators (with two Flagship schools each) and one part
time staff member Garden Educator (one school).
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Appendix P: ESY Presence in the United States

4465 Garden Classrooms
719 Academic Classrooms
577 Kitchen Classrooms
425 School Cafeterias
284 Support Organization
120 Farm Based
4733 ESY Locations Total

2016 May / Source: http://edibleschoolyard.org/network?text=&city_zip=&sm_province=&sm_country=us
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